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Towards a Formal Argumentation-based Model for
Procedural Texts

Leila Amgoud and Far ida Aouladomar and Patr ick Saint-Dizier 1

Abstract.
In this paper, we first present an analysis of the facets of natural

argumentation in procedural texts. Next, weextend theformal model
proposed in [2] to accommodate these facets. Finally, we outline the
main properties of themodel.

1 Introduction

Procedural texts are specific forms of discourse, satisfying con-
straints of economy of means, accuracy, etc. They are in general
based on a specific discursive logic, made up of presuppositions,
causesandconsequences, goals, inductions, warnings, anaphoric net-
works, etc., and more psychological elements (e.g. to stimulate a
user). Thegoal is to optimizealogical sequencing of instructionsand
to make the user feel safe and confident with respect to the goal(s)
he wants to achieve. This type of discourse contains a number of
facets, which all are associated in a certain way to argumentation:
procedural discourseis indeed informative, narrative, explicative, de-
scriptive, injunctiveand sometimesfigurative. In fact, argumentation
does provide a motivation and an internal coherence to procedural
texts: procedural discourse is basically interactive: it communicates,
teaches, justifies, explains, warns, forbids, stimulates, evaluates.

Procedural texts consist of a structure goal-subgoals or task-
subtasks designed with some accuracy in order to reach an objec-
tive (e.g. assemble a computer). In our perspective, procedural texts
range from apparently simple cooking receipes to largemaintenance
manuals (whose paper versions are measured in tons e.g. for aircraft
maintenance). They also include documents as diverse as teaching
texts, medical notices, social behavior recommendations, directions
for use, do-it-yourself and assembly notices, itinerary guides, advice
texts, savoir-faireguides, etc. [1].

Moreprecisely, aprocedural text is astructurecomposed of amain
goal or task, which is decomposed recursively into subtasks. Leaves
are elementary tasks, also called instructions. The tree structure re-
flects in general thetemporal structureof thesystem in termsof tem-
poral precedence. To makeit moreprecise, wepresent below amodel
that allowsfor different temporal combinationsof tasks(precedence,
overlap, etc.). Finally, this tree structure also reveals the modularity
of procedures, via the task-subtask decomposition. Therefore, con-
straints and arguments stated within a subtask, only range over the
elements of that subtask.

The backbone of a procedural text is clearly the task-subtasks
structure. In most typesof procedural texts, procedural discoursehas
in fact two deeply intertwinned dimensions: an explicative compo-
nent, constructed around rational and objective elements (the task-

1 IRIT - CNRS 118, route de Narbonne 31062 Toulouse Cedex 9, France
amgoud, aouladom, stdizier@irit.fr

subtask structure), and a seduction component whose goal is (1) to
motivatetheuser by outlining theimportanceof certain tasksand the
necessity to fully realize them, by giving various forms of advices,
(2) to make theuser understand that theprocedureproposed is asafe
and efficient way to reach thegoal, (3) to prevent theuser from mak-
ing errors of various types via warnings. This seduction component
closely associated with therational elements, forms, in particular, the
argumentative structureof theprocedural text.

Thediversity of procedural texts, their objectivesand theway they
arewritten is thesourceof a largevariety of natural arguments. This
study is based on a extensive corpus study, within a language pro-
duction perspective. This approach allowsusto integrate logical, lin-
guistic (e.g. [6, 3]) and philosophical views of argumentation.

The aim of this paper is to present a formal model for procedu-
ral texts. The model is an extension of a framework developed in
[2] for reasoning about agent’s desires. The idea is to built plans for
achieving those desires, to resolve the conflicts among those plans,
and finally to select theset of desires that areachievable together.

In the next sections of this paper, we present some details about a
typology of arguments in procedural texts and a motivational exam-
ple. Then, wepresent an extension of the formal model developed in
[2] for modeling procedural texts and someessential properties.

2 Procedural texts and argumentation

2.1 Role of arguments

In [4], we present in detail the different linguistic and conceptual
forms of arguments found in procedural texts. This is a study done
for french. Let us review here the 5 major forms of arguments we
found frequently in corpora. Verb classes referred to are in general
thosespecified in WordNet:

• Explanations are the most usual ones. We find them in any kind
of procedural texts. They usually introduce a set of sequences or
more locally an instruction implemented in the ”goal” symbol of
the grammar. The abstract schemas are the following: (1) pur-
pose connectors-infinitive verbs, (2) causal connectors-deverbals
and (3) titles. The most frequently used causal connectors are :
pour, afin de, car, c’est pourquoi, etc. (to, in order to) (e.g. to re-
move the bearings, for lubrification of the universal joint shafts,
because it may be prematurely worn due to the failure of another
component).

• Warning arguments embedded mostly either in a ”negative” for-
mulation. They are particularly rich in technical domains. Their
role is basically to explain and to justify. Negative formulation is
easy to identify: there are prototypical expressions that introduce
thearguments. Negativeformulation followstheabstract schemas:
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negative causal connectors-infinitive risk verbs; negative causal
marks-risk VP; positive causal connectors-VP negative syntaxic
forms, positivecausal connectors-prevention verbs.

– negativeconnectors: souspeinede, sinon, car sinon, sansquoi,
etc. (otherwise, under the risk of) (e.g. sous peine d’attaquer la
teintedu bois).

– risk classverbs: risquer, causer, nuire, commettreetc. (e.g. pour
nepas commettred’erreur).

– prevention verbs: viter, prvenir, etc. (e.g. afin d’viter que la
carte se dchausse lorsqu’on la visse au chssis, gloss: in order
to prevent thecard from skipping off its rack).

– Positive causal mark and negative syntaxic forms: de facon ne
pas, pour nepas, pour que ... ne ...pasetc. (in order not to) (e.g.
pour ne pas le rendre brillant, gloss: in order not to make it too
bright).

• Tip arguments: these arguments are less imperative than the other
ones, they guide the user, motivate him, and help to evaluate
the quality of the work. They are particularly present in com-
munication texts. The corresponding abstract schemas are: causal
connectors-performing NP; causal connectors-performing verbs;
causal connectors-modal-performing verbs; performing proposi-
tion.

– performing verbs: e.g. permettre, amliorer, etc. (allow, improve,
etc.).

– performing PPs: e.g. Pour une meilleure finition; pour des
raisons de performances (for a better finishing, for performing
reasons).

– performing proposition: e.g. Have small bills. It’s easier to tip
and to pay your bill that way.

• threatening arguments and reward arguments: these arguments
have a strong impact on the user’s intention to realize the instruc-
tion provided, the instruction is almost madecompulsory by using
this kind of argument. This is the injunctive form. We could not
find any of these types of arguments in procedural texts, except
in QA pairs and injunctions texts (e.g. rules) where the author
and the adressee are clearly identified. Therefore, in those argu-
ments we often find personal pronouns like ”nous” ”vous” (we,
you). For threatening arguments, it followsthefollowing schemas:
otherwise connectors-consequence proposition; otherwise nega-
tiveexpression-consequenceproposition :

– otherwiseconnectors: sinon.

– otherwise negative expression: si ... ne ... pas... (e.g. si vous
ne le faites pas, nous le primerons automatiquement aprs trois
semaines en ligne).

• For reward arguments, the schemas associated are the following :
personal pronouns - reward proposition :

– reward proposition : using possession transfer verbs (gagner,
donner, bnficier, etc. (win, give, benefit )

Besides thesefivemain typesof arguments, wefound someformsof
stimulation-evaluation (what you only have to do now...), and evalu-
ation.

2.2 Thepragmatic dimensionsof argumentative
aims

First, it is important to note that arguments associated to a task do
not form a homogeneous group. Arguments have different types (as

specified above), and range over various facets of the task to carry
out. We can talk, similarly to the temporal organization where some
tasks may evolve in parallel with little connections, of a polyphony
of arguments, to be contrasted with a sequence of arguments jointly
operating over thesameset of data.

Another important aspect is that, besides their direct use and
meaning, arguments or groups of arguments convey several prag-
matic effects which are quite subjective. For example, a task may
become more salient in the procedural discourse if it is associated
with a large number of arguments. Arguments therefore may induce
zoom effects on some instructions. Arguments are also often exag-
gerated, beyond normal expectations, as a way to strengthen them,
and to arouse a greater attention from the reader. In texts dedicated
to the large public, arguments may be too strong, in particular pre-
cautions to take (a form of warning). The result is that the global
coherence of arguments over a whole procedural text may not be
fully met, while thetext remainsperfectly ’coherent’ from thereader
point of view. Finally, a task may be associated with a disjunction
of arguments, whoseselection dependson thereader’sperformances
and preferences, for example tips and explanations may be tuned to
various audiences.

These short considerations are illustrated below. They obviously
have an impact on the formal model, in which we will need to intro-
duce temporal dimensions, flexible forms of coherence, locally and
globally, and over thevarious typesof arguments (e.g. a tip must not
contradict awarning), preferences and salienceeffects.

3 I llustrativeexample (Assembling a PC)

Let us illustrate the previous section by means of a simple, real
example, extracted from theWeb, which will beused throughout the
remainder of this paper. Theexample is about assembling a PC. The
following instructions aregiven for that purpose:

Assembling your PC

Mater ial requir ed: Makesurethat you haveall thebelow materials
before starting: Processors, Motherboard, Hardisk, RAM, Cabi-
net, Floppy drive, . . .

Precautions: Beforestarting theactual assembly, thefollowing pre-
cautionswould help to avoid any mishap during theassembly pro-
cess:

• besure to handle all thecomponents with great care, . . .

• useaclean and largeenough table, . . .

• avoid thepresenceof any sourceof static electricity around,. . .

Procedure:

• Installing Hardisk: Ensure that thehard drive is set up to bethe
master driveon its IDE cable. If so plug it in . . .

• Floppy Drive: Plug in the power cable (see picture) carefully
since it is quite possible to miss one of the connectors, which
will quite possibly cause some damage when the computer is
powered on. Then, placedrive in slot, . . .

As the reader can note it, procedural texts contain a large number of
arguments under the form of advices, warnings, etc. which do help
to realize theaction. Notealso theellip tical style of sometitles, with
no verbs, but which arenevertheless actions.
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4 Logical language

Let L bealogical language, and Arg(L) thedifferent arguments that
can bebuilt from L. From L, threebases can bedistinguished:

• G contains formulas of L. Elements of G represent the subject or
the goals to be satisfied through the procedural text. For instance,
the goal of the procedural text given in Example 1 is “assembling
aPC”. Note that, for thesametext, theset G should beconsistent.

• P contains rules having the form ϕ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ϕn → ϕ where
ϕ1, . . ., ϕn, ϕ are elements of L. Such a formula means that the
author believes that if the actionsϕ1, . . ., ϕn are achieved then ϕ

will also beachieved.

Example 1 In theaboveexample, thedifferent basescontain among
others the following information: G = {Assembling the Computer}.
P = { Check Required Material ∧ Installing Hard Drive∧ Floppy
Drive → Assembling the Computer, Processors ∧ Motherboard ∧
Hardisk ∧ RAM ∧ Cabinet ∧ Floppy Drive→ Check Required Ma-
terial set up the harddisk ∧ plug in → Installing HardDisk, plug in
thepower cable∧ placedrive in slot → Floppy Drive}.

5 A basic argumentation system

A rational agent can express claims and judgments, aiming at reach-
ing a decision, a conclusion, or informing, convincing, negotiating
with other agents. Pertinent information may be insufficient or con-
versely there may be too much, but partially incoherent information.
In case of multi-agent interactions, conflicts of interest are unavoid-
able. Agents can be assisted by argumentation, a process based on
the exchange and the valuation of interacting arguments which sup-
port opinions, claims, proposals, decisions, etc. According to Dung
[5], an argumentation framework is defined as a pair consisting of a
set of arguments and a binary relation representing the defeasibility
relationship between arguments.

Definit ion 1 (Argumentation framework) An argumentation frame-
work is a pair <A, R> where A is a set of arguments (A ⊆
Arg(L)), and R is a binary relation representing a defeasibility re-
lationship between arguments, i.e. R⊆A×A. (a, b) ∈R or equiv-
alently aRb means that theargument a defeats b.

In the above definition, the structure of the argument is unknown.
In the remainder of this paper, we do not need to define formally
an argument. However, any argument a ∈ L is supposed to have a
conclusion that is returned by the function Conc.

Since arguments may be conflicting, it is important to know
which arguments are considered acceptable. Dung has defined
different acceptability semantics.

Definit ion 2 (Defence/conflict-free) Let S ⊆ A.

• S defends an argument A iff each argument that defeats A is de-
feated by someargument in S.

• S is conflict-free iff thereexist no Ai, Aj in S such that Ai defeats
Aj .

Definit ion 3 (Acceptabilit y semantics) Let S be a conflict-free set
of arguments and let F : 2A → 2A be a function such that F(S) =
{A | S defendsA}.

• S is a completeextension iff S = F(S).

• S is a preferred extension iff S is a maximal (w.r.t set ⊆) complete
extension.

• S is a grounded extension iff it is the smallest (w.r.t set ⊆) com-
pleteextension.

Note that there is only one grounded extension. It contains all the
arguments that arenot defeated, and thearguments that aredefended
directly or indirectly by non-defeated arguments.

The last step of an argumentation process consists of determin-
ing, among all theconclusionsof thedifferent arguments, the“good”
ones called justified conclusions. Let Output denote this set of jus-
tified conclusions. One way of defining Output is to consider the
conclusions that are supported by at least one argument in each ex-
tension.

Definit ion 4 (Justified conclusions) Let (A,R) be an argumenta-
tion systemand {E1, . . . , En} beits set of extensions(under a given
semantics). Output = {ψ|∀Ei, ∃A ∈ Ei such that Conc(A) = ψ}.

6 A formal model for procedural texts

In this section we propose a formal framework for procedural texts.
This framework builds on a model developed in [2] for reasoning
about conflicting desires. Thebasic ideabehind that model is to con-
struct plans for each desire and then to select the set of desires that
are achievable together. A plan consists in decomposing the initial
desire into sub-desires that are themselves decomposed into other
sub-desires. This gives birth to a tree structure, where the leaves of
thetreeare instructions. In what follows, wewill adopt this notion of
plan for modeling aprocedural text.

The basic concept of our framework is that of goal. Indeed, each
procedural text is supposed to have a goal. A goal is any element of
G, and it may havesub-goals.

Definit ion 5 (Goal/Sub-goal) Let usconsider thebases<G, P>.

1. G is theset of goals.
2. SubG is the set of the sub-goals: A literal h′ ∈ SubG iff there

existsa rule ϕ1∧h′ . . .∧ϕn → ϕ ∈ P with ϕ ∈ G or ϕ ∈ SubG.
In that case, h′ is a sub-desireof ϕ.

A goal can be achieved in different ways. We bring the two notions
together in anew notion of partial plan.

Definit ion 6 (Par tial plan) A partial plan is a pair a = <h, H>

such that:

• h is a goal or a sub-goal.
• H = {ϕ1, . . . , ϕn} if thereexistsa rule ϕ1 ∧ . . .∧ϕn → h ∈ P,

H = ∅ otherwise.

The function Goal(a) = h returns the goal or sub-goal of a partial
plan a. ℵ will gather all the partial plans that can be built from<G,
P>.

Remark 1 A goal may have several partial plans corresponding to
different alternatives for achieving that goal. Indeed, in procedural
texts, it may be the case that for the same goal/sub-goals, several
ways for achieving it areprovided.

Remark 2 Let a = < h, H > bea partial plan. Each element of the
support H is a sub-goal of h.
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Definit ion 7 A partial plan a = <h, H> is elementary iff H = ∅.

Remark 3 If there exists an elementary partial plan for a goal h,
then this means that the agent knows how to achieveh directly. This
corresponds to thenotion of instructionsof procedural texts.

Example 2 In the above example, the following partial plans can
be built: <Assembling the Computer, {Check Required Material,
Installing Hard Disk, Floppy Drive}>, <Check Required Mate-
rial, {Processors, Motherboard, Hardisk, RAM, Cabinet, Floppy
Drive}>, <Installing Hard Disk, {Set up the harddisk, plug in}>,
<Floppy Drive, {plug in thepower cable, placedrive in slot}>.

A partial plan shows theactions that should beperformed in order to
achieve thecorresponding goal (or sub-goal). However, theelements
of thesupport of agiven partial plan areconsidered assub-goals that
must be achieved in turn by another partial plan. The whole way
to achieve a given goal is called a complete plan. A complete plan
for a goal d is an AND tree. Its nodes are partial plans and its arcs
represent the sub-goal relationship. The root of the tree is a partial
plan for the goal d. It is an AND tree because all the sub-goals of
d must be considered. When for the same goal, there are several
partial plansto carry it out, only oneis considered in atree. Formally :

Definit ion 8 (Completeplan) A complete plan G for a goal h is a
finite treesuch that:

• h ∈ G.
• The root of the tree is a partial plan <h, H>.
• A node <h’ , {ϕ1, . . ., ϕn}> has exactly n children <ϕ1, H

′
1>,

. . ., <ϕn, H ′
n> where<ϕi, H

′
i> is an element of ℵ.

• The leaves of the treeareelementary partial plans.

The function Nodes(G) returns the set of all the partial plans of the
treeG. CP denotes theset of all thecompleteplans that can bebuilt
from<G, P>. The function Leaves(G) returns theset of the leaves
of the treeG.

Example 3 In our training example, there is a uniquecompleteplan
for thegoal “ assembling a PC” that is shown in Figure1.

Set up the hardisk  Plug in        Plug in the power cable   Place drive in slot       Processor    Motherboard   Hardisk   RAM  

Check required material       Install hardisk      Floppy drive

Assembling a PC

Figure1. Completeplan

Note that a procedural text may have several complete plans captur-
ing thedifferent ways for achieving thegoal of the text.

As said in the introduction, a procedural text may contain argu-
ments for explaining different tasks, and for motivating the reader
to behave in a certain way. In [4], we have shown there are mainly
tow categoriesof argumentsthat areused in procedural texts: advices
and warnings. It is also common that some arguments in a procedu-
ral text may defeat other arguments. Indeed, some authors explain
a task, and present for that purpose arguments. Since, the authors

may expect counter-arguments from the readers, then they introduce
those counter-arguments in the text itself and present the counter-
attack against them. In sum, the tasks of the procedural text should
be justified, and defended in the text.

Now that all theingredients introduced, weareready to definefor-
mally a procedural text. Indeed, a procedural text has three compo-
nents: agoal that it should satisfy, acompleteplan for achieving that
goal, and an argumentation system that justifies each goal/sub-goal
occurring in thecomplete plan.

Definit ion 9 (Procedural text) A procedural text is a tuple <g, G,
AS> where:

• g ∈ G is thegoal of theprocedural text
• G ∈ CP is a complete plan for g

• AS = <A, R> is an argumentation system
• ∀ ai ∈ Node(G), Goal(ai) ∈ Outcome(AS)

The last condition ensures that the procedural text is coherent in the
sensethat each goal and sub-goal is justified and correctly supported.
This means that the arguments exchanged for supporting a given
goal/sub-goal cannot defeat another goal/sub-goal.

7 Conclusion

This paper has proposed a formal model for defining procedural
texts. We have mainly shown how these texts can be defined in a
more abstract way. Due to the tree structure of procedural texts and
their decomposition in termsof tasksand sub-tasks, wehavedefined
a procedural text as a plan for achieving its goal. This formal model
makesit possible to easily comparedifferent procedural texts. For in-
stance, aprocedural text in which theset A of arguments is empty is
poor, andmay bedirected towardsaprofessional audience. Therefore
further investigationsshould becarried out in order to study different
strategies an author may useaccording to target audiences.
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The Carneades Argumentation Framework –
Using Presumptions and Exceptions to Model

Critical Questions

Thomas F. Gordon1
and Douglas Walton2

Abstract. In 2005, Gordon and Walton presented ini-
tial ideas for a computational model of defeasible argument
[12, 26], which builds on and elaborates Walton’s theory of ar-
gumentation [28, 31]. The current paper reports on progress
which has been made in the meantime. It presents a formal,
mathematical model of argument evaluation which applies
proof standards [8] to determine the defensibility of argu-
ments and the acceptability of statements on an issue-by-issue
basis. The main original contribution of the Carneades Argu-
mentation Framework is its use of three kinds of premises
(ordinary premises, presumptions and exceptions) and infor-
mation about the dialectical status of statements (undisputed,
at issue, accepted or rejected) to model critical questions in
such a way as to allow the burden of proof to be allocated
to the proponent or the respondent, as appropriate. Both of
these elements are required for this purpose: presumptions
hold without supporting argument only so long as they have
not been put at issue by actually asking the critical question.

1 Introduction

The work in this paper flows from previous attempts to solve
a key problem common to AI and argumentation theory con-
cerning the using of the device of critical questions to evalu-
ate an argument. Critical questions were first introduced by
Arthur Hastings [15] as part of his analysis of presumptive
argumentation schemes. The critical questions attached to an
argumentation scheme enumerate ways of challenging argu-
ments created using the scheme. The current method of eval-
uating an argument that fits a scheme, like that for argument
from expert opinion, is by a shifting of the burden of proof
from one side to the other in a dialog [30]. When the respon-
dent asks one of the critical questions matching the scheme,
the burden of proof shifts back to the proponent’s side, de-
feating or undercutting the argument until the critical ques-
tion has been answered successfully. At least this has been the
general approach of argumentation theory. Recently, however,
it was observed [3] that critical questions differ with respect
to their impact on the burden of proof. These observations
led to two theories about the shifting of the burden of proof
when critical questions are asked. According to one theory,

1 Fraunhofer FOKUS, Berlin, Germany, email:
thomas.gordon@fokus.fraunhofer.de

2 Department of Philosophy, University of Winnipeg, Winnipeg,
Manitoba, Canada, email: d.walton@uwinnipeg.ca

when any critical question is asked, the burden shifts to the
proponent’s side to answer the question and, if no answer
is given, the argument fails. According to the other theory,
merely asking a critical question is not enough to shift the
burden of proof back to the proponent. On this theory, to
make the argument fail, the question needs to be supported
by further argument. Some critical questions fit one theory
better, while others fit the other theory better. This duality
has posed a recurring problem for the project of formalizing
schemes.

In this paper, we put forward a new model for evaluat-
ing defeasible arguments that solves this problem, continuing
work we began in 2005 [12, 26]. The current paper presents
a formal, mathematical model of argument evaluation which
applies proof standards [8] to determine the defensibility of
arguments and the acceptability of statements on an issue-by-
issue basis. The formal model is called the Carneades Argu-
mentation Framework, in honor of the Greek skeptic philoso-
pher who emphasized the importance of plausible reasoning
[6, vol. 1, p. 33-34].

Arguments in Carneades are identified, analyzed and eval-
uated not only by fitting premise-conclusion structures that
can be identified using argumentation schemes. Arguments
also have a dialectical aspect, in that they can be seen as
having been put forward on one side or the other of an issue
during a dialog. The evaluation of arguments in Carneades
depends on the stage of the dialog. Whether or not a premise
of an argument holds depends on whether it is undisputed, at
issue, or decided. One way to raise an issue is to ask a critical
question. Also, the proof standard applicable for some issue
may depend on the stage of the dialog. In a deliberation dia-
log, for example, a weak burden of proof would seem appro-
priate during brainstorming, in an early phase of the dialog.
The Carneades Argumentation Framework is designed to be
used in a layered model of dialectical argument [19] for var-
ious kinds of dialogs, where higher layers are responsible for
modeling such things as speech acts, argumentation protocols
and argument strategies.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The next
two sections formally define the Carneades Argumentation
Framework. Section 2 defines the structure of arguments and
illustrates this structure with examples from related work by
Toulmin, Pollock and others. Section 3 formally defines how
arguments are evaluated in terms of the acceptability of state-
ments, the defensibility of arguments, and the satisfiability
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of proof standards. Section 4 illustrates argument evaluation
with an example from the AI and Law literature. The paper
closes in Section 5 with a brief discussion of related work and
some ideas for future work.

2 Argument Structure

We begin by defining the structure of arguments. Unlike
Dung’s model [5], in which the internal structure of arguments
is irrelevant for the purpose of determining their defensibility,
our model makes use of and depends on the more conven-
tional conception of argument in the argumentation theory
literature, in which arguments are a kind of conditional link-
ing a set of premises to a conclusion. Intuitively, the premises
and the conclusion of arguments are statements about the
world, which may be accepted as being true or false. In [12]
the internal structure of statements was defined in such a
way as to enable the domain of discourse to be modeled in
a way compatible with emerging standards of the Semantic
Web [2]. These details, however, need not concern us here. For
the purpose of evaluating arguments, the internal structure
of statements is not important. We only require the ability
to compare two statements to determine whether or not they
are equal.

Definition 1 (Statements) Let 〈statement, =〉 be a struc-
ture, where statement denotes the set of declarative sentences
in some language and = is an equality relation, modeled as a
function of type statement× statement → boolean.

Next, to support defeasible argumentation and allow the
burden of proof to be distributed, we distinguish three kinds
of premises.

Definition 2 (Premises) Let premise denote the set of
premises. There are three kinds of premises:

1. If s is a statement, then premise(s) is a premise. These are
called ordinary premises. As a notational convenience, we
will use a statement s alone to denote premise(s), when the
context makes it clear that the statement is being used as a
premise.

2. If s is a statement, then •s, called a presumption, is a
premise.

3. If s is a statement, then ◦s, called an exception, is a
premise.

4. Nothing else is a premise.

Now we are ready to define the structure of arguments.

Definition 3 (Arguments) An argument is a tuple
〈c, d, p〉, where c is a statement, d ∈ {pro, con} and
p ∈ P(premise). If a is an argument 〈c, d, p〉, then
conclusion(a) = c, direction(a) = d and premises(a) = p.
Where convenient, pro arguments will be notated as
p1, . . . , pn → c and con arguments as p1, . . . , pn ( c.

This approach, with two kinds of arguments, pro and con,
is somewhat different than the argument diagramming model
developed by Walton in [28] and implemented in Araucaria.
There counterarguments are modelled as arguments pro some
statement which has been asserted to be in conflict with the

conclusion of the other argument, called a refutation. Our
approach, with its two kinds of arguments, is not uncommon
in the literature on defeasible argument [18, 22, 14, 13].

We assume arguments are asserted by the participants
of a dialog. We have specified and implemented a simple
communication language and argumentation protocol to test
Carneades, but that is a subject for another paper. For our
purposes here, it is sufficient to note that argument moves, i.e.
speech acts, are modelled as functions which map a state of
the dialog to another state. (Again, this is a purely functional
model, so states are not modified.) A dialog state is a tuple
〈t, h, G〉, where t is a statement, the thesis of the dialog, h is
a sequence of moves, representing the history of the dialog,
and G is an argument graph.3

It is these argument graphs which concern us here. An ar-
gument graph plays a role comparable to a set of formulas
in logic. Whereas in logic the truth of a formula is defined
in terms of a (consequence) relation between sets of formulas,
here we will define the acceptability of statements in argument
graphs. An argument graph is not merely a set of arguments.
Rather, as its name suggests, it is a finite graph. There are
two kinds of nodes, statement nodes and argument nodes.
The edges of the graph link up the premises and conclusions
of the arguments. Each statement is represented by at most
one node in the graph.

To illustrate argument graphs, suppose we have the follow-
ing (construed) arguments from the domain of contract law:

a1. agreement, ◦minor → contract
a2. oral, • estate ( contract
a3. email → oral
a4. deed ( agreement
a5. • deed → estate

a1

contract

a2

a3

oral

a4

agreement

a5

estate minor

email deed

Figure 1. Argument Graph

The argument graph induced by these arguments is shown
in Figure 1. In this figure, statements are displayed as boxes
and arguments as circles. Different arrowhead shapes are used
to distinguish pro and con arguments as well as the three

3 In prior work [11, 13], Gordon has referred to argument graphs
as dialectical graphs.
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kinds of premises. Pro arguments are indicated using ordi-
nary arrowheads; con arguments with open-dot arrowheads.
Ordinary premises are represented as edges with no arrow-
heads, presumptions with closed-dot arrowheads and excep-
tions with open-dot arrowheads. (The direction of the edge
is implicit in the case of ordinary premises; the direction is
always from the premise to the argument.) Notice that the
premise type cannot be adequately represented using state-
ment labels, since argument graphs are not restricted to trees.
A statement may be used in multiple arguments and as a dif-
ferent type of premise in each argument. The above example
illustrates this point. The fourth and the fifth arguments each
use the statement ‘deed’ in a premise. In the fourth argument
it is used in an ordinary premise but in the fifth it is used in
a presumption. Walton has called this use of shared premises
a divergent argument structure [28, p. 91].

Although argument graphs are not restricted to trees, they
are not completely general; we do not allow cycles. This re-
striction assures the decidability of the defensibility and ac-
ceptabilty properties of arguments and statements, respec-
tively.

Definition 4 (Argument Graphs) An argument-graph is
a labeled, finite, directed, acyclic, bipartite graph, consisting
of argument nodes and statement nodes. The edges link the
argument nodes to the statements in the premises and conclu-
sion of each argument.

This completes the formal definition of the structure of ar-
guments and argument graphs. Let us now discuss briefly the
expressiveness of this model, beginning by comparing our ap-
proach with Toulmin’s model [21]. Recall that arguments in
Toulmin’s model consist of a single premise, called the da-
tum; a conclusion, called the claim; a kind of rule, called the
warrant, which supports the inference from the premise to the
conclusion of the argument; an additional piece of data, called
backing, which provides support for the warrant; an exception,
called a rebuttal; and, finally, a qualifier stating the probative
value of the inference (e.g. presumably, or necessarily). Of
these, the datum and conclusion are handled in a straightfor-
ward way in our model. The set of premises of an argument
generalizes the single datum in Toulmin’s system. Claims are
modeled comparably, as conclusions. Rebuttals are modeled
with con arguments. The probative weight of an argument is
handled as part of our model of proof standards, as will be
explained shortly.

This leaves our interpretation of warrants and backing to
be explained. Our model does not directly allow arguments
about other arguments. (The conclusion of an argument must
be a statement.) Rather, the approach we prefer is to add a
presumption for the warrant to the premises of an argument.
If an argument does not have such a presumption, the ar-
gument graph can first be extended to add one. We leave it
up to the argumentation protocol of the procedural model to
regulate under what conditions such hidden premises may be
revealed. In effect, the datum and warrant are modelled as
minor and major premises, much as in the classical theory of
syllogism. Backing, in turn, can be modelled as a premise of
an argument supporting the warrant.

For example, here is a version of Toulmin’s standard exam-
ple about British citizenship.

Datum. Harry was born in Bermuda.
Claim. Harry is a British subject.
Warrant. A man born in Bermuda will generally be a British

subject.
Backing. Civil Code §123 provides that persons born in

Bermuda are generally British subjects.
Exception. Harry has become an American citizen.

The argument can be reconstructed in our framework as
illustrated if Figure 2.

a1

claim

a2

warrantdatum

backing

exception

Figure 2. Reconstruction of Toulmin Diagrams

This approach generalizes Toulmin’s model, by supporting
arguments pro and contra both warrants and backing, using
the same argumentation framework as for arguments about
any other kind of claim. Indeed, Toulmin appears to have
overlooked the possibility of arguing against warrants or mak-
ing an issue out of backing claims.

Our model of argument is rich enough to handle Pollock’s
concepts of rebuttal, premise defeat and undercutting de-
featers [18]. Rebuttals can be modeled as arguments in the
opposite direction for the same conclusion. (If an argument
a1 is pro some statement s, then some argument a2 con s is a
rebuttal of a1, and vice versa.) Premise defeat can be modeled
with arguments con an ordinary premise or presumption, or
pro an exception.

Undercutting defeaters are a bit trickier. The idea of an
undercutting defeater is to argue against the argument itself,
or the rule or warrant which was applied to create the argu-
ment. We model undercutting defeaters by revealing and then
attacking premises, similar to the way we handled warrants
in the reconstruction of Toulmin’s system. Consider Pollock’s
example of things which look red but turn out to be illumi-
nated by a red light:

Red. The object is red.
Looks Red. The object looks red.
Applicable. The general rule “Things which look red are

red.” applies to this object.
Illuminated. The object is illuminated by a red light.

An argument graph for this example is shown in Figure 3.
Rather than undercutting argument a1 (the object is red
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because it looks red) directly, with an argument contra a1,
we undercut the argument by first revealing a presumption
(about the general rule being applicable in this case) and
then assert an argument contra this presumption. Notice by
the way that another presumption is still implicit in this ex-
ample, namely a presumption for the “warrant” about things
which look red being red.

a1

red

a2

applicablelooks red

illuminated

Figure 3. Undercutting Defeater Example

Walton [28] distinguishes two kinds of arguments, called
convergent and linked arguments. Convergent arguments pro-
vide multiple reasons for a conclusion, each of which alone
can be sufficient to accept the conclusion. Convergent argu-
ments are handled in our approach by multiple arguments for
the same conclusion. Linked arguments, on the other hand,
consist of two or more premises which all must hold for the
argument to provide significant support for its conclusion.
Linked arguments are handled in our approach by defining
arguments to consist of a set of premises, rather than a single
premise, and defining arguments to be defensible only if all of
their premises hold. (The concept of argument defensibilty is
formally defined below.)

Presumptions and exceptions are a refinement of Walton’s
concept of critical questions [29]. Critical questions enumerate
specific ways to defeat arguments matching some argument
scheme. But so long as an issue has not been raised by actually
asking some critical question, we would like to be able to
express which answer to presume. The distinction between
presumptions and exceptions here provides this ability.

Consider the scheme for arguments from expert opinion
[25]:

Major Premise. Source E is an expert in the subject do-
main S containing proposition A.

Minor Premise. E asserts that proposition A in domain S

is true.
Conclusion. A may plausibly be taken as true.

The scheme includes six critical questions:

CQ1. How credible is E as an expert source?
CQ2. Is E an expert in the field that A is in?
CQ3. Does E’s testimony imply A?
CQ4. Is E reliable?
CQ5. Is A consistent with the testimony of other experts?
CQ6. Is A supported by evidence?

When the scheme for arguments from expert opinion is in-
stantiated to create a specific argument, the critical questions
can be represented, in our model, as presumptions and ex-
ceptions. Whether a presumption or exception is appropriate
depends on the burden of proof. If the respondent, the person
who poses the critical question, should have the burden of
proof, then the critical question should be modeled as an ex-
ception. If, on the other hand, the proponent, the party who
used the schema to construct the argument, should have the
burden of proof, then the critical question should be modeled
as a presumption.4

Our model does not require that premises for critical ques-
tions be made explicit at the time the argument is first made.
Rather, they can be revealed incrementally during the course
of the dialog. The conditions under which a premise may be
left implicit or revealed raise procedural issues which need
to be addressed in the protocol for the type of dialog. Our
contribution here is to provide an argumentation framework
which can be used for modeling such protocols.

3 Argument Evaluation

By argument evaluation we mean determining whether a
statement is acceptable in an argument graph. As we will see
soon, this in turn will depend on the defensibility of arguments
in the graph. Notice that our terminology is somewhat differ-
ent than Dung’s [5], who speaks of the acceptability of argu-
ments, rather than their defensibility. Also, for those readers
familiar with our preliminary work on this subject in [12],
please notice that the terminology and other details of the
current model are different, even though the basic ideas and
general approach are quite similar.

The definition of the acceptability of statements is recur-
sive. The acceptability of a statement depends on its proof
standard. Whether or not a statement’s proof standard is sat-
isfied depends on the defensibility of the arguments pro and
con this statement. The defensibility of an argument depends
on whether or not its premises hold. Finally, we end up where
we began: Whether or not a premise holds can depend on
whether or not the premise’s statement is acceptable. Since
the definitions are recursive, we cannot avoid making forward
references to functions which will be defined later.

To evaluate a set of arguments in an argument graph, we
require some additional information. Firstly, we need to know
the current status of each statement in the dialog, i.e. whether
it is accepted, rejected, at issue or undisputed. This status
information is pragmatic; the status of statements is set by
speech acts in the dialog, such as asking a question, asserting
an argument or making a decision. Secondly, we assume that
a proof standard has been assigned to each statement. We do

4 We agree with Verheij [24] that critical questions which are en-
tailed by the premises of the argument schema are redundant and
may be omitted. This is arguably the case in the example for the
first three critical questions.
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not address the question of how this is done. Presumably this
will depend on domain knowledge and the type of dialog. Fi-
nally, one of the proof standards we will define, preponderance
of the evidence, makes use of numerical weights, comparable
to conditional probabilities. To use this proof standard, we
require a weighing function.

Let us formalize these requirements by postulating an ar-
gument context as follows.

Definition 5 (Argument Context) Let C, the argu-
ment context, be a tuple 〈G, status, proof-standard, weight〉,
where G is an argument-graph, status is a function of
type statement → {accepted, rejected, undisputed, issue},
proof-standard is a function of type statement →
{SE, PE, DV, BRD} and weight is a function of type
statement× statement → {0, . . . , 10}

Intuitively, a statement which has been used in a dialog is
initially undisputed. Later in the dialog, an issue can be made
out of this statement. Presumably after arguments pro and
con have been collected for some period of time, a decision
will be taken and the statement will be either accepted or
rejected. The details of how this is done need not concern us
further here. These are matters which need to be addressed
fully when modeling protocols for dialogs.

Definition 6 (Acceptability of Statements)
Let acceptable be a function of type
statement× argument-graph → boolean. A statement
is acceptable in an argument graph if and only if
it satisfies its proof standard in the argument graph:
acceptable(s, ag) = satisfies(s, proof-standard(s), ag).

Definition 7 (Satisfaction of Proof Standards)
A proof standard is a function of type
statement× argument-graph → boolean. Let f be a proof
standard. satisfies(s, f, G) = f(s, G)

Four proof standards are defined in this paper.

SE. A statement meets this standard iff it is supported by
at least one defensible pro argument.

PE. A statement meets this standard iff its strongest defen-
sible pro argument outweighs its strongest defensible con
argument. This standard balances arguments using proba-
tive weights.

DV. A statement meets this standard iff it is supported by
at least one defensible pro argument and none of its con
arguments are defensible.

BRD. A statement meeets this standard iff it is supported
by at least one defensible pro argument, all of its pro ar-
guments are defensible and none of its con arguments are
defensible.

The names of three of these standards are meant to suggest
three legal proof standards: scintilla of evidence, preponder-
ance of the evidence and beyond a reasonable doubt. How-
ever, we do not claim that the definitions of these standards,
above, fully capture their legal meanings. What these stan-
dards have in common with their legal counterparts is their
relative strength. If a statement satisfies a proof standard, it
will also satisfy all weaker proof standards.

The name of the DV proof standard is an acronym for
dialectical validity, a term used by Freeman and Farley [8].
They defined five proof standards. In addition to the four we
have defined here, they included a fifth, called beyond a doubt,
which was defined to be an even stronger standard than be-
yond a reasonable doubt.

The preponderance of evidence (PE) standard compares the
weight of arguments. The weight of an argument is defined to
be the same as the weight of its weakest premise, i.e., to be
precise, the same as the weight of the premise with the lowest
weight. Recall we assume a weighing function, weight, as part
of the context to provide this information. The weight of a
premise p for a conclusion c is weight(p, c). Other proof stan-
dards which aggregate and compare weights are conceivable.
For example, one could sum the weights of the arguments pro
and con and compare these sums.

We have defined weights to be natural numbers in the range
of 0 to 10. We originally considered using real numbers in
the range of 0.0 to 1.0, as in probability theory. However, on
the assumption that the weights will be estimated by human
users, we prefer to use a simpler ordinal scale, since we are
skeptical that users can estimate such weights with a greater
degree of accuracy.

All of the proof standards defined above depend on a de-
termination of the defensiblity of arguments. Defensibility is
defined next.

Definition 8 (Defensibility of Arguments)
Let defensible be a function of type
argument× argument-graph → boolean. An argu-
ment α is defensible in an argument graph G if and
only if all of its premises hold in the argument graph:
defensible(α, G) = all(λp. holds(p, G))(premises α).5

Finally, we come to the last definition required for evalu-
ating arguments, for the holds predicate. This is where the
status of a statement in the argument context and the dis-
tinction between ordinary premises, presumptions and excep-
tions come into play. Accepted presumptions and ordinary
premises hold. Rejected presumptions and ordinary premises
do not hold. Undisputed presumptions hold. Undisputed or-
dinary premises do not hold. An exception, ◦s, holds only if
premise(s) does not hold.

Definition 9 (Holding of Premises) Let holds be a func-
tion of type premise× argument-graph → boolean. Let σ =
status(s). Whether or not a premise holds depends on its type
(ordinary, presumption, or exception). Thus, there are the fol-
lowing three cases:

If p is an ordinary premise, premise(s), then

holds(p, G) =

8

>

>

<

>

>

:

true if σ = accepted
false if σ = rejected
acceptable(s, G) if σ = issue
false if σ = undisputed

If p is a presumption, •s, then

5 Here ‘all’ is a higher-order function, not a quantifier, applied to an
anonymous function, represented with λ, as in lambda calculus.
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holds(p, G) =

8

>

>

<

>

>

:

true if σ = accepted
false if σ = rejected
acceptable(s, G) if σ = issue
true if σ = undisputed

Finally, if p is an exception, ◦s, then

holds(p, G) = ¬ holds(premise(s), G)

The important thing to notice is that whether or not a
premise holds depends in this model not only on the argu-
ments which have been asserted, but also on the kind of
premise (ordinary, presumption, or exception) and the sta-
tus of the premise’s statement in the argument graph (undis-
puted, at issue, accepted, or rejected). We assume that the
status of a statement progresses in the course of the dialog:

1. Initially, statements used in arguments are undisputed.
Whether or not a premise which uses this statement holds
at this stage of the dialog depends on the kind of premise.
Ordinary premises do not hold; presumptions do hold. This
is the only semantic difference between ordinary premises
and presumptions in our model. An exception holds at
this stage only if it would not hold if it were an ordinary
premise. Notice that exceptions are not the dual of pre-
sumptions. As undisputed presumptions hold, an undis-
puted exception would not hold if we had defined excep-
tions to hold only if they would not hold if they were pre-
sumptions. But this is not the semantics we want. Rather,
both undisputed exceptions and undisputed presumptions
hold.

2. At some point a participant may make an issue out of a
statement. Now ordinary premises and presumptions which
use this statement hold only if they are acceptable, i.e. only
if the statement meets its proof standard, given the argu-
ments which have been asserted. Exceptions at issue hold
only if the statement is not acceptable. We presume that
arguments will be exchanged in a dialog for some period of
time, and that during this phase the acceptability of state-
ments at issue will be in flux.

3. Finally, at some point a decision will be made to either ac-
cept or reject some statement at issue. The model does not
constrain the discretion of users to decide as they please.
Unacceptable statements may be accepted and acceptable
statements may be rejected. This remains transparent how-
ever. Any interested person can check whether the decisions
are justified given the arguments made and the applicable
proof standards. Anway, after a decision has been made, it
is respected by the model: Accepted statements hold and
rejected statements do not hold, no matter what arguments
have been made or what proof standards apply.

4 An Example

Although our model of argument is rather simple, we claim, it
is nonetheless rather difficult to illustrate all of its features, or
indeed validate the model, with just a few examples. We have
rather ambitious aims for the model. It should be sufficient for
use as the argumentation framework layer [19] in procedural
models of protocols for a wide variety of dialog types [31]. It
should be sufficient as a basis for formal models of argument

schemes, including critical questions. The distinction between
the three kinds of premises should be adequate for allocating
the burden of proof. It should be capable of being extended to
handle other proof standards, such as more adequate models
of legal proof standards. And of course it should yield intuitive
results when applied to real examples of natural arguments.
We have begun the work of testing and validating the model,
but much work remains. Here we can only present a couple of
examples to illustrate its main features.

As we are particularly interested in legal applications, we
have reconstructed several examples from the Artificial In-
telligence and Law literature [11, 17, 24, 1]. Some of these
[11, 17] are procedural models of argumentation. Our recon-
struction of these examples makes use of a procedural model
of persuasion dialogs, based on the argumentation framework
presented here. For lack of space, we will instead illustrate the
model with one of the other examples which does do require
us to address these procedural aspects.

We have selected one of Verheij’s main examples [24, p.
69], which he calls the “grievous bodily harm” example. The
example consists of the following statements.

8 years. The accused is punishable by up to 8 years in im-
prisonment.

bodily harm rule. Inflicting grievous bodily harm is pun-
ishable by up to 8 years imprisonment.

Article 302. According to article 302 of the Dutch criminal
code, inflicting grievous bodily harm is punishable by up
to 8 years imprisonment.

bodily harm. The accused has inflicted grievous bodily
harm upon the victim.

10 witnesses. 10 pub customers’ testimonies: the accused
was involved in the fight.

accused’s testimony I was not involved in the fight.
broken ribs not sufficient. Several broken ribs do not

amount to grievous bodily harm.
precedent 1. The rule that several broken ribs does not

amount to grievous bodily harm, explains precedent 1.
lex specialis. The rule explaining precedent 2 is more spe-

cific than the rule explaining precedent 1.
sufficient with complications. Several broken ribs with

complications amount to grievous bodily harm.
precedent 2. The rule that several broken ribs with compli-

cations amount to grievous bodily harm, explains precedent
2.

hospital report. The victim has several broken ribs, with
complications.

The arguments are displayed, together with their evalua-
tion, in Figure 4. We’ve made some assumptions about the
context, for the purposes of illustration:

• The status of statements is indicated in the diagram via a
suffix: A question mark (?) means the statement is at issue;
A plus sign (+) means it has been accepted; a minus sign
(-) indicates it has been rejected; and the lack of a suffix
means the statement is undisputed. The lex specialis and 10
witnesses statements have been accepted. The statements
of other leaf nodes are undisputed. All the other statements
are at issue.

• The DV proof standard (dialectical validity) applies to all
statements. This is closest to the evaluation criteria of Ver-
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heij’s model of argumentation, which does not support mul-
tiple proof standards.

• Weights are irrelevant in this example, since the PE proof
standard (preponderance of the evidence) is not used.

Some further assumptions about the types of the premises
have been made, to illustrate many features of the system
with this one example. The result of the evaluation has been
indicated in the diagram by filling in the nodes for acceptable
statements and defensible arguments with a gray background.
All the other statements are not acceptable and all other ar-
guments are not defensible. Let us now try to explain the
result, for each issue:

• The main issue, or thesis, that the accused is punishable
by up to 8 years in prison, is acceptable. This is because
both premises of the argument a1 are acceptable and there
are no rebuttals to consider.

• The statement about the bodily harm rule is acceptable, be-
cause it is supported by one defensible argument, a2, and
there are no counterarguments. Argument a2 is defensible,
because its single premise, about Article 302, is an undis-
puted presumption.

• The claim that the accused has inflicted bodily harm is ac-
ceptable, because it is supported by a defensible argument,
a3, and neither of the two counterarguments are defensi-
ble. The supporting argument, a3, is defensible because its
premise has been accepted.

• Argument a4 is not defensible, because its premise, regard-
ing the accused’s testimony, in which he claims not to have
been involved in a fight, is at issue and not acceptable.

• The accused’s testimony is not acceptable for two reasons:
1) it is successfully countered by the argument a6, with
the testimony of 10 witnesses who claim to have seen the
fight. (This testimony has been accepted with no further
argument or evidence.) 2) It is not supported by at least
one defensible pro argument, as required by the DV proof
standard.

• The statement about broken ribs not being sufficient to
amount to grievous bodily harm is not acceptable both be-
cause its only pro argument, a9, is not defensible and also
because its counterargument, a7, is defensible. That is, the
statement would not have met the DV proof standard even
if its supporting argument had been defensible, since it is
countered by a7.

• The statement about several broken ribs with complica-
tions being grievous bodily harm is acceptable, because
it is supported by a defensible argument, a8, and has no
counterarguments. The argument a8 is defensible, because
its only premise, about the second precedent, has been pre-
sumed and is not at issue.

• Finally, argument a9 is not defensible, although it is sup-
ported by an undisputed premise, about the first prece-
dent, because the lex specialis exception has been revealed
(we assume) and accepted. Notice how lex specialis, which
provides a reason to prefer precedent 2 over precedent 1,
can be modeled even though our argumentation framework
does not explicitly provide a way to order arguments.

One important function of an argumentation framework is
to provide a basis for clear and comprehensible explanations
or justifications of decisions. Argumentation framework which

depend on a deep understanding of mathematics (e.g. fixed
points) or formal logic (e.g. entailment from minimal subsets
of hypotheses, as in some models of abduction) for justifying
decision do not meet this requirement. We hope the Carneades
system is sufficiently simple that explanations, such as the
above, can be quickly appreciated and understood by people
with no formal background in logic or mathematics.

5 Discussion

The idea of developing a computer model for managing sup-
port and justification relationships between propositions goes
back to research on “truth” or reason maintenance systems in
Artificial Intelligence [4, 16]. The first author’s prior work on
the Pleadings Game [11] included a formal model of dialectical
graphs, for recording various kinds of support and defeat rela-
tionships among arguments. The concept of an argumentation
framework was introduced by Henry Prakken [19] as part of
a three-layered model for dialectical systems. As noted previ-
ously, Freeman and Farley [8] were the first to our knowledge
to develop a computational model of burden of proof.

The Zeno Argumentation Framework [13] was based on
Horst Rittel’s Issue-Based Information System (IBIS) model
of argumentation [20]. The Carneades Argumentation Frame-
work, in contrast, uses mainstream argumentation theory as
its starting point. Also, Zeno did not provide a foundation
for modeling argument schemes with critical questions, and
was not as well suited as the current system for modeling
persuasion dialogs.

Verheij’s work in [23] was the source of inspiration for dis-
tinguishing between different kinds of critical questions, which
we have called presumptions and exceptions. Verheij’s book,
Virtual Arguments [24], includes an enlightening comparison
of several theories of defeasible argumentation. Verheij com-
pared them with regard to whether and, if so, how each system
modeled 1) pro and con arguments; 2) warrants, in Toulmin’s
sense; 3) argument evaluation; and, finally 4) theory construc-
tion. We have already explained how our formal model han-
dles the first three of these dimensions. In our model, the set
of statements found to be acceptable can be viewed as a the-
ory constructured collaboratively by participants in a dialog.
Indeed, the first author, influenced by Fiedler [7], has long
viewed reasoning explicitly as a theory construction process
[9, 10] and was first attracted to argumentation theory pre-
cisely for this reason.

One key element of our theory construction approach is
the idea of revealing hidden or implicit premises during a di-
alog. This approach was illustrated during the discussion of
Toulmin and Pollock, for example, where warrants and un-
dercutting defeaters where modelled as implicit presumptions
revealed during dialog. Walton and Reed have done some re-
cent work showing how argument schemes can be used to
reveal implicit premises [27].

The formal model has been fully implemented, in a declara-
tive way using a functional programming language, and tested
on a number of examples from the Artificial Intelligence and
Law literature, thus far yielding intuitively acceptable results.
This validation work is continuing. More work is required to
validate the models of the various proof standards, in partic-
ular the model of prepondernance of the evidence, which uses
weights. For this purpose, we plan to reconstruct examples
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a1

eight years?

a2

bodily harm rule?

a3

bodily harm?

a4 a5

a6

accused's testimony?

a7

broken ribs not sufÞcient?

a8

sufÞcient with complications?

a9

Article 302

10 witnesses+ precedent 1 lex specialis+

precedent 2

hospital report+

Figure 4. Reconstruction of Verheij’s Grievous Bodily Harm Example

of reasoning with evidence. When completed, Carneades will
support a range of argumentation use cases, including argu-
ment construction, evaluation and visualization. Although the
focus of this paper was argument evaluation, it contains some
hints about the direction we are heading to support argument
visualization. One of our next tasks will be to refine the dia-
gramming method used here to illustrate the argumentation
framework.
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Promises and Threats in Persuasion
Marco Guer ini 1 and Cristiano Castelfranchi 2

Abstract. In this paper we analyse Promises and Threats (P/T) use
in persuasion. Starting from a general definition of P/T based on the
concepts of speech act and social commitment we focus on Con-
ditional Influencing P/T (CIP/T): those incentive-based P/T used to
persuade the addressee, rooted on dependence and power relations.
We argue that in CIP/T class the concepts of promise and threat are
strictly connected: the promise act is necessarily accompanied by a
threat act and vice versa. Thus we discuss the problem of why the
CIP/T are credible even if the speaker is supposed to be a rational
agent and analyse some asymmetries between CIP and CIT. We also
identify - beyond the rhetorical presentation - a deeper difference be-
tween substantial promises and substantial threats. Throughout the
article is given a pre-formal model of these concepts.

1 INTRODUCTION

In this paper (based on a bigger research on P/T [8]) the concepts
of promises and threats are analysed in order to gain some insight
on their nature and their relations. The aim is to study P/T use in
persuasion.

Starting from the concepts of speech act and social commitment
we briefly show that not all P/T are for persuasion or conditional in
their nature (like in “if you do your homework I will bring you to the
cinema”): four different typologies of P/T are possible.

We then focus on Conditional Influencing P/T (CIP/T): those P/T
used to persuade the addressee. In our analysis CIP/T are incentive-
based influencing actions, rooted on dependence and power relations.
These communicative actions affect the practical reasoning of the
receiver by adding “artificial” consequences to the required action.

Finally we argue that in CIP/T class the concepts of promise and
threat are two faces of the same coin. The deep logical form of these
social acts is an IFF: the promise act is always and necessarily ac-
companied by a threat act (“if you do not do your homework I will
not bring you to the cinema”), and vice versa.

Thus we discuss the problem of why the CIP/T are credible even
if the speaker is supposed to be a rational agent and analyse some
asymmetries between CIP and CIT. We also identify - beyond the
rhetorical presentation - a deeper difference: a substantial threat,
consisting in a choice between two losses, compared with substantial
promises where the choice is between a gain and a missed-gain.

Throughout the article is given a pre-formal model for a compu-
tational treatment of these concepts. We adopt the Beliefs, Desires,
Intentions (BDI) model as a reference framework [9, 10]. In the con-
text of negotiating agents some simplified formalizations of CIP/T

1 Itc-Irst, Istituto per la Ricerca Scientifica e Tecnologica, 38050 - Trento,
ITALY, email: guerini@itc.it

2 National Research Council - ISTC - Institute of Cognitive Sciences and
Technologies via San Martino della Battaglia 44, 00185 - Roma, ITALY,
email: c.castelfranchi@istc.cnr.it

has been put forward, see for example [16, 1, 23]. Still, here we will
focus on the implicit negotiational nature of CIP/T and not on their
use in negotiation.

Hereafter variable x indicates the sender, and variable y the re-
ceiver, of the message.

2 PROMISESAND THREATS

2.1 What is a ‘promise’

A Promise is, from a general point of view, a speech act that consists
in the declaration, by x, of the intention of performing a certain
action ax, under the pre-condition that ax is something wanted by
y, with the aim of entering into an obligation (social commitment)
of doing ax [20, 2, 22, 18]. A similar definition can be also found in
the Webster Dictionary.

Intention = the notion of internal-commitment (intention) as de-
fined by Bouron [3] establishes a relation between two entities: the
agent x and the action ax.

INTEND(x ax) = GOAL(x DOES(x ax)) (1)

This formula defines the intention of x to perform ax as the goal
of x to perform the action in the next time interval (for a thorough
definition see [10]).

Social commitment = the notion of social commitment (S-
commitment) [5] involves four entities: the agent x, the action ax

(that x has the intention to perform, for which he takes the responsi-
bility), the agent y for which action ax has some value, and an agent
z before whom x is committed (the witness).

S − COMMITED(x y ax z) (2)

In the definition of S-commitment the key point is that x is com-
mitted to do ax because y is interested in ax. So a S-commitment
is a form of goal adoption3 , and P/T are a particular form of social
commitment.

When x promises something (ax) to y she is committing herself
to do ax. This is not simply an internal commitment that stabilize
x’s choices and actions [4], and it is not simply a ‘declaration of
a personal intention’. In intention declaration x is committed about
the action only with herself and she can change her mind. Instead in

3 By ‘(Social) Goal-Adoption’ we mean the fact that x comes to have a goal
because and until she believes that it is a goal of y. x has the goal to ‘help’
y, or better (since ‘help’ is just a sub-case of social goal-adoption) x has
the goal that y realizes/obtains his goal GOAL(y p), thus decides to act
for y by generating GOAL(x p). This can be for various motives and rea-
sons: personal advantages (like in exchange), cooperation (common higher
goals), altruism, norms, etc. [11].
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promises she is committed with the other, x has an interpersonal obli-
gation - OBL(x y DOES(x ax)) - and creates some ‘rights’ in the
other (entitled expectation & reliance/delegation, checking, claim-
ing, protesting).

Moreover, being sincere in promising (i.e. being internally com-
mitted) is not necessary for a P/T to be effective. This commitment
has an interpersonal and non-internal nature, there is a real created
and assumed ‘obligation’ (see also [24]).

Let us better represent these features of a Promise:

a) x declare to y his intention to do ax

UTTER(x y INTEND(x ax)) (3)

b) that is assumed to be in y’s interest and as y likes,

GOAL(y DOES(x ax)) (4)

c) in order that y believes and expects so

BEL(y INTEND(x ax)) (5)

d) and y believes also that x takes a commitment to y, an obligation
to y to do as promised.

BEL(y S − COMMITED(x y ax)) (6)

e) The result of a promise is y’s belief about ax, the public ‘adop-
tion’ by x of a goal of y, y’s right and x’s duty about x doing
ax.

BEL(y DOES(x ax)) (7)

Finally, a promise presupposes the (tacit) agreement of y to be
effective, i.e. to create the obligation/right. It is not complete and
valid, for example, if y refuses (see section 2.4).

2.2 What is a ‘ threat’ and P/T asymmetry in
commitments

A threat is, from a general point of view, the declaration, by x, of the
intention of performing a certain action ax, under the pre-condition
that ax is something not wanted by y. Analytically, the situation is
similar to promises apart from:

b1) ax is assumed to be against y’s interest and what y dislikes,

GOAL(y ¬DOES(x ax)) (8)

d1) x takes a commitment, an obligation to y to do as threaten.

In the threatening case, ax is something y dislikes (b1), and the
consent or agreement of y is neither presupposed nor required. It
is important to note that it is not strictly necessary that conditions
(b) and (b1) hold before the P/T utterance. It is sufficient that ax is
wanted (or not wanted) after that the P/T is uttered: P/T can be based
on the elicitation or activation of a non-active goal of y4.

P creates an obligation of x toward y, and corresponding rights of
y about x’s promised action. But this looks counter intuitive for T
cases where ax is something y does not want5. To find an answer,
we have to differentiate the two S-commitments that P creates.
4 We thank Andrew Ortony for suggesting us to make this explicit and clear.

On goal-activation see [6].
5 One might also claim - for the sake of uniformity and simplicity - that in fact

there are such a ‘right’ for y and such an obligation for x, but y will never
exercise his rights and claim for them. One might support the argument
with the example of the masochist (E2): if pain is a pleasure for y he can
expect for x’s ‘promised’ bad action, and can in fact claim for it, since x
has committed himself on it.

S1) A S-commitment about the truth of what x is declaring (he
takes responsibility for this) and this is the kernel of ‘promising’

S2) A S-commitment on a future event under x’s control. This is
about the action that x has to accomplish in order to make true
what he has declared.

In T the first commitment (S1) is there: y can blame and make
fun of x for not keeping his word on what threatened: the reputa-
tion of x is compromised. But for the second more important social-
commitment to do ax, there is an important asymmetry between P
and T (conditions (d) and (d1)) that we will adjust in section 4.3.

2.3 Promises aspublic goal adoption

Our analysis, so far, basically converges with Searle’s one, but in our
view Searle missed the “adoption” condition, which is entailed by the
notion of S-commitment (condition (d)). In order to have a promise,
it is not enough (as seems compatible with his 4th condition and not
well expressed in his 5th condition) that:

• x declares (informs y) to have a give intention to do action ax -
condition (a) of our analysis

• x and y believe that y likes (prefers) that x does such an action -
condition (b) of our analysis.

This is not a promise. For example:

E1) for his own personal reasons x has to leave, and informs y of
his intention, and he knows that y will be happy for this; but this
is not a ‘promise’ to y, since x do not intend to leave because y

desires so.

While promising something to y, x is adopting a goal/desire of y.
x intends to do the action since and until she believes that it is a goal
for y; x’s intention is “relativized” to this belief (see formula below).

REL − GOAL(x DOES(x ax)GOAL(y DOES(x ax))) (9)

2.4 Y ’s agreement

The commitment, and the following ‘obligations’, of x to do ax

is relativised to ax being a goal of y. So, for a felicitous promise
the (tacit) acceptance of y is crucial; it is this (tacit) agreement
that actually creates the obligation and the obligation vanishes if y

does no (longer) desires/requires ax (condition (b)). This analysis is
also valid for the threatening case, but in a reverse sense: the con-
sent/acceptance is presupposed not to be given. The paradoxical joke
of the sadist and the masochist, in example E2, points out clearly this
case:

E2) Sadist: “I will spank you!” Masochist: “Yes please!” Sadist:
“No”

But y, in declaring she does not want x to perform ax, is not nec-
essarily negating her need for ax: there are different reasons that can
bring y to reject x’s help (e.g. not to feel in debt).
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2.5 Thenotion of persuasion

There is a strong relation between P/T and persuasion; P/T are of-
ten used as persuasive means. We think there is a lack of theory on
their relation. To analyse it we need a theory of persuasion (some
preliminary ideas can be found in [15, 14]).

According to Perelman [19], persuasion is a skill that human be-
ings use in order to make their partners perform certain actions or
collaborate in various activities, see also [17]. This is done by modi-
fying - through communication (arguments) - the other’s intentional
attitudes. In fact, apart from physical coercion and the exploitation
of stimulus-response mechanisms, the only way to make someone
do something is to change his beliefs [6].

We propose two different formalizations of “goal of persuading”
(formulae 10 and 11). Formula 10 implies formula 11 when y is an
autonomous agent (i.e. every action performed by an agent follows
from an intention).

PERSUADE(x y ay) → INTEND(x DOES(y ay)) (10)

PERSUADE(x y ay) → INTEND(x INTEND(y ay)) (11)

Considering formula 11, in persuasion the speaker presupposes
that the receiver is not already performing or planning the required
action ay. In a more strict definition it can also be presupposed that
the receiver has some barriers against ay: y wouldn’t spontaneously
intend to do so. Persuasion is then concerned with finding means to
overcome these barriers by conveying the appropriate beliefs to y.

The relation between persuasion and dissuasion is non-trivial,
though, here we will consider dissuasion as persuasion to not per-
form a given action.

DISSUADE(x y ay) → PERSUADE(x y ay) (12)

In analyzing the notion of ‘intention’, three cases must be consid-
ered. The intention of performing ay (formula 13), the intention of
not performing ay (formula 14), and the lack of intention (formula
15).

INTEND(y ay) (13)

INTEND(y ¬ay) (14)

¬INTEND(y ay) (15)

Following the definitions from 13 to 15 we can model two different
notions of persuasion and dissuasion:

• the weak notion captures the idea that the receiver is not already
planning to perform the required action (formula 15);

• the strong notion, captures not only the idea that y is not already
planning to perform ay, but also that he has some specific barriers
against the action (y has some reason for not doing ay).

The terms “barriers/reasons” indicate those dispositions - of the
receiver - that are against ay. In our approach barriers are modelled
as contrary intentions: for any given action ay, the contrary intention
is the intention of performing ¬ay (formula 14). P/T, when used as
persuasive means, refer only to the strong cases of persuasion (see
section 3.3).

2.6 Themain classes of P/T

There are four main classes of promises and threats. The distinction
can be made along two dimensions: (a) presence of a conditional part
in the P/T message, (b) presence of a persuasive aim in x (see table
1).

a) Some promises are conditional in their nature (e.g. “If tomorrow
is sunny I will bring you to the zoo”, “If you do your homework I
will bring you to the cinema”). This dimension refers to the pres-
ence or the absence of a conditional part in the message

b) The second dimension refers to the presence or the absence, in
the speaker of the intention to influence the hearer. If the predicate
PERSUADE(x y ay) holds, we are in the influencing class.
This dimension is the most important in the division of P/T. In
this paper we will focus on conditional-influencing class, central
from a persuasive perspective.

INFLUENCING NON-INFLUENCING

CONDITIONAL “If ay then ax” (CIP/T) “If c then ax” (CP/T)
NON-CONDITIONAL “I will ax” (IP/T) “I will ax” (P/T)

Table 1. Main classes of promises and threats

3 THE INFLUENCING CLASSES

3.1 General Structure

The key question is: why should x perform an action positive or neg-
ative for y? And why x should want to communicate this to y?

This is done exactly with the aim of inducing y to perform (not
to perform) some other action (ay). This is obtained by artificially
linking a new effect (ax) to the action ay. This is the very nature of
Influencing P/T (IP/T).

The two classes of IP/T can be considered both as conditional,
because this is entailed by the influencing nature of IP/T, and we
will refer to both as CIP/T. In non conditional cases, simply, x leaves
implicit the conditional part for pragmatic reasons. The structure of
the utterance is:

“If ay then ax”

In CIP/T structure, the condition of the utterance (“if ay”) is equal
to the achievement or avoidance goal of the act.

• In P the condition expresses what y has to ‘adopt’. x is proposing
an ‘exchange’ of reciprocal ‘adoption’: “if you adopt my goal (ay)
I will adopt your goal (ax)”.

• In T the condition is what x wants to avoid and he is prospecting
a ‘reciprocation’ of damages: “if you do what I dislike (ay), I will
harm you (ax)”.

Generically, a CIP has a higher goal that ay, and the message is
aimed at this goal. More precisely: when x utters the sentence, he
has the goal that y believes that x is going to favour him (G1) with
the super-goal (G2) to induce in y the intention to do ay. Finally G2
has another super-goal (G3) to induce y to perform ay (which is the
ultimate goal of CIP/T). The cognitive structure is depicted in figure
1.

A CIT has the same structure, except that the influencing goals
(G2 and G3) are the opposite of the condition of the utterance: ¬ay

and ay (for additional important differences in the plan, see section
2.7). The distinction between goals G2 and G3 is motivated by the
two definitions of PERSUADE: to induce someone to act (formula
11), by creating the corresponding intention (formula 10). This dis-
tinction is necessary in those cases where CIP/T are used only to
create an intention, as in example E3.
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Figure1. The goal structure of a CIP speech-act

E3) x, a lackey of a Mafia boss, promises to y, another lackey of
the boss, to give him a huge money reward (ax) if he kills the
boss (ay). But x wants to show to the boss that y is not loyal. The
overall goal of his promise is just that y intends to kill the boss
(G2), and not that he actually does it (G3).

3.2 The relation between persuasion/dissuasion
and IP/T

In common sense, promises are for persuading and threats are for
dissuading (see for example [12, 25]), but this is not true. The com-
plete spectrum is depicted in table 2 (“+” means a benefit for y, “-”
means a disadvantage).

A. Persuading B. Dissuading
PP: ¬INTEND(y ay) PP: INTEND(y ay)
Gx: INTEND(y ay) Gx: ¬INTEND(y ay)

1. Promise: “If ay then ax+” “If not ay then ax+”
y prefers ax (CIP/T) (CP/T)
2. Threat: “If not ay then ax -” “If ay then ax -”
y prefers ¬ax (IP/T) (P/T)

Table 2. The relation between Persuasion/Dissuasion and IP/T

In 1A and 1B, x is meaning: “if you change your mind, I will
give you a prize”; i.e. the condition of the CIP is the opposite of the
presupposition. While in 2A and 2B x is meaning: “if you persist,
do not change your mind, I will punish you”; i.e. the condition of the
CIT coincides with the presupposition.

3.3 CIP/T as “ commissive requests”

Using Searle’s terminology, CIP/T represent a request speech act by
means of a commissive [22]. A set-based description of the various
classes is given in figure 2.

There are different communicative acts (like “asking for”, argu-
menting) with different “costs” that can be used to persuade. CIP/T
are the most “expensive”. In fact, given that every action has a cost,
if y carries out ay, then x is committed to carry out ax (on this, see
section 3.6). Why not simply asking for ay, or argumenting on the
advantages, for y, to perform ay? If successful, x does not have any
additional cost.

The answer relies on the necessity (following x) of using rewards
(defined as “incentives”, see section 3.4) and on the different presup-
positions that lead to different persuasive acts.

1. In a simple request (lowest cost for x) y is presupposed to have no
contrary intentions on ay (or that y’s internal reward - like satis-
faction, reciprocation - may suffice for overcoming y’s barriers)

Figure 2. A set based description of the various classes of P/T and related
concepts

2. In argumenting the presupposition is that, even if y can have some
contrary intentions, when he will know all the outcomes of ay he
will perform it.

3. In P/T (highest cost for x) instead the presupposition is not only
that y has some contrary intentions, but also that there is no purely
argumentative way to make him change his mind.

So, an influencing promise is a sort of combination between two
different (linguistic) acts, an offer (commissive offer) of ax and a
request for ay. In particular the offer is conditioned to the request.

3.4 Artificial consequences and incentives

In argumentation x can persuade y by prospecting “natural” positive
or negative consequences of ay. But in CIP/T x has additional ways
to persuade y to do ay:

• through the prospect of positive outcomes (whose acquisition is
preferable) due to x’s intervention (ax), not natural consequence
of ay

• through the prospect of negative outcomes (whose avoidance is
preferable) due to x’s intervention (ax), not natural consequence
of ay6.

In CIP/T outcomes are linked to ay in an artificial way: “artificial”
means that the consequence is under the control (direct or indirect)
of x and will not happen without his intervention. With CIP/T argu-
ments are “built” and not “found”. This definition includes also the
case in which ax is performed by a third, delegated, agent z. The fact
is that this third agent will perform ax only if requested, and because
delegated, by x. Let us consider the following examples:

E4) y’s schoolmate: “if you finish your homework your mother will
bring you to the cinema”

E5) y’s mother: “if you finish your homework I will tell your aunt to
bring you to the cinema”

These two examples show that being natural or artificial is strictly
context dependent and the presence of an agent in the delivering of
the outcome does not discriminate the two cases. In example E4 the
same consequence of E5 (to be bring to the cinema) is used by the

6 It is important to remark that ‘not doing a’ is an action (when is the output
of a decision). Thus x can induce y to not doing something.
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speaker in an argumentative way, by making the other believe or
consider some benefits coming from her own action.

We consider CIP/T as social acts based on the prospect of incen-
tives, where “incentives” are precisely those artificial consequences
that are delivered - by x to y - in order to influence y. These incen-
tives can be positive (prizes) or negative (punishments). In particular:

a) If ax is something given because is wanted by y, then it is a prize:

GOAL(y ax) → PRIZE(ax) (16)

b) If ax is something given because is not wanted by y, then it is a
punishment:

GOAL(y ¬ax) → PUNISHMENT (ax) (17)

In table 3, we have a summary of the different typologies of out-
comes of ay with the corresponding term to indicate them (similar
to the distinction proposed in [12] between conditionals inducements
and conditional advicesclasses). Incentives, promises and threats are
on line B; prospected natural outcomes, instead, are on line A.

POSITIVE
OUTCOMES

NEGATIVE
OUTCOMES

A. Natural Conse-
quences

Advantages Disadvantages/
Drawbacks

B. Artificial Conse-
quences

Prizes Punishments

Table 3. Different typologies of ay outcomes

3.5 Credibility, preferability pre-conditions and
thepower of x

Many pre-conditions of the P/T act have to be met in order to have
a felicitous communication: a P/T must be credible and convincing
(preferable).

1) Credibility pre-conditions: The fact that the loss or gain for y is
due to x’s decision and intervention, explains why, in order to have
a “credible” promise or threat, it is crucial that y believes that x is
in condition to favour or to damage her. Thus when x announces his
promise or threat he also has the goal that y believes that x has the
“power of” ax; this belief is y’s “trust” in x and it can be based on x

reputation, on previous experience, on some demonstration of power,
etc.7

Thus in order to have true promises or threats, x must have some
power over y; the power of providing to y incentives (or at least y

must believe so). More analytically:

• x has some power of doing ax

CAN − DO(x ax) (18)

• y depends on x, and more precisely on his action ax, as for achiev-
ing some goal Gy;

DOES(x ax) → Gy (19)

DEPEND(y x ax Gy) (20)

This means that:
7 This is why a mafia’s warning is not usually limited to a simple (verbal)

message, but is a concrete harm (beating, burning, etc.). This is a ‘demon-
strative’ act (that is communication) but with the advantage to directly show
and make credible the threatening power of the speaker [7]. On the use of
fear and scare tactics in threats see also [26].

• x gets a power over y’s goal Gy, the power of giving incentives
or not to y by the realization of Gy;

POWER − OV ER(x y Gy) (21)

• both x and y believe so8;

BMB(x y POWER − OV ER(x y Gy)) (22)

on such a basis:
• x gets a power of influencing y to do ay while using the promise

of Gy (performing ax) as an incentive 9.

PERSUADE(x y ay) (23)

PRIZE(ax) (24)

That is, x can make y believe that “if y performs ay (adopts the
goal of x) then x will reward her by performing ax (adopting y’s
goal)”.

2) Preferability pre-conditions: The above conditions represent the
applicability conditions for P/T, but there is still another condition to
be met in order to make CIP/T effective:

• If x has the power to jeopardise (or to help achieve) a goal Gy of
y, and the goal has a higher value than the value of the action (ay),
then x can threaten y to jeopardise the goal if he does not perform
ay (or promise to help him realise his goal if he performs ay).

V (Gy) > V (ay) (25)

Preferability conditions regard only the effectiveness of the mes-
sage. “If you carry that heavy bag for five kilometres I will give you
20 cents”: this is a true and credible promise, but ineffective (not
preferable), because x has the power of giving 20 cents to y but
the value of ay (carrying the heavy bag for five kilometres) is much
greater the value of Gy (gaining 20 cents).

3.6 Scelling’s plan asymmetry and inefficacy
paradox in CIP/T

Plan asymmetry: in order to be efficacious the promised or threatened
action ax must have an higher value than the requested action ay (in
y’s perspective)10: V (ax) > V (ay). On the other side (in x’s per-
spective), the promised action ax (that is: x’s cost) has to have less
value than ay: V (ax) < V (ay). It represents x’s costs. However,
there is an asymmetry between P and T under this respect (consid-
ering those P/T where ax is an action to be performed and not the
abstaining from an action).

• In Promises, x - if sincere - plans (intends) to do ax in order to
obtain ay. In case of a successful P it is expected that x performs
ax.

• In Threats, x plans the non execution of ax. It should be executed
only in case of failure and y’s refusal11.

8 We do not address here the problem of false P/T, like in the case of an armed
robbery with a fake gun.

9 The power of influencing y to do something can based not only on incentive
power, but also on imitation, reactive elicitation, normative endowment, etc.

10 V (ax) for y is equivalent to V (Gy) since ax → Gy
11 This is the genial intuition of Schelling [21] (p.36, especially note 7, p.

123) but within an not enough sophisticated theory of P/T.
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This difference is especially important in substantial P vs. substan-
tial T (see later). Under this respect a T looks more convenient than
a P: a successful T has only communication/negotiation costs.

Though, there are serious limits in this ‘convenience’, not only
from the point of view of social capital and collective interest, but
also from x’s point of view. In fact in those kinds of relationships
y is leaning to exit from the relation, to subtract herself from x

(bad) power and influence. It requires a lot of control and repression
activity for maintaining people under subjection and blackmail.

Inefficacy paradox: in threats, ax (detrimental for y) should be
executed only in case of failure/inefficacy of the threat, but why
x should perform it and having useless costs? [21]. Surely not for
achieving the original goal - DOES(y ay) -. Thus, it seems irra-
tional to do what has been threatened.

Moreover, that this action would be useless for x should be clear
also to y, and this makes x’s threat non credible at all: y knows that x

(if rational) will not do as threaten if unsuccessful; so why accepting?
Analogously, the promised action (beneficial for y) usually12 has

to be performed by x in case of success, so why should x spend his
resources when he already obtained his goal? But this is known by y

and should make x’s promise not very credible.
As Shelling suggests, threats (and promises) should be per-

formable in steps: the first steps are behavioural messages, demon-
stration of the real power of x, warnings or “lessons”. However, this
is just a sub-case; the general solution of this paradox has to be found
in additional and different reasons and motives of x.

Let’s consider threats. In keeping threats after a failure, x aims
at giving a “lesson” to y, at making y learning (for future interac-
tions with x or with others) that (x’s) threats are credible. This can
be aimed also at maintaining the reputation of x as a coherent and
credible person. Another motive can be just rage and the desire of
punishing y; TIT for TAT. In keeping promises after success - a part
from investing in reputation capital - there might be ‘reciprocation’
motives, or fairness, or morality, etc.

If these additional motives are known by y, they make x’s P/T
credible; but it is important to have clarified that:

• if x performs what he promised it is not in order to obtain what he
asked for.

4 THE JANUSNATURE OF CIP/T

4.1 Logical form of CIP/T

No P/T of the form “if ay I will ax” would be effective if it does not
also mean “if not ay I will not ax”, that is: if it would mean “if ay I
will ax, and also if not ay”. x can either plan for persuading y to ay

or for dissuading y from not ay. He can say: “if ay I will give you a
positive incentive” (promise) or “if not ay I will give you a negative
incentive” (threat).

In these cases, one act is only the implicit counterpart of the other
and the positive and negative incentives are simply one the negation
of the other (“I will do ax” vs. “I will not do ax”). Also for this
reason, one side can remain implicit. A threat is aimed at inducing
an avoidance goal, while a promise is aimed at eliciting attraction,
but they co-occur in the same influencing act13. Though the two P/T

12 There are promises of this form: “I will do ax if you promise to do ay”. In
this case the promised action ax has to be performed before ay. In such
conditions there is no reason for x to defeat.

13 It is also possible to have independent and additional positive and negative
incentives, in a strange form of double Threat-Promise act like the follow-

are not an identical act they are two necessary and complementary
parts of the same communicative plan.

Despite the surface IF-THEN form of CIP/T, our claim is that the
deep logical form is an IFF14. There is no threat without promise and
vice versa. In the (intuitive) equivalence between: “if you do your
homework I will bring you to the cinema” (promise) and “if you do
not do your homework I will not bring you to the cinema” (threat),
the logical IF-THEN interpretation doesn’t work:

(ay → ax) 6= (¬ay → ¬ax) (26)

while this is the case for the IFF interpretation:

(ay ↔ ax) = (¬ay ↔ ¬ax) (27)

4.2 Deep and surface CIP/T

Only a pragmatic difference seems to distinguish between P and T
as two faces of the same act (here we will not address the problem
of how x decides which face to show). However, common sense and
language have the intuition of something deeper. What is missed is
an additional dimension, where promises refer to real gains, while
threats refer to losses and aggression. We need to divide CIP/T along
two orthogonal dimensions: the deep and surface one.

1. The deep (substantial) dimension regards the “gain” and “losses”
for the receiver related to speaker’s action.

Gain: the fact that one realizes a goal that he does not already
have, passing from the state of Goal p & not p, to the state
that Goal p & p (the realization of an ‘achievement’ goal in
Cohen-Levesque terminology); in this case the welfare of the
agent is increased.
Losses: the fact that one already has p and has the goal to continue
to have p (‘maintenance’ goals in Cohen-Levesque terminology);
in case of losses one passes from having p - as desired - to no
longer having p; in this case the welfare of the agent is decreased.

2. The surface dimension regards the linguistic form of the CIP/T:
the use of the P or T face.

In table 4, on the columns we have losses and gains (with regard
to ax in y’s perspective). These two columns represent:

• deep threatening (loss): a choice between two losses (“harm or
costs?” no gain),

• deep promises (gain): a choice between a gain (greater then the
cost) or a missed gain.

On the rows we have the surface form of the corresponding com-
municative acts: in the case of surface promise what is promised
is a missing loss or a gain, while in the case of surface threat what
is promised is a loss or a missing gain. The distinction (for a same
deep structure) is granted by the IFF form of CIP/T.

What is explained in table 4 is the general framework, but, for ex-
ample we must distinguish “defensive” promises/threats (defensive
from x’s perspective: x does not want ay and uses ax to stop y)
from “aggressive” ones (in which ay is something wanted by x).

ing one: “If you do your homework I will bring you to movie; if you do not
do your homework I will spank you”.

14 We mean that the correct logical representation of the intended and under-
stood meaning of the sentence is an IFF. One can arrive to this either via
a pragmatic implicature [13] or via a context dependent specialized lexical
meaning (see later).
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Deep T: Loss (scenario A) Deep P: Gain (scenario B)

Surface
Promise

If ay then not-loss “If you
do the homework I will not
spank you”

If ay then gain “If you do
the homework I will bring
you to the cinema”

Surface
Threat

If not-ay then loss “If you
do not do the homework I
will spank you”

If not-ay then not-gain “If
you do not do the home-
work I will not bring you to
the cinema”

Table 4. Deep and surface P and T

4.3 CIP/T and their commitments

The analysis just introduced on the logical structure of CIP/T allows
us, now, to define the different kinds of commitments entailed by
promises and threats (points d and d1 of our analysis, see section
1.3). As we already saw (section 2.2 and note 5) apparently, threats
seem to fall out of our analysis in terms of S-commitment. In threats
the committed action is not, superficially, a y’s goal. If x does not
keep his commitment, y won’t protest. But, given that every threat
entails a promise - at least for CIP/T - the asymmetry can be solved:
the S-commitment in threats is taken on the corresponding promise
form. So:

• Promise: (COMMITTED x y ax z) where ax is “I will bring
you to the cinema”

• Threat: (COMMITTED x y ¬ax z) where ax is “I will spank
you”

In the first case y can protest if x does not perform the action, in
the second, instead, y can protest if x performs the action15.

But the commitment structure of CIP vs. CIT is even more com-
plex: we need the concept of “Pact” - or “Mutual S-commitment” - in
which the commitment of x with y is conditioned to the commitment
of y with x and vice versa. In fact any P presupposes the ‘agreement’
of y (see section 2.4), a tacit or explicit consent, or a previous request
by y. This means that y takes a S-Commitment toward x to accept
his ‘help’ and to rely on his action [5]. x will protest (and is entitled
to) if y solves the problem on his own or ask someone else.

In our view an accomplished promise is a Multi-Agent act, it re-
quires two acts, two messages and outputs with two commitments.
It seems necessary to go - thank to the notion of conditional re-
ciprocal goal-adoption - beyond the enlightening notion of Reinach
[20] (cited and discussed in [18]) of ‘social act’ as an act which is
etherodirected, that needs the listening and “grasping” of the ad-
dressee.

Moreover, there’s the need of a distinction between “negative
pacts” (based on threats) and “positive pacts” (based on promises),
they entail different S-commitments.

• In CIP x proposes to y to ‘adopt’ her goal (ax) if y adopts his own
goal (ay); he proposes a reciprocal goal-adoption, and exchange
of favors.

• In prototypical CIT we have the complementary face. x is propos-
ing to y an exchange of abstentionsfrom harm and disturb. The
reciprocal S-commitments are formulated and motivated by avoid-
ance, in both x and y.

15 Even from a threatening point of view is counterproductive for x not to
respect the “promise” after a successful threat. In fact x would be perceived
as unfair if she were to spank the kid after he did his homework.

5 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we analysed the persuasive use of Promises and Threats.
Starting from the definition of P/T as “speech acts creating social-
commitments” and the definition of persuasive goal, we showed that
not all P/T are for persuasion or conditional in their nature.

We then focused exactly on those conditional P/T that are intended
to influence - persuade - the addressee (CIP/T). In our analysis CIP/T
are incentive-based influencing actions for overcoming y’s resistance
to influence; they are based on x’s power over y’s goals.

We claimed that in CIP/T class the concepts of promise and threat
are two faces of the same coin: a promise act is always and necessar-
ily accompanied by an act of threat, and vice versa.

We also identified - beyond the rhetorical presentation - a deeper
difference: a substantial threat and a substantial promise (indepen-
dent of the presented ‘face’). A plan asymmetry between P/T and a
paradox of CIP/T, that should be non-credible in principle, were also
introduced.

The aim of this work was to give a pre-formal model of P/T as a
basis for a computational treatment of these concepts.
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Argument Understanding and Argument Choice
A Case Study

Helmut Horacek1

Abstract. Several categories of discourse moves and sequences 
have been studied in formal models of disputes. However, most 
of these models make two simplifications that neglect important 
factors in argumentation: (1) raising an argument is typically 
done by introducing one or several new facts in the dispute, 
assuming that the associated warrant is self-evident, and (2) 
variants of arguments addressing the same issue are rarely 
assessed in terms of their benefits and drawbacks. In this paper, 
we illustrate these two points by studying the role of alternative 
arguments in explaining the solution to a rather simple, but not 
so easily understandable problem. Arguments may differ in terms 
of the effort needed to communicate them, the confidence they 
achieve, and requirements on knowledge of the audience, which 
makes their relative benefit task- and context-dependent.1

1 INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

In the literature, several categories of argumentative moves have 
been studied in formal models of disputes, including arguments 
based on perception, statistics, and causality (see the sources of 
prima facie  reasons in [7]). Arguments are examined in terms of 
their logical grounding [7], their role and contribution to 
progress in the discourse [6], and their potential to defend 
against attacks as raised by critical questions in argumentation 
schemata [10]. However, most models of argumentation include 
simplifications concerning the comprehensibility and variation 
of arguments. On the one hand, raising an argument is typically 
done by introducing one or several new facts in the dispute, 
assuming that the associated warrant is self-evident. Making the 
underlying reasoning more precise and explicit aims at 
uncovering implicit assumptions and potential sources for 
critical questions rather than addressing the comprehensibility 
of an argument. On the other hand, alternatives in arguments 
addressing the same issue are rarely considered, although 
benefits and drawbacks may vary significantly among possible 
tasks and contexts. We are convinced that studying these factors 
is likely to improve the understanding of driving forces under-
lying natural argumentation and associated skills significantly. 

In this paper, we address the role of knowledge and purpose in 
argument choice in a case study, by examining the role of several 
categories of arguments in explaining the solution to the so-
called goat problem. This problem constitutes a superficially 
simple task, but this task is not easily understandable at first, so 
that it gives rise to a variety of arguments providing sources of 
explanations. Arguments may differ in terms of the effort needed 
to communicate them, the confidence they achieve, and requi-

1 Universität des Saarlandes, FB 14 Informatik, Postfach 1150, D-66041 
Saarbrücken, B.R.D., email: horacek@ags.uni-sb.de

rements on knowledge of the audience. Typical scenarios where 
the choice among such arguments and their presentation plays a 
prominent role include teaching reasoning in tutorial systems 
and argumentation within qualitative economic models.

This paper is organized as follows. First, we introduce the 
goat problem and its solution. Then we describe variants of 
arguments justifying that solution over the typically occurring 
misconception and discuss benefits and drawbacks. Finally, we 
sketch an operationalization of these concepts.

2 RUNNING EXAMPLE – 
THE GOAT PROBLEM

The goat problem is a superficially simple problem that origin-
ates from a game show. The problem comprises two consecutive 
guesses to be made by a candidate, with an  apparently hidden 
dependency. The scenario consists of three doors, a car, and two 
goats. Behind each of the doors there is either the car or one of 
the goats, and the goal of the candidate is to guess where the car 
is (see Figure 1). In the starting position, the candidate makes an 
– apparently arbitrary – guess and picks one of the doors behind 
which he hopes the car being located. Then the showmaster 
opens one of the other two doors, unveiling one of the goats 
behind this door. Then the candidate is to make the second and 
final choice, in which he can stick to his original guess or alter 
it. The crucial question in the whole problem is whether one of 
these alternatives is superior to the other – and why – or whether 
the second choice offered is also a pure guess.

When confronting people with this problem, it turns out that 
not only finding but even understanding the solution is surpris-
ingly difficult. The overwhelming majority of people unfamiliar 
with the problem believes that both alternatives in the second 
choice have the same likelihood to win, but this view is simply 
wrong. In contrast, changing the original choice is superior by a 
significant margin, winning two out of three times per average. 
The reason basically lies in the difference between the situation 
when the candidate first picks the door with the car behind it and 
the complementing situations when the candidate first picks a 
door with a goat behind it. In the second case, the showmaster 
has no choice, since he must present the only remaining goat 
and open the door in front of it. In the first case, however, the 
showmaster can pick any of the two remaining doors, and we can 
assume that he takes one or the other with equal likelihood. 
Hence, the second case occurs twice as often as the first case, so 
that altering the original choice is significantly superior.
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Figure 1.   Running example scenario – the goat problem

3 CATEGORIES OF ARGUMENTS

Despite its superficial simplicity, the goat problem proves  to be 
difficult to understand for humans. Therefore, several attempts 
have been undertaken to find illustrative explanations for the 
reasoning required to solve the problem. In addition, arguing in 
favor of the correct solution in a dispute may be of interest. 
Achieving a concession may not necessarily involve complete 
understanding on behalf of the other person, although this may 
also be beneficial for related pruposes, such as strengthening 
confidence. Consequently, there are several ways of arguing in 
favor of the solution, including the categories illustrated in 
Table 1:

 1.As in many other situations, the simplest argument type is 
appeal to expert opinion. While this type of argument 
appears to be convincing to some extent, the confidence in it 
is limited, since the goat problem is fully accessible to well-
justified logical reasoning.

 2.Justification by statistics is probably the most convincing 
argument – in the given problem, this argument is not defeas-
ible, since the task is to find out about the better chances in 
general, and not in an individual situation. There is an 
anecdote, that even a famous researcher in probability theory 
failed to understand the rationale behind the goat problem and 
did not believe in the solution. It was only due to simulations 
carried out by his students, which made his mind change – he 
knows perfectly well about the likelyhood of deviations from 
expected outcomes. The contribution to understanding the 
underlying rationale, however, is also not present in this 
argument category. 

3 . An extremely suitable argument is reference to an analogous 
problem, since a good deal of prior understanding can be 
exploited in this manner. The goat problem has a perfect 
counterpart in the game of bridge, namely the problem of 
restricted choice, where one of the opponents is in a situation 
that is isomorphic to the situation of the quizmaster in the 
goat problem. Unfortunately, referring to this analogy 
requires quite specific expertise, that is, being acquainted with 
the game of bridge at a non-trivial level. Whenever this 
argument is meaningfully applicable, its explanatory effect is 
very high.

 

North
♠ A 10 x x x

  West  ♠ x x ?   ♠ J/Q ?   East
♠ K x x x

South

South West North East
First trick: ♠ K ♠ x ♠ x ♠ J/Q
Second trick: ♠ x ♠ x ♠ ? (A or 10)

Other things being equal, a singleton jack or queen in the 
East hand is twice as likely as queen and jack doubleton.

 

Figure 2.   The principle of restricted choice in the game of bridge

4 . The most commonly occurring argument is the exposition of 
a causal reason. In contrast to the other ones,  an argument in 
this category provides a perspective on the rationale behind 
it, at least on some coarse-gained level. As the example texts 
in Table 1 demonstrate, even a short version is significantly 
longer than the arguments in the other three categories.

Since the rationale behind the solution to the goat problem is 
not easily to understand for humans, most of these arguments, 
specifically the reference to analogy and the causality expo-
sition can be given in varying degrees of detail, the texts in 
Table 1 being on the short end of the scale. The analogy refer-
ence can also be formulated as a hint (“Consider how the problem 
of restricted choice in bridge can be related to the goat pro-
blem”), with a variety of adds-ons about the relation between the 
two problems. Moreover, the correspondence between the pro-
blems can be elaborated explicitly in an explanation, identi-
fying the quizmaster with the defender playing the honor card in 
the first round, and mapping the associated ocurrences and deci-
sion preferences. Versions of the causality argument can differ 
even more in terms of detail and perspective, making the signifi-
cance of the first choice evident, elaborating its consequences.

Like varying degrees of detail in the associated exposition, 
the suitability of categories of arguments justifying the solution 
to the goat problem depends on a number of contextual factors. 
One crucial factor is presence of specific knowledge that is 
required for using the analogy argument in a meaningful manner. 
Occasionally, testing the expertise of the audience prior to 
choosing an argument category may be beneficial to check the 
applicability of an efficient argument. Another factor is the goal 
of the discourse, which may range somewhere between the aim of 
just winning a dispute to the goal of enhancing the experience of 
the audience, as in a tutorial setting. If “winning” is the primary 
concern, a “hard” and comparably short argument such as appeal 
to expert opinion or reference to statistical results is probably 
preferable. When explanation is the primary concern, such refer-
ences can only be accomponying arguments to a causally-based 
exposition. Moreover, this exposition needs to be tailored in an 
appropriate degree of detail according to the knowledge of the 
audience. Finally, even when winning a dispute is of some 
interest, this may be associated with a long-term goal of being 
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Table 1.   Argument categories instantiated for the goat problem
 

1. Expert assessment
Informed experts recommend to change the original choice.

2. Justification by statistics
Simulations strongly favor changing the original choice.

3. Reference to analogical situation
The choice among the remaining doors works analogously to 
the problem of restricted choice in the game of bridge.

4. Causal reasoning
Altering the original choice is superior to staying with the 
original one. When the car is behind the door not previously 
pointed at, the quizmaster was forced to open the door he did, 
whereas he had a choice when the car is behind the door the 
candidate pointed at in his first guess. 

assessed as a reliable arguer who deserves confidence. Under such 
circumstances, investigating in explanations that do not only 
convince the audience to some degree, but also enhance its 
understanding of the underlying rationale is likely to bear 
secondary benefits.

4 TOWARDS AN OPERATIONALIZATION

In most approaches to formal models of natural argumentation, a 

warrant justifying the inference p → q (or, more general P |- q) is 
treated as a “unit”. When it is introduced in the dispute, it is 
provisionally accepted, and may be attacked later. The 
assumption is that the inference itself is understood, otherwise 
accepting or attacking it is not meaningful. In contrast, we make 
a crucial distinction between degrees of understanding and 
degrees of con f idence , to assess the effectiveness of an 
argument. Sufficient degrees of both components are required to 
make the argument acceptable.

The confidence in an inference depends primarily on the 
category of the underlying warrant. For some categories, degrees 
of understanding are also relevant. In order to address the under-
standing component in argumentation, we require arguments to 
be modeled in varying degrees of detail, for use in communi-
cation. While it is normally assumed that an argument P |- q is 
also raised in precisely that form, we introduce expansions of 
arguments that make the underlying derivation more explicit. 
Thus, communicating an argument can either be done directly by 

Say(P→  q), or an expanded form is introduced in the dispute, 

through Say(P∇q) where P∇q is a derivation tree underlying the 

argument P |- q that makes some of its intermediate results 
explicit.

Exposing arguments in appropriate degrees of detail to meet 
the mental capabilities of an audience is a common topic at the 
intersection of the areas of deductive system and natural language 
presentation. Arguments in communication are frequently much 
more concise than in a mechanical proof [1], exploiting 
discourse expectations and background knowledge [3], which 
also holds for everyday discourse in comparison to underlying 

Table 2.   Argument categories and understanding and confidence
 

          Understanding Confidence

Expert assessment: low reasonable, but limited
Statistical justification: mediocre depending on the task
Analogy reference: depends on related knowledge
Causal assessment: depends on thematic knowledge

logical patterns [2, 8]. In contrast, some cognitively difficult 
reasoning patterns, such as modus tollens and disjunction elimi-
nation need to be exposed in more detail in order to support 
proper understanding [5, 9]. Hence, there are significant vari-
ations in terms of degrees of detail, which strongly influence 
degrees of comprehension, in accordance with the purpose of an 
expository explanation (full-depth, summary, sketchy idea [4]).  

Based on these options, there are several factors which 
contribute to assessing the effectiveness of an argument, when 
raised in some chosen degree of detail: 

  • Degrees of confidence in the argument
  • Degrees of understanding of the argument 
  • Communicative effort needed to expose the argument
  • Learning of inferences through a detailed exposition

The last factor constitutes a kind of “investment” in 
subsequent sections of the dispute, with the idea that increasing 
the understanding of the other conversant may enable the 
beneficial use of causal or even analogical arguments with less 
communicative effort. The communicative effort is proportional 
to the size of the derivation tree that corresponds to the degree of 
detail in which the argument is to be presented. The degrees of 
understanding and confidence depend on the argument category, 
as sketched in Table 2. For an argument appealing to experts 
opinion, the degree of understanding is generally low, since a 
deeper understanding would require expertise. Moreover, a 
certain, but limited degree of confidence is present, in compar-
ison to easier understandable arguments. Moreover, the degree of 
confidence depends on whether there is general agreement among 
experts about the issue at stake, or whether the expert opinion 
referred to is challenged by others. For an argument relying on 
statistics, the degree of understanding is similar, but it can be 
increased when more details are given about how the statistical 
procedure is used. The degree of confidence, in turn, may be 
increased when details about the strength of the statistical results 
are exposed. For the remaining argument categories, reference to 
analogy and causal assessment, the knowledge accessible to 
follow the causality in enough detail is the decisive factor. For 
analogy reference, that knowledge refers to the issue related 
through the analogy. In contrast to the other categories, the 
possible range in the degrees of understanding and confidence 
may vary significantly – they are virtually zero, if the causality 
(or analogy) is not understood, and maximal in case of full 
understanding.

In order to select among competing arguments from different 
categories and with varying degrees of detail, the domain in 
which the dispute takes place must be elaborated in two ways. 
Firstly, arguments must be made available in several version 
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distinguished in their degrees of detail, or a mechanism must be 
provided which allows for such a construction. Secondly, a user 
model must be elaborated which allows assessing the knowledge 
of the other conversant in terms of the items appearing in 
different versions of arguments. Moreover, on the side of proper 
argumentation, the benefits of argument categories must be put 
in a precise relation to each other, including partial success, 
when arguments are not exposed to the degree of detail needed, as 
well as some contributions for the communicative effort and for 
the “learning component”. Once these prerequisites are fulfilled, 
argument selection can proceed according to the following lines: 
for each argument candidate, the most compact version is picked 
and evaluated. Those arguments which are assumed not being 
fully understood by the addressee are successively expanded in 
relevant aspects according to the variations available. This 
process is continued for each argument until one of the following 
holds: (1) no more expansions are possible, (2) the argument is 
considered comprehensible in the degree of detail considered, or 
(3) the communicative effort is considered to be on its limit. 
From all argument versions generated this way, the one that 
scores best is chosen.

In an advanced version, such a system requires a full-fledged 
natural language generation approach, at least for text planning, 
when abstracting from surface realization. The task is then to 
express a communicative intention – here, making an argument, 
given a repertoire of alternatives in varying details, to meet 
assumptions about the intended audience, which in some sense 
appears to be a classical text planning task. The only extension 
in terms of assessing the relative merits of the alternatives 
available lies in judging the role of making an 'investment' 
through providing detailed expositions, which may make 
subsequent atrgumentation easier or which may even be neces-
sary to pursue some future line of argumentation. Similar consi-
derations proved to be problematic in dialog systems when 
playing the role of an agent with certain interest.

5 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have studied the role of competitive arguments 
and requirements on knowledge to understand these arguments. In 
a case study, we have discussed the benefit of arguments in terms 
of their context and task-dependency, including tutorial 
purposes, dispute winning, and long-term goals aiming at 
establishing confidence. In the preliminary state of this work, 
the associated formalization is still on an abstract level only, 
that requires task- and domain-specific interpretation for an 
operational application. 

Apparently, the example chosen for our case study is idealized 
in comparison to real argumentative scenarios. The available 
choice and variations in detail may be more limited in several 
realistic situations and, most importantly, arguments might be 
defeasible or, at least, it may be possible to weaken their 
strength. Apart from tutorial applications, scenarios where the 
considerations raised in the paper are important, are discussions 
with unbalanced levels of expertise, specifically when the role of 
a referee is more prominent than in most formal models of 

dispute. A typical application would be an expert discussion in 
television, arguing in favor or disfavor of competing strategies, 
such as economic models to improve the emploiment situation. 
In formal reconstructions of argumentative situations, such as 
cases at the court, benefits consist in uncovering implicit 
assumptions through raising critical questions. In addition to 
that, formal reconstruction of argumentation in more knowledge-
intensive scenarios may also uncover missing knowledge 
required for following the course of the argumentation, through 
focusing on warrants that require a more detailed exposition. 
These additions, in turn, may lead to uncovering more deeply 
hidden implicit assumptions which improves not only the under-
standing, but also the reliabilty of the argumentation. 
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Argumentation-based Decision Support in Naval Command & Control

Hengameh Irandoust & Abder Rezak Benaskeur1

Abstract. Threat Evaluation and Weapons Assignment (TEWA), a
process which is at the heart of tactical naval Command & Control
(C2) process, comprises a number of operations that must be per-
formed under time and resource constraints. This article discusses
the challenges of decision making in this context, and more particu-
larly the critical issue of target engagement, and shows how this pro-
cess can be supported by an argumentation-based Decision Support
System (DSS). It is shown how the information gathered and ana-
lyzed during the execution of the engageability assessment, defined
and formalized for the purpose of the paper, can be exploited by an
argumentation module. Based on a dialectical model and affording
both proactive and reactive interaction modes, the module enables
the DSS to anticipate and respond to the operator’s objections to its
recommendations, and thus substantially enhance the accuracy of its
argumentation in a time-constrained decision support context.
Keywords : decision support, argumentation, explanation, threat
evaluation, weapons assignment, engageability assessment, Toul-
min’s model

1 INTRODUCTION

Advances in threat technology, the increasing difficulty and diversity
of open-ocean and littoral scenarios, and the volume and imperfect
nature of data to be processed under time-critical conditions pose
significant challenges for future shipboard Command & Control Sys-
tems (CCSs). Among other functionalities, the CCS provides capa-
bilities to allow operators to evaluate the threat level of the different
objects within the Volume of Interest (VOI), and when deemed nec-
essary, use the shipboard combat resources to respond to them. This
is commonly referred to as the Threat Evaluation & Weapons Assign-
ment (TEWA) problem. It provides a time and resource-constrained
application that involves both human and software decision-makers.

Current operational systems generally provide little support for
tactical decision making. The need for such support is all the more
pressing given the current emphasis on littoral warfare, including
asymmetrical threats, that results in reduced reaction time and the
need to deal quickly and correctly with complex Rules Of Engage-
ment (ROEs).

The proposed Decision Support System (DSS) is based on a
decision-centered perspective. The system assists the operator in
making timely, error-free and effective decisions while reducing his
cognitive workload. Yet, given the complexity of the problem he has
to address, the high level of stress he is exposed to, and finally the
fact that he knows that he will be held responsible for his decisions,
the operator may discard the system’s recommendation if he does not
fully understand the underlying rationale, or if the recommendation
is different from the solution he had foreseen. To overcome the oper-

1 Decision Support Systems Section, Defence R&D Canada - Valcartier,
Canada, email: {Hengameh.Irandoust, Abderrezak.Benaskeur}@drdc-
rddc.gc.ca

ator’s reluctance or lack of trust, the system has to convince him that
its recommendation is based on sound reasoning. To do so, it needs
to both retrieve the relevant knowledge structures and present them
to the operator in a meaningful manner.

In this paper, we focus on the problem of target engagement, which
is one of the most important decision making issues in TEWA. We
introduce and define theengageability assessment process and show
its usefulness in building trust in the system’s information processing
capability (Section 2). We then propose to organize the engageabil-
ity assessment’s data and results into an argument structure. This is
first illustrated using Toulmin’s inferential model of argument (Sec-
tion 3). We then propose a dialectical model that can warrant the
system’s conclusion by anticipating and responding to the operator’s
objections to its arguments. Finally, we describe an argumentation
module which based on this model, and by affording both proactive
and reactive interaction modes, can substantially enhance the accu-
racy of the system’s argumentation in a time-constrained decision
support context (Section 4).

2 NAVAL TEWA

Naval Command & Control (C2) is a very complex problem, and of-
ten this complexity arises from the multitude, the heterogeneity and
the inter-relationships of the systems and resources involved. The
tactical naval C2 process can be decomposed into a set of gener-
ally accepted functions that must be executed within some reasonable
delays to ensure mission success. A high-level description of those
functions includes surveillance (i.e., detection, tracking, and identifi-
cation) and Threat Evaluation and Weapons Assignment (TEWA). In
this paper, the focus will be on the TEWA process (see Figure 1), and
more specifically the engageability assessment functionality, which
concerns the evaluation of the feasibility of own-force’s engagement
options against non-friendly entities within the VOI.

Weapons Assignment
(Engagement Planning &

Execution)

Surveillance

Engageability
Assessment

Threat Evaluation

Figure 1. Global view of TEWA process
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2.1 Threat Evaluation

Within the TEWA process, threat evaluation establishes the intent
and the capability of potential threats within the VOI. The process
results in a list (rankT ) of entities ranked according to the level
of threat they pose. For two objects Oi and Oj , rankT (Oi, t) <

rankT (Oj , t) means that Oi is more threatening, at time instant t,
than Oj . O is the set of all objects Oi within the VOI.

2.2 Weapons Assignment

Weapons assignment makes decisions on how to deal with the iden-
tified threats. It can be seen as a real-time and constrained resource
management problem. During this process, weapons are designated
to engage threats. Also are assigned the supporting resources (e.g.,
sensors, communications, etc.) required for each and every one-to-
one engagement. This process results in a ranked list (rankE) that
gives the recommended order of engagements for the threats, i.e.,
the solution to the TEWA problem. For two objects Oi and Oj ,
rankE(Oi, t) < rankE(Oj , t) means that, at time instant t, de-
cision has been made to engage Oi before Oj . For a single weapon
configuration, this boils down to a scheduling problem.

2.3 Engageability Assessment

The common definition of the TEWA process includes, as discussed
above, the threat evaluation and weapons assignment. Nevertheless,
one important issue that needs to be addressed is target engageability.
Engageability assessment (see Figure 1) can support the weapons as-
signment module by eliminating candidate solutions that violate one
or more of the problem constraints, and which for this reason will
not be feasible. Several factors can be taken into consideration dur-
ing this process, such as Rules Of Engagement (ROEs), pairing ap-
propriateness2, window (range, time, . . . ), blind zones, ammunition
availability, etc. (see Figure 2).

The engageability assessment outputs a list of objects ranked
according to their engageability score Es. The latter reflects the
availability and feasibility of own-force options against all the
non-friendly objects within the VOI. For two objects Oi and Oj ,
Es(Oi, t) > Es(Oj , t) means that own-force has more options, at
time t, against Oi than against Oj . Note that the engageability score
is non-negative, that is Es(Oi, t) >= 0. Es(Oi, t) = 0 means that
there is no solution (option) for engaging Oi at time instant t.

3 ARGUMENTATION-BASED DSS

The TEWA process can be seen as a dynamic decision-making pro-
cess aimed at the successful exploitation of tactical resources (e.g.
sensors, weapons) during the conduct of C2 activities. From this per-
spective, decision support is defined to be a capability that is meant to
assist operators in making well-informed and timely decisions while
providing robust error detection and recovery. The DSS must be de-
signed as to reduce the operator’s cognitive overload and improve the
overall effectiveness of the process [7].

However, the complexity of the TEWA problem, the issues that
are at stake, the high level of stress induced by resource and time
constraints, the effects of stress and fatigue on attentional resources,
and most important of all, the sense of responsibility with regard to
one’s decisions, can all lead to a situation of under-confidence, where
the operator becomes overly concerned with the perils of a course of

2 Ensure that the weapon selection corresponds to the threat type.
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Figure 2. Engageability Assessment Inferential Model

action [6]. In such a situation, it is unlikely that the operator will
accept the system’s recommendation if he does not fully understand
it or if the recommendation is different from the alternatives he had
considered [11], a phenomenon referred to as an expectation failure3.

To be acceptable by the user, the information provided to him
needs to be presented in a comprehensible and convincing manner.
Indeed, it is not only the quality of the recommendation made by the
DSS that needs to be improved through more optimized processing,
but also the user’s interpretation of the quality of the decision [6].

This interpretation can be substantially improved if the system has
the capacity to expose its rationale using sound arguments. To ad-
dress this problem, we need to use an argumentative structure that
can capture the inferential nature of reasoning used in TEWA, and
more specifically in the engageability assessment process4. Toul-
min’s model of argument [8] or argumentative schemes [9] seem ap-
propriate for this purpose. However, our approach requires a differ-
ent mechanism since in this context what determines the strength of a
support for a claim is how well it can respond to specific objections,
and not, for example, how widely accepted it is. In the following,
we first show how Toulmin’s general model can be used to outline
an argument based on the information provided by the engageability
assessment. Then we show how the basic inferential structure can be
augmented with a dialectical component which is more adapted to a
time-constrained decision support context.

3.1 Toulmin’s model

Toulmin proposes an argument structure that reflectsthe natural pro-
cedure by which claims can be argued for. The model is composed
of six elements that depict the move from a set of premises to a con-
clusion.

In addition to the premise-conclusion structure, Toulmin identifies
several components that support the inferential relation. The warrant

3 See Section 4.2 for a more detailed discussion of expectation failure.
4 Solutions are inferred from the intermediary results input by lower-level

processes, as shown in Figure 2.
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has the function of a rule of inference, licensing the conclusion on the
basis of the arguer’s data or grounds. The arguer can invoke a backing
if the warrant is challenged or insufficient. The modal qualifier is a
word or phrase that indicates the force of the warrant. Finally, the
rebuttal accounts for the fact that some exception-making condition
might be applicable [3].

The model expresses plausible reasoning, captures inferetial
mechanisms, can outline a decision situation and preserve it for fu-
ture use, and finally , can be used as a basis for explanation facili-
ties [10]. Useless to say that Toulmin’s model has been extensively
cited in argument studies5, particularly informal logic, as well as in
artificial intelligence, and has even been applied to military problems
such as theater missile defense [2].

3.2 Example of Application of Toulmin’s Model

Table 1 presents an example of the application of Toulmin’s Model to
the TEWA problem. The example is based on the concept of engage-
ability assessment, formalized in Section 2.3. The results of engage-
ability assessment, based on constraints violation avoidance, are used
as intermediary results to justify recommendations for the weapons
assignment phase.

Data Two objects (Oi, Oj) have been detected within VOI and as-
sessed hostile to ownship. Object Oj has been assessed more
threatening than Oi. Options against both objects have been
evaluated. As a result, the engagement order (Oj , Oi) has
been deemed non-feasible, while (Oi, Oj) offers options.

Qualifier Supports
Claim The weapons assignment module recommends the engage-

ment order (Oi, Oj).
Warrant Since by the end of engagement of Oj , Oi will enter the Fire

Control Radar (FCR) blind zone, while by the end of engage-
ment of Oi, Oj will still be within the FCR coverage area.

Backing The Anti-Ship Missile (ASM) nature of threats requires the
use of Surface-to-Air Missile (SAM) to counter them. FCR
support is mandatory for the SAM’s guidance and threat illu-
mination.

Rebuttal Unless probability of kill (Pk) on Oi is much lower than for
Oj .

Table 1. Example of Toulmin model’s application

The controversial nature of the claim requires that the inferential
relation be licensed with a warrant. In Toulmin’s model, a warrant is
a general law (‘major premise’ in Walton’s argumentation schemes)
which licenses the move from data to a claim. Here, the system has
to warrant the recommendation with specific information. Also, the
domain knowledge provided in the backing will be of little use for the
operator who will rather want to know what are exactly the factors
that the system has considered. As a matter of fact, the warrant may
be challenged, not because the reason it provides is not good enough,
but because the operator may object that the conditions under which
that warrant holds can be modified (see Section 4.2).

Based on these remarks, we propose to augment the premise-
conclusion structure with a dialectical component that will enable
the DSS to handle such situations.

5 See the recent OSSA’s conference theme.

4 INFERENTIAL MODEL OF ARGUMENT
WITH A DIALECTICAL COMPONENT

The functional account of Toulmin’s model is a deductive, rather than
a dialectical model of argumentation in that it does not take into ac-
count the beliefs, opinions or reasoning schemes of the audience it is
addressed to. In a dialectical scheme, the arguer has to consider pos-
sible counter-arguments. In Toulmin’s model, although the rebuttal
accounts for the possibility of the defeat of the argument, it simply
shows that an exception-making condition might be applicable. This
is a condition that the arguer contemplates, but it is not a condition
that he considers as being the object of his audience’s belief. Reason-
ing on the beliefs of the audience is the core of dialectical reasoning.
As Johnson [5] has argued, because the conclusion may not meet the
initial beliefs of the audience, an arguer will need to do more than put
forward some supporting statements. He or she will need to respond
to objections and alternative positions.

4.1 Model of dialectical argumentation

The dialectical component can be viewed as an argument-objection-
response to objection sequence. This justificatory triad warrants the
inference from data to a claim, which in the case of a decision sup-
port system is a solution or recommendation. This is illustrated in
Figure 3.

Data Recommendation

Argument

Objection

Response

Figure 3. Inferential Model of Argument With a Dialectical Component

Using this model, we propose to design the DSS so that it can
anticipate possible objections on the part of the operator and pre-
pare its responses to those objections. This concept is illustrated in
the following using the engageability assessment process, where the
constraints violation avoidance principle is used as a basis for argu-
ment/response generation.

4.2 Use of constraints for argumentation

Most of the time, decision problems such as TEWA that have to be
solved under constraint lead to sub-optimal solutions. The set of con-
straints defines the feasibility space in which the system will have
to search for the best solution. The harder are the constraints, the
smaller is this space, and the farther can be the solution from the op-
timal6. For the TEWA problem, the feasibility of different options is
defined by means of the engageability assessment. The smaller is the
engageability score Es of the objects in the VOI, the smaller will be

6 Since the optimal may not belong to the feasible solution space.
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the solution space for weapons assignment, and the more distant will
be the engagement plan from the operator’s expected plan, hence the
increasing risk of an expectation failure.

An expectation failure generally happens when the solution pro-
posed by the system is different from the one the user had predicted.
Given the very limited number of constraints he can consider at a
time, a human operator often works on simplified representations of
problems that capture only a subset of the actual constraints. A DSS,
which is not as limited as the human operator in its working mem-
ory, can handle a much larger number of constraints. This difference
can lead to a situation where the solution foreseen by the operator
is closer to the optimal than the one recommended by the DSS. The
discordance between the two solutions can be justified by the number
and the nature of constraints that would be violated if the DSS tried to
get closer to the optimal in order to meet the operator’s expectations.

The engageability assessment concept can be used to illustrate the
idea. Since engageability assessment is about the evaluation of the
feasibility of engagement plans, it mainly boils down to a Constraint
Satisfaction Problem (CSP). Examples of such constraints are given
in Table 2, among which some are relaxable (considered as soft con-
straints for which solutions may exist) and some non-relaxable (con-
sidered as hard constraints for which no solution exists).

One case where the expectation failure situation may happen is the
following. For two objects Oi and Oj(i 6= j)

rankT (Oi, t) > rankT (Oj , t) & rankE(Oi, t) < rankE(Oj , t)

which means that Oj is more threatening than Oi, yet Oi is judged
as being of higher priority from the engagement perspective. This
situation can be problematic because the operator will be more likely
to rely on the threat list ranking (rankT ) for the engagement prior-
ization7. Such engagement order cannot be presented to the operator
without the support of some credible reasons. The engageability as-
sessment module can justify this outcome. A typical case that can
explain the controversial recommendation above is as follows. For
two objects Oi and Oj , if

rankT (Oi, t) > rankT (Oj , t) (1)

that is, Oj is more threatening than Oi, and

Es([Oj , Oi], t) = Es([Oj ], t) × Es([Oi], t + dj)

< Es([Oi], t) × Es([Oj ], t + di) = Es([Oi, Oj ], t)

which means that the engagement sequence (Oi, Oj) offers more
possibilities to own-force than (Oj , Oi). A special case is where
Es([Oj , Oi], t) = 0, while Es([Oi, Oj ], t) 6= 0, which means that
the sequence (Oj , Oi) is not feasible. This can be caused by the loss
of opportunity on Oi during the engagement of Oj .

The more and the harder are the constraints that define the feasi-
bility space, the more difficult it will be for the DSS to bridge the gap
between the two solutions. In anticipation of the operator’s dissatis-
faction, those constraints that would be violated if the DSS deviated
from its solution, are stored at run-time during the engageability as-
sessment. These are later presented to the operator by the argumen-
tation module (see Section 4.3) in response to his objections.

4.3 Argumentation module

The proposed argumentation module is depicted in Figure 4. The en-
gageability assessment process evaluates the set of possible solutions

7 This is a common practice in modern navies, where capability limitations
are only considered at the later stage of response planning process, with
possibility of plan revision in case of an empty feasibility space.

Non-relaxable Relaxable How
-Rules of engagement -Availability of supporting

resources
-Free resources

-Availability of am-
munition

-Damage status -Repair

-Lethality -Assignment status -Re-assign
-Appropriateness of
resource choice

-Coverage limitations (Enve-
lope, Blind Zone, Obstruc-
tion)

-Wait, move

- Predicted Performance (e.g.
PK)

-Wait

Table 2. Examples of constraints considered during engageability
assessment for a given resource against a given object, at time instant t.

and discards those which would violate one or more constraints. The
results of this constraints violation avoidance process are stored in a
database and used as arguments to be presented to the user.

The argumentation module can display its dialectical skills using
both proactive and reactive interaction modes. The response coordi-
nator selects and coordinates dynamically the two modes. The differ-
ence between them lies in the fact that the dialectical cycle is initiated
by the argumentation module in the pro-active mode, while it is initi-
ated by the user in the reactive mode. An argument is called response
when provided reactively (in response to an objection). The numbers
in Figure 4 show the chronology of the events for each mode. The
role of the response coordinator is twofold: i) receiving the user’s ob-
jections, and ii) coordinating the deployment of the interaction mode.

Having prepared itself for all possible cases of disagreement, the
coordinator will first activate the proactive mode and proceed by pre-
senting its best arguments. These are those arguments that are the
most persuasive responses to what it considers to be the most likely
objections. It will then shift to a reactive mode and provide justifica-
tion only upon user’s further objections. This will be the case if the
operator formulates more specific objections or if more detailed or
low-level information is needed.

Naturally the operational context described here, where time is
a serious issue, does not allow for a genuine dialogue between the
system and the operator and therefore models such as that of the
deliberation dialogue [4] cannot be applied.

Pro-active Mode

Reactive Mode

Anticipated
Objections

User
Objections

Arguments &
Responses
Database

Response Coordinator
Arguments

R
esponses

Objections
Engageability
Assessment Constraints

that would
be violated

A
rg

um
en

ts

Responses

1

2
3

4

1

2

3

4
5

6

0

Figure 4. Argumentation Module Architecture

In the above-described process of argumentation, the nature of the
constraints plays a major role in the weight of the justification (i.e., its
persuasive power). Logically, avoiding the violation of non-relaxable
constraints will have a higher justificatory power than avoiding the
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violation of relaxable ones. From an argumentation perspective, it
is assumed that the former constitutes a sufficient condition for the
conclusion to obtain, while the latter does not. It is also expected that
the user will object to the arguments based on relaxable constraints
by asking the system to modify them so that they can be satisfied.
Examples of such possible objections are given in the column “How”
of Table 2.

For the TEWA problem, the engageability assessment module will
have to verify a set of NR relaxable constraints and a set of NNR

non-relaxable constraints, for a total of NR + NNR constraints. The
set of non-satisfied constraints will be used to constitute dynamically
the system’s arguments/responses database (see Figure 4). Based on
the content of this database, the system provides pro-actively a max-
imum of N arguments to the user. Given their higher justificatory
power, priority is given to arguments related to the non-relaxable
constraints. The presence of at least one non-relaxable constraint that
could be violated eliminates the need to consider arguments related
to relaxable constraints. If there is no such non-relaxable constraint,
the system will present the N arguments related to relaxable con-
straints that are deemed most likely to be mentioned by the user. The
remaining set of constraints that may not be satisfied will be provided
reactively on a one-by-one basis, should the user continue to object
to the system’s recommendations.

To illustrate the idea, let us take the same example as previously
where two objects (Oi, Oj) have been detected within VOI and
assessed hostile to own-force. Object Oj has been assessed more
threatening than Oi. Engageability for both objects has been eval-
uated. As a result and based on the different constraints, engagement
of Oj is deemed non-feasible (i.e., Es(Oj) = 0) and only Oi is
engageable and will be engaged (Es(Oi) 6= 0).

Situation 1 (Sufficient Arguments) –this corresponds to the case
where one or more non-relaxable constraints would not be satis-
fied. For example, if ROEs prevent own-force from engagingOj ,
any solution that includes engagement action on Oj will not sat-
isfy this hard non-relaxable constraint. This information can be
used as a sufficient argument that cannot be objected to by the
user, and no further arguments will be required. This argument is
presented pro-actively, and there is no need to consider arguments
related to relaxable constraints.

Situation 2 (Non-sufficient Arguments) –this corresponds to the
case where all non-relaxable constraints are satisfi ed and one or
more relaxable constraints are not satisfied. Based on the set of
constraints that would be violated by engagement action on Oj ,
the DSS decides to present pro-actively the two (N = 2) follow-
ing arguments, regarding the recommendation of not engaging Oj .
These arguments are: i) Oj lies within the blind zone of the only
available Fire Control Radar (Coverage limitation constraint), and
ii) the other Fire Control Radar is assigned to another target (As-
signment status constraint). The other constraints that would be
violated, if any, will be used by the reactive mode.
Given the relaxable nature of the constraints they are related to,
these arguments are not sufficient. As a consequence, it is ex-
pected that the operator will object, asking why the constraints are
not relaxed so that the feasibility space can be extended (i.e., the
engageability score E(Oj)). Examples of objections/responses
that may be used in the reactive mode of the system following
the first argument, are given below (see Table 2).

1. Objection 1 (Wait)– meaning: wait until the object Oj gets out
of the Fire Control Radar blind zone and provide engagement
solution. Example of a possible response to this objection is:

object will get out of the weapon range as well.

2. Objection 2 (Move)– meaning: move the ship to clear blind
zone. Examples of possible responses to this objection are:
Physical obstacle prevents from moving; Not enough time to
move; Jeopardizes other engagements that are in progress; In-
creases ship’s Radar Cross Section (visibility by the enemy sen-
sors); Puts more threatening objects within blind zones.

The above list gives examples of potential reasons that may render
the decision of moving the ship (one of user’s anticipated objec-
tions) not feasible.

The examples discussed above show how the system can exploit
knowledge of the domain and knowledge of the user to justify a rec-
ommendation that does not meet the initial beliefs of the operator.
They also show how the system can display a strategic behaviour by
planning its argumentation.

5 CONCLUSION

The organization of the system’s knowledge into argument structures
provides insight into the system’s states, procedures and goals, and
shows the extent of its domain knowledge and capacities. A better un-
derstanding of these features will hopefully result in a more efficient
use of the system proposed. The argumentation capability described
above, not only outlines the system’s reasoning process, but it also
engages a dialectical exchange by anticipating possible objections
and by organizing its responses to them according to their degree of
justification. The two-phase approach, proactive and reactive argu-
mentation, can be very effective for handling decision making issues
in a time-constrained context such as TEWA. The same analysis as
the one described for engageability assessment is being performed
for threat evaluation and the whole system is under design for imple-
mentation for the Canadian Navy.
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Abstract. A key requirement for the automatic generation of ar-
gumentative or explanatory text is to present the constituent propo-
sitions in an order that readers will find coherent and natural, to in-
crease the likelihood that they will understand and accept the au-
thor’s claims. Natural language generation systems have standardly
employed a repertoire of coherence relations such as those defined
by Mann and Thompson’s Rhetorical Structure Theory. This paper
models the generation of persuasive monologue as the outcome of
an “inner dialogue”, where the author attempts to anticipate poten-
tial challenges or clarification requests. It is argued that certain RST
relations such as Motivate, Evidence and Concession can be seen to
emerge from various pre-empting strategies.

1 Intr oduction

A key requirement for the automatic generation of argumentative or
explanatory text is to present the constituent propositions in an order
that readers will find coherent and natural, to increase the likelihood
that they will understand and accept the author’s claims. Ideally, any
objections or clarification requests that an audience might raise will
already have been countered by elements of the author’s argument. In
fact this paper models the generation of persuasive monologue as the
outcome of an “inner dialogue”, where the author attempts to antic-
ipate potential challenges or clarification requests. It will be argued
that certain coherence relations can be seen to emerge from various
strategies for pre-empting or “obviating” challenges or clarification
requests.

This paper assumes a model of dialogue as updating participants’
information states (IS), where an IS consists of a record of each in-
terlocutor’s propositional and practical commitments (cf [7, 2, 17])
rather than “mental states” such as belief and intention (cf [3]). This
approach is motivated at greater length and contrasted with other
commitment-based approaches such as [12] in [8, 9]; the key as-
sumptions for the purposes of this paper are:

1. Each agent in a dialogue keeps a score of social commitments for
all participants, including itself. Commitments can be classified
into practical (commitments to act, corresponding to intentions in
mentalistic accounts) and propositional or doxastic (commitments
to justify an assertion, corresponding to beliefs).

2. Agents play one of three dynamically assigned roles at any given
point in a dialogue: Speaker (Sp), Addressee (Ad), or Hearer (He)
who is not directly addressed.

3. For an agent � to assert
�

is to acknowledge commitment to
�

;
other agents may also attribute consequential commitments to � .

4. Additionally, a dialogue act constitutes an attempt to commit Ad-
dressee(s) to a proposition or a course of action, as detailed in the
following section.

5. Addressee’s options include accepting the proffered commitment,
challenging it or requesting clarification.

This paper will focus on modelling persuasive monologue, or ex-
tended dialogue turns, as emerging from a process of internal argu-
mentation, with the virtual agents Planner (Pl) in place of Sp and
Critic (Cr) substituted for Ad. I will aim to show how a variety of
Mann and Thompson’s RST relations such as Motivate, Justify, Evi-
dence, Concession and Elaboration can be seen to emerge from dif-
ferent text planning strategies [11, 16] . It might be argued that this
is an essentially trivial exercise in shifting information from a pre-
defined set of coherence relations to a pre-defined set of dialogue acts
and moves. However, there are independent motivations for develop-
ing models for dialogue and argumentation, and the argument in this
paper is that a (possibly partial) account of coherence relations in
monologue emerges as a side-effect of these models. The paper will
conclude by addressing some apparent differences between dialogue
and monologue as discussed by [14] and [6].

2 Ar gumentation and discourserelations

The full framework will include specifications for the proto-speech
acts listed below. Note that I use upper-case Greek letters such as �
to represent speech acts themselves and lower-case letters such as

�
for the propositional content of the speech acts.

assert(Sp,
�

, Ad, He) undertake commitment to justify a proposi-
tional claim; attempt to bestow same commitment on Ad.

instruct(Sp,
�

, Ad, He) attempt to bestow a practical commitment
on Addressee.

endorse(Sp,
�

, Ad, He) Speaker adopts a commitment specified by
Addressee

challenge(Sp, � , � , Ad, He): require agent to justify or retract a
commitment offer � , with � as an optional counter-commitment.
Note that the challenge may be directed at the propositional con-
tent

�
, or at the appropriateness of the speech act itself.

respond(Sp, challenge(Ad, � , � , Sp, He), � , Ad, He)
respond to a challenge with a dialogue act � which may be:

� asserting � as evidence for
�

, or as justification for uttering � ;
� retracting commitment to

�
, the propositional content of � ;

� withdrawing a claim to justification for the speech act � ;
� challenging � ;
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� requesting clarification of � ;
��� - the null act. How this is interpreted will depend on the par-

ticular conventions currently in force: it may be understood at
different times as implicit endorsement, implicit denial or non-
committal.

retract(Sp,
�

, Ad, He) withdraw a commitment to
�

.
query(Sp, � , Ad, He) request clarification of �
respond(Sp, query(Ad, � , Sp, He), � , Ad, He)

respond to request for clarification of � by uttering the speech act
� .

2.1 Examplesof dialogueand monologue

The following examples consist of a short dialogue followed by two
variants of a monologue expressing roughly the same content and
exemplifying particular rhetorical structures.

Example (a)

A: You should take an umbrella.
B: Why?
A: It’s going to rain.
B: It doesn’t look like rain to me. It’s sunny
A: Michael Fish predicted it.
B: Who’s he?
A: He’s a weather forecaster on the BBC.
B: OK.

In terms of the speech acts defined above, this exchange can be rep-
resented (somewhat simplified) as follows:

A: instruct(A, take-umbrella, B, );
B: challenge(B, take-umbrella, , A, );
A: respond(A, challenge(B, take-umbrella, , A, ), as-
sert(A, rain-later, B, ), B, )
B: challenge(B, rain-later, sunny-now, A, );
A: respond(A, challenge(B, rain-later, sunny-now, A, ),
assert(A,fish,B, ), B, )
B: query(B, fish, A, )
A: respond(A, query(B, fish, A, ), assert(A, BBC-
forecaster, B, ), B, )
B: endorse(B,

�
BBC-forecaster ; fish; rain-later ; take-

umbrella � , A, )

Example (b)

A: You should take an umbrella. It’s going to rain. I heard it on
the BBC.

A possible RST analysis of this example is:

Motivate
Nucleus take-umbrella
Satellite: Evidence

Nucleus rain-later

Satellite BBC-forecast

Example (b � )
A: You should take an umbrella. It’s going to rain, even though
it looks sunny right now. I heard it on Michael Fish’s slot. He’s
a weather forecaster at the BBC.

Proposed RST analysis:

Motivate
Nucleus take-umbrella
Satellite

Evidence

Nucleus

Concession

Nucleus rain-later

Satellite sunny-now

Satellite

Background

Nucleus fish

Satellite BBC-forecaster

Example (c)

A: I listened to the weather forecast on the BBC. It’s going to
rain. You should take an umbrella.

Proposed RST analysis: same rhetorical structure as (b) but realised
in a satellite-first sequence:

Motivate
Satellite: Evidence

Satellite BBC-forecast

Nucleus rain-later

Nucleus take-umbrella

2.2 Speaker strategies

In the above scenario, suppose A has the goal that B undertake a
practical commitment to carry an umbrella. Examples (a - c) illustrate
three different strategies:

(i) Issue a bare instruction; offer justification only if challenged.
(ii) Issue an instruction, followed by an assertion that pre-empts a

potential challenge, and recursively pre-empt challenges to asser-
tions.

(iii) Obviate the challenge by uttering the justification before the in-
struction, and recursively obviate potential challenges to asser-
tions.

(The terms pre-empt and obviate are used with these particular
meanings in this paper, which may not be inherent in their ordinary
usage.) Note that examples (a) and (b � ) exhibit the same sequence of
propositions, which is consistent with the assumption that (b � ) results
from a process of internal argumentation with a virtual agent that
raises Ad’s potential objections. The following section will sketch a
formulation of strategies (i - iii) in terms of the Text Planning task of
natural language generation.
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3 Dialectical text planning

I will assume some familiarity with terms such as “text planning” and
“sentence planning”. These are among the distinct tasks identified in
Reiter’s “consensus architecture” for Natural Language Generation
[15]; see also [1]:

Text Planning/Content Determination - deciding the content of a
message, and organising the component propositions into a text
structure (typically a tree). I will make a distinction between
the discourse plan where propositions in the initial message
are linked by coherence relations, and the text plan where con-
stituents may be re-ordered or pruned from the plan.

Sentence Planning - aggregating propositions into clausal units and
choosing lexical items corresponding to concepts in the knowl-
edge base; this is the level at which the order of arguments and
choice of referring expressions will be determined.

Linguistic realisation - surface details such as agreement, orthog-
raphy etc.

3.1 Discourseplanning

Text planning is modelled in what follows as the outcome of an in-
ner dialogue between two virtual agents, the Planner (Pl) and the
Critic (Cr). The Critic is a user model representing either a known
interlocutor or a “typical” reader or hearer. A’s options (i -iii) in Sec-
tion 2.2 above can be seen to correspond to three different strategies
which I will call one-shot, incremental and global. These strategies
are presented in rather simplified pseudo-code below, in particular I
only consider the assert action and selected responses to it.

One-shot planning
Speaker produces one utterance per dialogue turn which may be:

� a bare assertion
�

;
� response to a challenge or clarification request from Addressee;
� challenge to Address’s most recent or salient assertion, or re-

quest for clarification;
���
The message is passed directly to the text planner without being
checked by the Critic. This strategy is appropriate when no user
model is available.

Incremental Planning
Speaker generates the “nuclear” utterance and then calculates
whether a challenge is likely, and recursively generates a response
to the challenge if possible. This is the strategy of pre-empting
challenges referred to in section 2.2. The response is immediately
committed to the right frontier of Speaker’s text plan.

procedure inc-tp( � )
where � is some speech act with propositional content

�
;

send � to text planner;

assert(Pl,
�

, Cr, );

if challenge(Cr,
�

, � , Pl, )

then do inc-tp(respond(Pl, challenge(Cr,
�

, � , Pl, ), � , Cr,
);

else quit.

This strategy is appropriate when a suitable user model is available
but resource limits or time-criticality make it desirable to inter-
leave discourse planning, text planning and sentence generation.

Goal-directed Planning
The sequence is globally planned in order to rebut potential chal-
lenges by generating responses to them ahead of the nuclear
proposition. This is the strategy I have dubbed obviating chal-
lenges in section 2.2.

procedure gd-tp( � )
where � is some speech act with propositional content

�
;

initialise stack = [ ];

call gd-tp-stack( � );

do until stack = [ ]:

pop � from stack;
add � to text plan;

end gd-tp()

procedure gd-tp-stack( � )

stack = [ ��� stack];

assert(Pl,
�

, Cr, );

if challenge(Cr,
�

, � , Pl, )

then do gd-tp-stack(respond(Pl, challenge(Cr,
�

, � , Pl, ),
� , Cr, );

else quit gd-tp-stack

end gd-tp-stack()

This strategy is appropriate for applications where resources allow
for the full discourse plan to be generated in advance of text plan-
ning so that constituents may subsequently be reordered or pruned
to produce a possibly more “natural” and readable text.

3.2 Text planning and plan pruning

If we consider the examples in section 2.1: (b), (b � ) are typical prod-
ucts of incremental planning and (c) of goal-directed planning. The
former will result in nucleus-first structures, while the default or-
dering resulting from the latter will realise satellites before nuclei.
Two refinements are discussed in this section: plan pruning and re-
ordering of the text plan.

The differences between (b) and (b � ) demonstrate that the text
planner has a choice over whether to realise only the Planner’s con-
tributions or those of the Critic as well. The latter option, retaining
the proposition sunny-now, results in instances of RST’s Conces-
sion relation. This is a special case of plan pruning as described
by [6], where a constituent may be removed if it is inessential to the
speaker’s purpose: for instance it may be inferrable from other ma-
terial in the plan. Green and Carberry motivate this with the aid of
the following example (their (13a-e)), illustrating how a question-
answering system might decide how much unrequested information
to include in an indirect answer to a yes-no question.

Example (d)

(i) Q: Can you tell me my account balance?
(ii) R: [No.]
(iii) [I cannot access your account records on our computer sys-
tem.]
(iv) The line to our computer system is down.
(v) You can use the ATM machine in the corner to check your
account.
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Items (ii - iii), shown in square brackets, can be suppressed since (iii)
is inferrable from (iv) and in turn implies (ii). This assumes that the
user is aware, or can accommodate the fact that their account balance
is kept on the computer system. This example is compared with an
“imaginary dialogue” where each statement responds to a specific
question from the user.

As stated above, the planning strategies outlined in section 3 pro-
duce texts that are uniformly either satellite-first or nucleus-first by
default. There is a need to generalise the strategies so that the plan-
ner can dynamically switch from one to the other, in order to produce
texts such as:

Example (e)

It’s going to rain. I heard it on the BBC. You should take an
umbrella.
RST analysis:

Motivate

Satellite: Evidence

Nucleus rain-later

Satellite BBC-forecast

Nucleus take-umbrella

By distinguishing between the discourse plan and text plan we al-
low for re-ordering of constituents at the level of the text plan, within
the partial ordering defined by the discourse plan. For instance, a
different ordering of propositions might improve the referential co-
herence of a text according to Centering Theory [10].

3.3 Summary

In contrast to approaches to text generation that carry out top-down
planning using pre-defined coherence relations I have argued that
certain RST relations can be seen to emerge from sequences of in-
ternalised dialogue moves that aim to pre-empt or obviate potential
challenges or clarification requests, as follows:

instruct-challenge-respond underlies Motivation or Justify de-
pending on the content of the challenge and response;

assert-challenge-respond underlies Evidence if the proposi-
tional content is challenged, or Justify if the appropriateness of
the assert act itself is at issue.

� any-speech-act � -challenge-respond underlies Concession
if the content of the challenge is realised in the text.

� any-speech-act � -query-respond underlies Background.

It remains to be seen if further RST relations can be modelled using
the “dialectical” method.

4 Discussionand futur e work

4.1 Objections to “implicit dialogue”

Reed [14] argues against identifying a persuasive monologue with
an implicit dialogue and emphasises the importance of distinguish-
ing the process of creating a monologue from the product, the mono-
logue itself. Now, it is not argued here that a monologue is nothing
more than a trace of the dialogical process of constructing an argu-
ment. The “goal-directed” strategy allows for a phase of pruning and
re-ordering the text plan (not described in detail here) although the

default is for propositions to be realised in the sequence in which
they are added to the discourse plan.

Reed puts forward an important argument: that a crucial differ-
ence is the fact that unlike a dialogue, a “pure” monologue must
not contain a retraction in the sense of asserting a proposition and
its negation. This has implications for the discussion of text planning
strategies in section 3 above, since there is the possibility of a contra-
diction occurring in a sequence of responses to recursive challenges.
On the one hand, goal-directed planning could be extended with a
backtracking facility and consistency checking such that indefensi-
ble claims or even the nuclear proposition itself could be withdrawn
before proceeding to sentence generation, if a challenge generated by
the Critic shows up a contradiction in the existing plan. However, the
essence of incremental planning is intended to be that each propo-
sition is committed to the text plan, to be passed on to the sentence
planner, before considering potential challenges. The algorithm as
adumbrated above certainly allows the possibility that contradictory
propositions will be added to the plan, as a consequence of limita-
tions on speakers’ memory and reasoning capabilities.

The proscription of overt retraction would certainly be a reason-
able design feature for a computer system generating argumentative
text. However, this paper is also concerned with modelling the ways
in which human speakers might construct an argument, and so this
comes down to an empirical question as to whether speakers deliver-
ing an extempore monologue will ever realise part-way through that
there are insuperable objections to their initial claim (or a subordi-
nate claim), and end up withdrawing it. For instance, the medium
of communication might be an electronic “chat” forum such that all
keystrokes are instantly and irrevocably transmitted to other logged-
on users. It is not obvious that this possibility should be ruled out in
principle, or even that it can be ruled out in a resource-limited system
following “incremental planning” as defined here.

4.2 Futur ework

The following issues will be addressed in future research:

Coherence, user modelling and reasoning. It is assumed that for
a text to be coherent as perceived by the intended audience means
that there is an increased likelihood that they will endorse the prof-
fered (practical or doxastic) commitments and that this will require
less cognitive effort on the audience’s part, by comparison with less
coherent texts. The success of a dialectical, user-model oriented text
planning regime will clearly depend crucially on the reliability of the
user models and the validity of the reasoning processes by which the
planner calculates potential challenges and suitable responses. Some
important topics are:

� modelling specific users to whom a message is directed, versus
typical readers of a text which is not directed at any particular
individual;� modelling information states of the virtual agents Pl and Cr, in
view of arguments that speakers and hearers have asymmetric con-
text models in dialogue [4].

Complexity. Goal-directed planning requires more computational
resources on the part of the Speaker but arguably results in (satellite-
initial or mixed) texts that are easier for Hearers to process. The ques-
tion arises whether speakers optimise their utterances for the audi-
ence or follow a path of least effort. This is a topic of debate amongst
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researchers in psycholinguistics, as evidenced by the claims put for-
ward by [13] and the various responses collected together in the same
journal issue.

Preempting clarification requests. This paper has modelled the
Background relation as resulting from preemption of a clarification
request (CR).) Studies including [5] have shown that CRs can be di-
rected at various levels of linguistic representation or content. In the
following example (constructed for this paper), the elliptical query
Maclean? could have any of the responses shown:

Example (f)

(i)A: Maclean’s defected to the USSR.
(ii) B: Maclean?
(iii) A: Yes, Maclean of all people.
(iv) A: Donald Maclean, head of the American desk at the FO.
(v) A: That’s M - a - c - l - e - a - n.

This raises architectural issues since it has been assumed in this pa-
per that preemptions are generated at the discourse planning stage,
where details of linguistic realisation such as how to spell a proper
name may not be available. Future work will address the question of
whether and how clarifications at distinct levels of representation can
be integrated into the dialectical planning model.
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Abstract. Estonian spoken dialogues have been analysed with 
the purpose to model natural argumentation. Calls from an 
educational company to different institutions are studied 
where a salesclerk argues for taking a training course by a 
customer. The study demonstrates that salesclerks try to 
persuade customers stressing the usefulness of a course in 
most cases. Our further goal is to model natural dialogue 
where the computer as a dialogue participant (a salesclerk) 
follows norms and rules of human-human communication. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

How do people argue? To answer this question, one has to 
study corpora that include human-human conversations. 
Argumentation is used in the dialogues that deal with 
cooperative problem solving. Let us list some of the most 
important corpora [6]. 

The HCRC Maptask Corpus consists of 128 dialogues where 
participants are marking a route on a map. The TRAINS 
corpus includes 98 problem solving dialogues where one 
participant plays the role of a user and has a certain task to 
accomplish, and another plays the role of the system by acting 
as a planning assistant. The Monroe corpus contains 20 
human-human mixed-initiative, task-oriented dialogues about 
disaster-handling tasks. The COCONUT corpus includes 
computer-mediated human-human dialogues in which two 
subjects cooperate on buying furniture for a house. The 
Linköping Dialogue Corpus consists of 60 dialogues collected 
in Wizard of Oz-experiments using two scenarios: car repair 
and travel. The VERBMOBIL corpus includes bilingual 
situational dialogues recorded with a role-playing manner 
(schedule arrangement, hotel, sight seeing). Switchboard is a 
collection of about 2430 spontaneous conversations between 
543 speakers in which the subjects were allowed to converse 
freely about a given topic.  

Dialogue acts and some other phenomena are annotated in 
the corpora. Different coding schemes are used for various 
purposes: for annotation and analysis of units of dialogue, to 
support the design of a dialogue system, to support machine 
learning of dialogue acts and sequences, theoretical analysis of 
the pragmatic meanings of utterances. DAMSL (Dialogue Act 
Markup in Several Layers) is a well-known system for 
annotating dialogues [3]. A more elaborate version of the 
SWBD-DAMSL (Switchboard Shallow-Discourse Function 

Annotation), has been used to code the Switchboard corpus 
[3]. The Maptask coding scheme is used to annotate 
transactions, dialogue games and moves in dialogues [1]. The 
VERBMOBIL corpus uses 18 dialogue acts for annotation of 
topics. 

Our current research is done on the Estonian Dialogue 
Corpus (EDiC) which contains dialogues of two kinds [2]. The 
main part of EDiC is made up of spoken human-human 
dialogues – 715 calls and 116 face-to-face conversations. The 
remaining part of EDiC – 21 written dialogues – is collected 
in the Wizard of Oz experiments [7]. We have two purposes 
collecting the corpus – (1) to study human-human 
conversations and human-computer interactions, and (2) to 
develop a DS which interacts with a user in Estonian. 

Dialogue acts are annotated in EDiC using a DAMSL-like 
typology which is based on the conversation analysis approach 
[2]. According our typology, dialogue acts are divided into 
two groups: (1) acts that form so-called adjacency pairs (AP) 
like proposal – agreement (A: Call me later. – B: OK), and (2) 
non-AP acts like acknowledgement. The number of the 
dialogue acts is about 120.  

In this paper, we will investigate the conversations where 
the goal of one partner, A, is to get another partner, B, to carry 
out a certain action D. Such communication process can be 
considered as exchange of arguments (and counter-arguments) 
pro and con of doing D. This type of dialogue forms one kind 
of so-called agreement negotiation dialogues [8].  

Because of this, we have modelled the reasoning processes 
that people supposedly go through when working out a 
decision whether to do an action or not. Our model is 
implemented as an experimental dialogue system and can be 
used, among other applications, as a “communication trainer” . 

In our previous paper, calls to a travel agency have been 
analysed with the aim to find out strategies implemented by a 
travel agent in order to influence the reasoning processes of a 
customer to book a trip [4]. It turned out that customers 
wanted only to get information in most of the analysed calls, 
and argumentation has been used only in a limited number of 
cases. 

In this paper, we consider the dialogues where a salesclerk 
of an educational company calls another institution (a manager 
or another responsible person) and offers courses of his/her 
company. Both the participants are official persons. We may 
expect that a salesclerk tries to influence the partner in such a 
way that (s)he decides to book a course for the employees of 
his/her institution. Our further goal is to model a salesclerk in 
a DS. 
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The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 gives an 
overview of our model of conversation agent which includes a 
reasoning model. In section 3, a corpus analysis is carried out. 
Section 4 represents an argumentation model which can be 
used by a conversation agent, and some conclusions are made 
in section 5. 

2 MODELLING COMMUNICATION 

In our model, a conversation agent is a program that consists 
of 6 (interacting) modules (cf. [5]): 

(PL, PS, DM, INT, GEN, LP), 
where PL –  planner, PS – problem solver, DM –  dialogue 
manager, INT –  interpreter, GEN –  generator, LP –  
linguistic processor. PL directs the work of both DM and PS, 
where DM controls communication process and PS solves 
domain-related tasks. The task of INT is to make semantic 
analysis of partner’s utterances and that of GEN is to generate 
semantic representations of agent’s own contributions. LP 
carries out linguistic analysis and generation. Conversation 
agent uses goal base GB and knowledge base KB in its work. 
A necessary precondition of interaction is existence of shared 
(mutual) knowledge of agents. 

2.1 Reasoning Model 

We try to model a “naïve”  theory of reasoning, a “ theory”  that 
people themselves use when they are interacting with other 
people and trying to predict and influence their decisions.  

The reasoning model consists of two functionally linked 
parts: 1) a model of human motivational sphere; 2) reasoning 
schemes. In the motivational sphere three basic factors that 
regulate reasoning of a subject concerning an action D are 
differentiated. First, subject may wish to do D, if pleasant 
aspects of D for him/her overweight unpleasant ones; second, 
subject may find reasonable to do D, if D is needed to reach 
some higher goal, and useful aspects of D overweight harmful 
ones; and third, subject can be in a situation where (s)he must 
(is obliged) to do D – if not doing D will lead to some kind of 
punishment. We call these factors WISH-, NEEDED- and 
MUST-factors, respectively. 

The values of the dimension obligatory/prohibited are in a 
sense absolute: something is obligatory or not, prohibited or 
not. On the other hand, the dimensions pleasant/unpleasant, 
useful/harmful have a scalar character: something is pleasant 
or useful, unpleasant or harmful to a certain degree. For 
simplicity’s sake, it is supposed that these aspects have 
numerical values and that in the process of reasoning 
(weighing the pro- and counter-factors) these values can be 
summed up.  

We have represented the model of motivational sphere of a 
subject by the following vector of weights: 

w = ( w(resources), w(pleasant), w(unpleasant), w(useful), 
w(harmful), w(obligatory), w(prohibited), w(punishment-D), 
w(punishment-not-D) ).  

In the description, w(pleasant), w(unpleasant), w(useful), 
w(harmful) mean weight of pleasant, unpleasant, useful, and 
harmful aspects of D, w(punishment-D) – weight of 
punishment for doing D if it is prohibited and w(punishment-
not-D) – weight of punishment for not doing D if it is 
obligatory. Here w(resources) = 1, if subject has resources 
necessary to do D (otherwise 0); w(obligatory) = 1, if D is 

obligatory for the reasoning subject (otherwise 0); 
w(prohibited) = 1, if D is prohibited (otherwise 0). The values 
of other weights are non-negative natural numbers. 

The second part of the reasoning model consists of 
reasoning schemes, that supposedly regulate human action-
oriented reasoning. A reasoning scheme represents steps that 
the agent goes through in his/her reasoning process; these 
consist in computing and comparing the weights of different 
aspects of D; and the result is the decision to do or not to do 
D. There are three reasoning procedures in our model which 
depend on the factor that triggers the reasoning (WISH, 
NEEDED or MUST).  

The reasoning model is connected with the general model of 
conversation agent in the following way. First, the planner PL 
makes use of reasoning schemes in order to predict the user’s 
decision and second, the KB contains the vector wA (A’s 
subjective evaluations of all possible actions) as well as 
vectors wAB (A’s beliefs concerning B’s evaluations, where B 
denotes agent(s) A may communicate with). The vectors wAB 
are used as partner models. 

For the DS, its partner (user) is similarly a conversation 
agent. 

2.2 Communicative Strategies and Tactics 

A communicative strategy is an algorithm used by a 
participant for achieving his/her goal in interaction. 

The participant A, having a goal that B will decide to do D, 
can realize his/her communicative strategy in different ways 
(using different arguments for): stress pleasant aspects of D 
(i.e. entice B), stress usefulness of D for B (i.e. persuade B), 
stress punishment for not doing D if it is obligatory (threaten 
B). We call communicative tactics these concrete ways of 
realization of a communicative strategy. Communicative 
tactics are ways of argumentation. The participant A, trying to 
direct B’s reasoning to the positive decision (to do D), 
proposes various arguments for doing D while B, when 
opposing, proposes counter-arguments. 

There are three tactics for A in our model which are 
connected with the three reasoning procedures (WISH, 
NEEDED, MUST). By tactics of enticing the reasoning 
procedure WISH, by tactics of persuading the procedure 
NEEDED and by tactics of threatening the procedure MUST 
will be tried to trigger in the partner. 

In case of institutional communication, both of enticing and 
threatening can be excluded because a clerk is an official 
person and (s)he is obligated to communicate cooperatively, 
impersonally, friendly, peacefully (i.e. to stay in a fixed point 
of the communicative space). (S)he only can persuade a 
customer. The general idea underlying the tactic of persuading 
is that A proposes arguments for usefulness of D trying to 
keep the weight of usefulness for B high enough and the 
possible negative values of other aspects brought out by B low 
enough so that the sum of positive and negative aspects of D 
would bring B to the decision to do D [5].  

3 CORPUS ANALYSIS 

For this paper, a closed part of the EDiC has been used, 
consisting of 44 calls where a salesclerk of an education 
agency offers different courses of his/her agency (language, 
book-keeping, secretary treaning etc.) to customers. The 
dialogues have been put into a secret list on the ethical 
reasons, according to an agreement with the company. 
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14 dialogues out of 44 are excluded from the current study 
because they do not include argumentation at all (the needed 
person is not present, the number the clerk is calling is wrong, 
the recording breaks off). The remaing 30 dialogues can be 
divided into two groups: 1) the salesclerk (A) and the manager 
or personell administrator (B) of another organization are 
communicating for the first time (6 dialogues), 2) they have 
been in the contact previously (24 dialogues). The action D is 
’ to book the offered course’ . 

A call consists of three parts: (1) a ritual beginning, (2) the 
main part which starts with A’s proposal and ends with B’s 
agreement or rejection, (3) a ritual ending.  

3.1 The first contact 

Let us start with considering the dialogues where the 
participants are communicating for the first time. The average 
length of these dialogues is 88 turns (min 54 and max 113 
turns). In two dialogues, the salesclerk starting a conversation 
points another person from the same institution who has 
recommended just that person. 

A typical dialogue starts with A’s introduction and a 
question whether B does know the education company. Then a 
short overview of the company is given (e.g. we are an 
international company, we are acting six years in Estonia, we 
are dealing with sale, service, management, marketing). All 
the statements can be considered as arguments for taking a 
training course. Then a proposal is made by A to take some 
courses. A points the activities of B’s organisation which 
demonstrates that (s)he has previous knowledge about the 
institution (e.g. your firm is dealing with retail and whole sale, 
therefore you could be interested in our courses, Ex2 1). If B 
does not make a decision then A asks B to tell more about B’s 
institution in order to get more arguments for necessity of the 
courses for B, and offers them again. 

(1) 
A:  j a no Ti -  Ti r i t amm pakub j ust  nüd ka 
sel l i st  sel l i st  kool i t ust  et  kui das kui das nei d 
( 0. 5)  mm kl i ent e nüd  
and Ti r i t amm of f er s j ust  such such a t r ai ni ng 
how how [ t o f i nd]  cust omer s 
( 1. 8)   
l ei da eks=ol e,  oma t ur gu  
t o f i nd,  yes,  [ t o i ncr ease]  your  own mar ket  
( 1. 5)   
e suur endada.  j a ( 0. 8)  j a ( 0. 5)  j a samas ka see 
et =et  kui das nei d püsi kl i ent e ´ hoi da ( 1. 0)  kas 
e ( …)  suht l emi st  et .  kui das t ei el e t undub kas 
ned t eemad või ksi d t ei l e huvi  pakkuda?  
t o i ncr ease,  and how t o keep r egul ar  cust omer s.  
how do you t hi nk – ar e you i nt er est ed i n t hat  
t hemes? 

All the dialogues end with an agreement to keep the contact 
(A promises to send information materials to B, call B later), 
B does not decide to accept nor reject a course but postpones 
the decision. Still, that can be considered as a good result for 
A, it shows that his/her arguments were reasonable. B needs 
some time for reasoning, weighing positive and negative 
aspects of D. 

 

                                                 
2 Transcription of conversation analysis is used in the examples. 

3.2 Continuining communication 

Most of the analysed dialogues represent the situations where 
A and B have been in contact before. B has had the time to 
evaluate the information about the courses in order to make a 
decision). The average length of such dialogues is 94 turns 
(min 12, max 264 turns). Therefore, these dialogues are in 
general longer than the first conversations. B agrees to take a 
course only in one conversation, (s)he agrees with reservations 
in two dialogues, and does not agree in one dialogue. In the 
remaining dialogues, A and B come to the agreement to keep 
the contact like in the case of the first communication. So, B 
postpones the decision. A always starts the conversation with 
pointing to a previous contact (we communicated in 
November, I sent catalogues to you – did you receive them, 
which decision did your direction make, Ex 2).  

(2) 
A:  ´ kevadel  r ääki s i me nat uke ´ pi kemal t  s i n 
( . )  ´ v i i mat i .  ( . )  et  e ( . )  kudas t ei l  ´ l äheb 
ka? ( . )  
we t al ked i n t he spr i ng qui t e l ong t he l ast  
t i me,  how do you do? 

It is significant that the introductory part is quite long in the 
dialogues. A behaves very politely, friendly and sometimes 
familiarly (this holds especially for male clerks), Ex 3. 

(3) 
A:  mt  ( . )  kui das on el u ´ vahepeal  l äi nud,  
kõi k kenad ´ r ei s i d on ´ sel j at aha j äänud.  
how di d you do meanwhi l e,  al l  t he ni ce t r i ps 
ar e r emai ned behi nd? 

In this way, A prepares the background for his/her proposal 
and herewith makes a refusal more difficult for B, Ex 4. 

(4) 
B:  [ j ah väga meel di v. ]  t ähendab ä nüd on 
ni modi =et  sel l eks ´ suur eks ´ kool i t useks me . hh 
( 0. 8)  ot sust asi me:  ühe ´ t ei se f i r ma kasuks.  . hh 
kül l  aga ma soovi ksi n r egi st ´ r eer i da si s s i nna 
´ j uht i de aval i kul e m esi nemi s´ kur susel e nüd ühe 
´ i ni mese.  
yes,  ver y ni ce.  i t  means t hat  i t  i s so t hat  we 
deci ded f or  anot her  f i r m f or  t he l ong t r ai ni ng 
but  I ’ d l i ke t o r egi st er  one per son t o t he 
publ i c per f or mance t r ai ni ng cour se 

In the main part of a dialogue, A gives various arguments 
for the usability of the courses for B’s institution and 
meanwhile collects new information by asking questions in 
order to learn more about it and have new arguments for doing 
D (Ex 5,6). 

(5) 
A:   ee küsi ks nüd ´ seda et =et  t a on ( . )  noh 
põhi mõt sel t  möel dud üt l eme mt  ( . )  e ´ j uht i del e 
j a ´ spet si al i st i del e üt l eme kes ´ vast ut avad 
´ r ahvusvahel i st e kont akt i de ´ ar endami se eest .  
I ’ d l i ke t o ask t hat ,  i t  i s  desi gned f or  
manager s i n gener al  and f or  t he speci al i st s who 
ar e r esponsi bl e f or  devel opment  of  
i nt er nat i onal  cont act s 
B:   mhmh.  
hem 
A:   a kas t ei l  on ´ r ahvusvahel i s i  ´ suht ei d,  
but  do you have i nt er nat i onal  r el at i ons? 
B:   mm= 
hem 

(6) 
A:  e on nad sel eal ast  ´ kool i t ust  ka ´ saanud,  
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di d t hey obt ai n a ( l anguage)  t r ai ni ng t oo? 
B:   ee ül dsel t  ´ mi t t e ( . )  @ t äendap ´ mi na ei  
ol e i ngl i se keel t  ´ kunagi  ´ kusagi l  ´ õppi nud.  @ 
no,  i n gener al ,  i t  means,  I  have never  l ear ned 
Engl i sh 
A:   ahaa 
aha!  

4 MODELLING ARGUMENTATION 
The tactic of persuasion based on the reasoning procedure 
NEEDED (cf. above) is implemented in our model of 
conversation agent (Fig. 1). When persuasing B, A tries to 
indicate useful aspects of D in such a way that the usefulness 
of D would go greater than its harmfulness and B therefore 
would trigger the reasoning procedure NEEDED [5].  

WHI LE B i s not  agr eei ng AND A i s not  gi v i ng up 
DO  
  CASE B’ s answer  of  
   no resources : 
pr esent  a count er - ar gument  i n or der  t o poi nt  at  
t he possi bi l i t y t o gai n t he r esour ces,  at  t he 
same t i me showi ng t hat  t he cost  of  gai ni ng 
t hese r esour ces i s l ower  t han t he wei ght  of  t he 
usef ul ness of  D 
   much harm : 
pr esent  a count er - ar gument  t o decr ease t he 
val ue of  har mf ul ness i n compar i son wi t h t he 
wei ght  of  usef ul ness 
   much unpleasant : 
pr esent  a count er - ar gument  i n or der  t o 
downgr ade t he unpl easant  aspect s of  D as 
compar ed t o t he usef ul  aspect s of  D 
   D is prohibited and the punishment is 
great : 
pr esent  a count er - ar gument  i n or der  t o 
downgr ade t he wei ght  of  puni shment  as compar ed 
t o t he usef ul ness of  D 
  END CASE 
Pr esent  an ar gument  t o st r ess t he usef ul ness of  
D.  

Fig. 1. Persuasion (author – A, addressee – B).  

If B when opposing indicates other aspects of D then A 
reacts them but in addition tries to direct B’s reasoning to the 
relationship of usefulness and harmfulness of D. For example, 
if B indicates that the resources for doing D are missing then 
A answers with an argument which explains how to gain them 
and that it does not cost much (Ex 7). 
(7) 
B:  . hh mei l  ei  ol e ´ pr aegu er i t i :  ´ r uumi  
vel  põhi mõt t el i sel t  mei e ai nukene  ´ õppe ´ kl ass 
on t eht ud ´ ar vut i k l assi ks  
/ - - - /  
we have no r oom at  t he moment ,  our  s i ngl e 
cl assr oom has been changed t o a comput er  r oom 
/ - - - /  
A:  [ j aj aa]   a´ haa  / - - /  et  noh ol eks 
või mal i k võt t a ka üt me ´ t ul l a ( . )  ´ mei l e seda 
t egema et =see ühe r uumi  üür  ei  ol e er i t i =er i t i  
´ sool ane  
yes,  yes,  aha,  i t  woul d be possi bl e t o t ake,  
l et  me say t o come t o us t o make i t ,  t he r oom 
r ent  i s not  ver y sal t y 
B:  [ ( ( yawns) ) ]   

In institutional negotiation dialogues, persuasion (mainly) 
operates with usefulness, harmfulness and resources of doing 

D. There are no examples in our corpus where B would 
indicate that D is unpleasant or prohibited.  

An experimental dialogue system has being implemented 
which can play the role of both A or B in interaction with a 
user. At the moment the computer operates with semantic 
representations of linguistic input/output only, the surface 
linguistic part of interaction is provided in the form of a list of 
ready-made utterances (sentences in Estonian) which are used 
both by the computer and user. Our implementation represents 
just a prototype realisation of our theoretical ideas and we are 
working on refining it. 

5 CONCLUSION 
We investigated the conversations where the goal of one 
partner, A, is to get another partner, B, to carry out a certain 
action D. Because of this, we have modelled the reasoning 
processes that people supposedly go through when working 
out a decision whether to do an action or not.  

The goal of this paper was to verify our argumentation 
model on Estonian spoken human-human dialogues. Calls of 
salesclerks of an educational company were analysed in order 
to find out how clerks try to bring customers to a decision to 
take a training course. Various arguments are used by the 
clerks to stress usefulness of courses for customers. Still, 
customers seldom agree to take a course. In most cases, a 
decision will be postponed.  

Our next aim is to investigate these dialogues from the 
point of view of customers. We will try to find out the ways of 
argumentation which are used by customers who avoid 
making a final decision.  
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Agent-basedAr gumentation for OntologyAlignments
Lor edanaLaera and Valentina Tamma and T.J.M. Bench-Capon1 and JérômeEuzenat2

Abstract. Whenagentscommunicatethey do not necessarilyuse
the samevocabulary or ontology. For themto interactsuccessfully
they mustfind correspondencesbetweenthe termsusedin their on-
tologies.While many proposalsfor matching two agentontologies
havebeenpresentedin theliterature,theresultingalignmentmaynot
be satisfactory to both agentsandcanbecomethe objectof further
negotiationbetweenthem.

This paperdescribesour work constructinga formal framework
for reachingagents’consensuson theterminologythey useto com-
municate.In orderto accomplish this,we adaptargument-basedne-
gotiation usedin multi-agentsystemsto deal specifically with ar-
gumentsthatsupport or opposecandidatecorrespondencesbetween
ontologies.Eachagentcandecideaccordingto its interestswhether
to acceptor refuse the candidatecorrespondence.The proposed
framework considersargumentsandpropositionsthatarespecific to
the matchingtask and relatedto the ontology semantics.This ar-
gumentationframework relies on a formal argumentmanipulation
schemaandon an encodingof the agentspreferencesbetweenpar-
ticularkindsof arguments.Theformerdoesnotvarybetweenagents,
whereasthe latter dependson the interestsof eachagent.There-
fore,thiswork distinguishesclearlybetweenthealignmentrationales
valid for all agentsandthosespecific to aparticular agent.

1 Intr oduction

Whenagentstransferinformation,they needa conceptualisationof
thedomainof interestandasharedvocabulary to communicatefacts
with respectto this domain.Theconceptualisationcanbeexpressed
in a so-calledontology. An ontologyabstracts theessenceof thedo-
mainof interestandhelpsto catalogueanddistinguishvarioustypes
of objectsin thedomain,their propertiesandrelationships(see,e.g.
[14]). An agentcanusesucha vocabulary to expressits beliefsand
actions,andsocommunicateaboutthem.Ontologiesthuscontribute
to semanticinteroperabilitywhenagentsareembeddedin open,dy-
namic environments,suchas the Web, and its proposedextension
the SemanticWeb [7]. It haslong beenarguedthat in this type of
environmenttherecannot bea single universalsharedontology, that
is agreeduponby all the partiesinvolved,asit would result in im-
posingastandardcommunicationvocabulary. Interoperabilitythere-
forereliesontheability to reconciledifferentexistingontologiesthat
maybeheterogeneousin formatandpartially overlapping[22]. This
reconciliationusuallyexistsin theform of correspondences(or map-
ping) betweenagentontologiesandto usethemin orderto interpret
or translatemessagesexchangedby agents.Theunderlyingproblem
is usuallytermedanontologyalignmentproblem[13].

Therearemany matchingalgorithmsableto producesuchalign-
ments[17]. In general,alignmentscanbebegeneratedby trustable

1 Universityof Liverpool,email:lori,valli,tbc@csc.liv.ac.uk
2 INRIA Rhône-Alpes,email:Jerome.Euzenat@inrialpes.fr

alignmentservicesthat canbe invoked in order to obtainan align-
ment betweentwo or more ontologies,and use it for translating
messages[12]. Alternatively, they canberetrieved from librariesof
alignments.However, thealignmentsprovidedby suchservicesmay
notsuittheneedsof all agents.Indeedagentsshouldbeableto accept
or refuseaproposedcorrespondenceaccordingto theirown interests.
In orderto addressthisproblem,wedevelopa formal framework for
reachingagentsconsensusontheterminologythey needto usein or-
der to communicate.The framework allows agentsto expresstheir
preferredchoicesover candidatecorrespondence.This is achieved
adaptingargument-basednegotiationusedin multi-agentsystemsto
dealspecifically with argumentsthatsupportor opposetheproposed
correspondencesbetweenontologies.Thesetof potentialarguments
areclearly identified andgroundedon theunderlyingontologylan-
guages,andthe kind of mappingthat canbe supportedby any one
argumentis clearlyspecified.

In order to computepreferredalignmentsfor eachagent,we use
a value-basedargumentationframework [5] allowing eachagentto
expressits preferencesbetweenthecategoriesof argumentsthatare
clearly identified in thecontext of ontologyalignment.

Our approachis able to give a formal motivation for the selec-
tion of any correspondence,andenablesconsiderationof an agents
interestsandpreferencesthatmayinfluencetheselectionof a corre-
spondence.

Therefore,thiswork providesaconcreteinstantiationof themean-
ing negotiationprocessthatwe would like agentsto achieve. More-
over, in contrastto currentontology matchingprocedures,thechoice
of an alignmentis basedon two clearly identified elements:(i) the
argumentationframework, which is commonto all agents,and(ii)
thepreferencerelationswhichareprivateto eachagent.

Theremainderof thispaperis structuredasfollows.Section2 de-
fines the problemof reachingagreementover ontologyalignments
amongagents.In section3 we presentin detail the argumentation
framework and how it can be used.Section4 defines the notion
of agreeable alignmentsfor two agents,and proposesa procedure
to find theseagreeable alignments.Next, in section5, an example
is provided to illustrate the idea.Section6 pointsout somerelated
work. Finally, section7 draws someconcludingremarksandidenti-
fies directionsfor furtherexploration.

2 Reachingagreementover ontologyalignments

Beforedescribingthe framework, we first needto delimit theprob-
lem of reachingagreementover ontologyalignmentsandstatethe
assumptionsuponwhichwebuild thetheoreticalframework.

In this paper, we concentrateon agentssituatedin a system,that
needto displaysocialability andcommunicatein orderto carry out
sometask.Eachagenthasa name,a role anda knowledgebase.In
someagentmodels,the basicknowledgebaseof an agentmay be
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consistof a set of beliefs,a set of desiresand a set of intentions.
However, for thepurposeof thispaper, wedonotneedto distinguish
betweenbeliefs,desireand intentions,and we will simply assume
that an agenthasa knowledgebasewhereit storesfactsaboutthe
domainit knows (which correspondto an ontology).Moreover, we
donotmakeexplicit useof theagentrole.

Ontology can be defined as a tuple [11]
〈C, HC , RC , HR, I, RI , AO〉, where the concepts C are ar-
rangedin a subsumptionhierarchy HC . RelationsRC is a set of
relationbetweensingleconcepts.Relations(or properties)canalso
bearrangedin a hierarchy HR. InstancesI of a specific conceptare
interconnectedby propertyinstancesRI . Axioms AO canbe used
to infer knowledgefrom that already existing. We further assume
that ontologiesare encodedin the samelanguage, the standard
OWL3, removing us from the problemof integrating the ontology
languages.

In order for agentsto communicate,they needto establishalign-
mentsbetweentheir ontologies.We assumethat such an alignment
is generatedby an alignmentserviceagentandconsistsof a setof
correspondences.A correspondence(or amapping)canbedescribed
asa tuple: 〈e, e′, R〉, wheree ande′ are the entities(concepts,re-
lations or individuals) betweenwhich a relation is assertedby the
correspondence;andR is the relation(e.g.,equivalence,moregen-
eral,etc.),holdingbetweene ande′, assertedby thecorrespondence
[17]. For examplea equivalencecorrespondencewill standbetween
theconcept’car’ in anontologyO andtheconcept’automobile’ in
an ontologyO′ . A correspondencedeliveredby suchan algorithm
andnotyetagreedby theagentswill becalledacandidatemapping.
Note thatwe assumethatanalignmentserviceagentis ableto gen-
erateanalignmentusingan independentlydefined decision-making
process.Wemakenoassumptionsabouthow theagentsachievesuch
decisions,asthis is aninternalagentprocessseparatefrom theargu-
mentationframework wepresenthere.

Therefore,let two autonomousagentsbe committed to two on-
tologiesO andO′. The reaching agreementproblemis defined as
follows:

Definition ”F ind anagreementonthecorrespondencesbetweenthe
vocabulariesthey use, expressedasanontologyalignment.” .

Figure 1 illustratesthe situation.Note that the definition consider
two agentsthatwant to communicate,but it caneasilybeextended
to multi-agentsystems.It is noteworthy that theprocessof reaching
agreementshouldbeasautomaticaspossibleandshould not require
any feedbackfrom humanusers.Indeed,essential to ourapproach,is
thatontologicaldiscrepanciesaretreatedat thelevel of agentsthem-
selves,without the aid of an externalobserver. The framework ac-
countsfor thedetectionandhandlingof ontologicaldiscrepanciesby
theagentsthemselves,on thebasisof their own subjective view on
the world. Agentsshouldwork towardsagreementon the basisof
their interestandpreferencestates.We believe that this approachis
boththeoreticallyandpracticallyimportantfor agentsystems.

In thenext section,weshow how thiscanbeachievedusingargu-
mentation.Note that the framework requiresthat agentsareableto
justify why they haveselectedaparticularmappingwhenchallenged,
sincethey will exchangeargumentssupplyingthereasonsfor sucha
choice.

3 http://www.w3.org/OWL/

Figure1. Reachingagreementover ontologyalignments

3 Ar gumentationFramework

In orderfor theagentsto considerpotentialmappingsandthereasons
for andagainstacceptingthemweuseanargumentationframework.
Our framework is basedon theValue-basedArgumentFrameworks
(VAFs)[5], adevelopmentof theclassicalargumentsystemsof Dung
[9]. Westartwith thepresentationof Dung’s framework, uponwhich
theValue-basedArgumentFrameworks(VAFs)rely.

3.1 Classicalargumentation framework

Definition An ArgumentationFramework (AF ) is a pair AF =
〈AR, A〉, whereAR is a setof argumentsandA ⊂ AR × AR is
theattack relationshipfor AF . A comprisesasetof orderedpairsof
distinct argumentsin AR. A pair 〈x, y〉 is referredto as”x attacks
y”. We alsosaythata setof argumentsS attacksanargumenty if y

is attackedby anargumentin S.

An argumentationframework canbesimplyrepresentedasadirected
graphwhoseverticesaretheargumentsandedgescorrespondto the
elementsof R. In Dung’s work argumentsareatomicandcannotbe
analysedfurther. In this paper, however, we areconcernedonly with
argumentsadvocatingmappings.We canthereforedefine arguments
asfollows:

Definition An argumentx ∈ AF is a triple x = 〈G, m, σ〉 where:

• m is acorrespondence〈e, e′, R〉
• G is thegrounds justifying a prima faciebelief that themapping

does,or doesnothold;
• σ is oneof {+,−} dependingon whethertheargumentis thatm

doesor doesnothold.

Whenthesetof suchargumentsandcounterargumentshavebeen
produced,it is necessaryto considerwhich of themshouldbe ac-
cepted.Given an argumentframework we canusedefinitions from
[9] to define acceptabilityof anargument.

Definition Let 〈AR, A〉 beanargumentationframework. For R and
S, subsetsof AR, wesaythat:

• An arguments ∈ S is attackedby R if thereis somer ∈ R such
that〈r, s〉 ∈ A.

• An argumentx ∈ AR is acceptablewith respectto S if for every
y ∈ AR thatattacksx thereis somez ∈ S thatattacksy.
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• S is conflict free if no argumentin S is attacked by any other
argumentin S.

• A conflictfree set S is admissibleif every argumentin S is ac-
ceptablewith respectto S.

• S is a preferred extensionif it is a maximal (with respectto set
inclusion)admissiblesubsetof AR.

An argumentx is credulouslyacceptedif thereis somepreferred
extensioncontainingit; x is scepticallyacceptedif it is amemberof
everypreferredextension.

Thekey notionhereis thepreferredextensionwhich representsa
consistentpositionwithin AF , whichis defensibleagainstall attacks
andwhichcannotbefurtherextendedwithoutbecominginconsistent
or opento attack.

In Dung’s framework, attacksalwayssucceed.This is reasonable
whendealingwith deductive arguments,but in many domains,in-
cluding the one underconsideration,argumentslack this coercive
force: they provide reasonswhich may be moreor lesspersuasive.
Moreover, their persuasivenessmayvaryaccordingto theiraudience.
To handlesuchdefeasiblereasongiving argumentswe needto be
able to distinguishattacksfrom successfulattacks,thosewhich do
defeattheattackedargument.Oneapproach,taken in [1], is to rank
argumentsindividually: an alternative, which we follow here,is to
usea ValueBasedArgumentationframework (V AF ) [5] which de-
scribesdifferent strengthsto argumentson the basisof the values
they promote,andtherankinggivento thesevaluesby theaudience
for theargument.This allows usto systematicallyrelatestrengthsof
argumentsto their motivations,andto accommodatedifferentaudi-
enceswith different interestsandpreferences.V AFs aredescribed
in thenext sub-section.

3.2 Value-basedargumentation framework

We use the Value-BasedArgumentationFrameworks (VAF) of
Bench-Capon[5], to determinewhichmappingsareacceptable,with
respectto thedifferentaudiencesrepresentedby thedifferentagents:

Definition A Value-BasedArgumentationFramework (V AF ) is de-
fined as〈AR, A,V, η〉, where(AR, A) is anargumentationframe-
work, V is a setof k valueswhich representthe typesof arguments
andη: AR → V is a mappingthatassociatesa valueη(x) ∈ V with
eachargumentx ∈ AR

Definition An audiencefor aV AF is abinaryrelationR ⊂ V ×V
whose(irreflexive) transitiveclosure,R∗, is asymmetric,i.e.atmost
oneof (v, v′), (v′, v) aremembersof R∗ for any distinctv, v′ ∈ V.
We saythatvi is preferredto vj in theaudienceR, denotedvi �R

vj , if (vi, vj) ∈ R∗.
Let R be an audience,α is a specific audience(compatiblewith

R) if α is a total orderingof V and∀ v, v′ ∈ V (v, v′) ∈ α ⇒
(v′, v) 6∈ R∗

In thisway, wetakeinto accountthatdifferentaudiences(different
agents)canhave differentperspectiveson thesamecandidatemap-
ping. [5] definesacceptabilityof anargumentin the following way.
Notethatall thesenotionsarenow relative to someaudience.

Definition Let 〈AR, A,V, η〉 beaVAF andR anaudience.

a. For argumentsx, y in AR, x is a successfulattack on y (or x

defeatsy) with respect to theaudienceR if: (x, y) ∈ A and it is
not thecasethatη(y) �R η(x).

b. An argumentx is acceptableto the subsetS with respectto an
audienceR if: for every y ∈ AR thatsuccessfullyattacksx with
respectto R, thereis somez ∈ S thatsuccessfullyattacksy with
respecttoR.

c. A subsetS of AR is conflict-freewith respectto theaudienceR
if: for each(x, y) ∈ S × S, either(x, y) 6∈ A or η(y) �R η(x).

d. A subsetS of AR is admissiblewith respectto theaudienceR if:
S is conflictfreewith respectto R andevery x ∈ S is acceptable
to S with respecttoR.

e. A subsetS is a preferred extensionfor the audienceR if it is a
maximaladmissiblesetwith respectto R.

f. A subsetS is a stableextensionfor theaudienceR if S is admis-
sible with respectto R andfor all y 6∈ S thereis somex ∈ S

whichsuccessfullyattacksy with respecttoR.

In orderto determinewhetherthedisputeis resoluble,andif it is,
to determinethepreferredextensionwith respectto avalueordering
promotedby distinctaudiences,[5] introducethenotionof objective
andsubjectiveacceptanceasfollows.

Definition SubjectiveAcceptance. Given anV AF , 〈AR, A,V, η〉,
an argumentx ∈ AR is subjectively acceptableif and only if, x

appearsin the preferredextensionfor somespecific audiencesbut
notall.

Definition ObjectiveAcceptance. Given an V AF , 〈AR, A,V, η〉,
anargumentx ∈ AR is objectively acceptableif andonly if, x ap-
pearsin thepreferredextensionfor everyspecific audience.

An argumentwhich is neitherobjectively nor subjectively accept-
able is saidto be indefensible. Thesedefinitions areparticularly of
interestin thecaseof theuniversalaudience:subjectiveacceptability
indicatingthat thereis at leastonespecific audience(total ordering
of values)underwhich x is accepted;objective acceptabilitythatx
mustbe acceptedirrespective of the valueorderingdescribedby a
specific audience;and, in contrast,x being indefensibleindicating
thatnospecific audiencecanever acceptx.

4 Ar guing about correspondences

Our goal is to take advantageof valuebasedargumentationso that
agentscanfind themostmutuallyacceptablealignment.Section4.1
definesthevariouscategoriesof argumentsthatcansupportor attack
mappings. Section4.2 defines the notion of agreedandagreeable
alignmentsfor agents.Finally, in section4.3 we demonstratehow
theargumentationframeworksareconstructed,in orderto find such
agreedandagreeablealignments.

4.1 Categoriesof argumentsfor correspondences

As we mentionedin Section1, potentialargumentsareclearly iden-
tified andgroundedon the underlyingontology languages,andthe
languageof choice is the de-factostandard,OWL. Therefore,the
groundsjustifying correspondencescanbeextractedfrom theknowl-
edgein ontologies.This knowledge includesboth the extensional
andintensionalOWL ontologydefinitions. Our classificationof the
groundsjustifying correspondencesis thefollowing:

semantic(M): thesetsof modelsof someexpressionsdo or do not
compare;

internal structural (IS): thetwo entitiessharemoreor lessinternal
structure(e.g.,thevaluerangeor cardinality of their attributes);
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external structural (ES): the set of relationsof two entitieswith
otherentitiesdoor donot compare;

terminological (T): thenamesof entitiessharemoreor lesslexical
features;

extensional(E): theknown extensionof entitiesdo or do not com-
pare.

Thesecategoriescorrespondto thetypeof categorizationsunder-
lying matchingalgorithms[22].

In our framework, we will use the types of argumentsmen-
tioned above as types for the value-basedargumentation;hence
V = {M, IS, ES, T, E}. Therefore,for example,anaudiencemay
specify that terminologicalargumentsarepreferredto semanticar-
guments,or vice versa.Note that this may vary accordingto the
natureof the ontologiesbeingaligned.Semanticargumentswill be
given moreweight in a fully axiomatisedontologyratherthanin a
lightweight ontologywherethereis very little reliablesemantic in-
formationonwhich to basesucharguments.

The readermay find it interestingto refer to the table 2, which
summarisesa number of reasonscapableof justifying candidate
OWL ontologicalalignments.Therefore,thetablerepresentsan(ex-
tensible)setof argumentschemes,instantiationsof which will com-
priseAR. Attacksbetweentheseargumentswill arisewhenwehave
argumentsfor thesamemappingbut with differentsigns,thusyield-
ing attacks that can be consideredsymmetric.Moreover the rela-
tions in the mappingscanalsogive rise to attacks:if relationsare
not deemedexclusive, anargumentagainstinclusionis a fortiori an
argumentagainstequivalence(which is moregeneral).

Example Considera candidatemappingm = 〈c, c′, ,≡〉 between
two OWL ontologiesO1 andO2, with conceptsc andc′ respectively.
A list of argumentsfor or againstacceptingthemappingm, maybe:

• Thelabelsof theconceptc andc′ aresynonymous.
〈label(c) ≈ label(c′), m, +〉 (Terminological)

• Someof their instancesaresimilar.
〈E(c) ∩ E(c′) 6= ∅, m, +〉 (Extensional)

• Someof their propertiesaresimilar.
〈properties(c)∩properties(c′) 6= ∅, m, +〉 (InternalStructural)

• Someof thesuper-classesof c andc′ aredissimilar
〈S(c) ∩ S(c′) = ∅, m,−〉. (ExternalStructural)

Similar argumentscanbe madefor andagainstcasesin which we
considerpropertiesor instances.

Therefore,in V AF argumentsagainst or in favour of a candidate
mapping,areseen asgroundedontheir type.In thisway, weareable
to motivatethechoicebetweenpreferredextensionsby referenceto
thetypeorderingof theaudienceconcerned.

4.2 Agreedand agreeablealignments

Althoughin V AFs thereis alwaysauniquenon-emptypreferredex-
tensionwith respectto aspecificaudience,providedtheAF doesnot
containany cyclesin asingleargumenttype,anagentmayhavemul-
tiple preferredextensionseitherbecauseno preferencebetweentwo
valuesin a cycle hasbeenexpressed,or becausea cycle in a single
valueexists. The first may be eliminatedby committing to a more
specific audience,but the secondcannotbe eliminatedin this way.
In our domain,wheremany attacksaresymmetric,two cycleswill
befrequentandin generalanaudiencemayhave multiple preferred
extensions.

Thusgivena setof argumentsjustifying mappingsorganisedinto
an argumentationframework, an agentwill be able to determine
which mappingsare acceptableby computingthe preferredexten-
sionswith respectto its preferences.If therearemultiple preferred
extensions,the agentmust commit to the argumentspresentin all
preferredextensions,but hassomefreedomof choicewith respectto
thosein somebut not all of them.This will partitionargumentsinto
threesets:desiredarguments, presentin all preferredextensions,op-
tionalarguments, presentin somebutnotall, andrejectedarguments,
presentin none.If we have two agentsbelongingto differentaudi-
ences,thesesetsmaydiffer. [8] describesa means by which agents
maynegotiatea joint preferredextensionon thebasisof their parti-
tionedargumentsso to maximisethe numberof desiredarguments
includedwhile identifying which optionalargumentsneedto be in-
cludedto supportthem.

Basedon theseabove considerations,we thus define anagreed
alignmentasthe setof correspondencessupported4 by thoseargu-
mentswhich are in every preferredextensionof every agent,and
an agreeablealignmentextendsthe agreedalignmentwith the cor-
respondencessupportedby argumentswhich are in somepreferred
extensionof every agent.Thenext sectionshows how theargumen-
tationframeworksareconstructed.

4.3 Constructing argumentation frameworks

Given a singleagent,we could constructan argumentationframe-
work by consideringtherepertoireof argumentschemesavailableto
theagent,andconstructinga setof argumentsby instantiatingthese
schemeswith respectto theinterestsof theagent.Having established
thesetof arguments,wethendeterminetheattacksbetweenthemby
consideringtheirmappingsandsigns,andtheotherfactorsdiscussed
above.

If we have multiple agents,we cansimply mergetheir individual
frameworks by forming the union of their individual argument sets
and individual attackrelations, and then extend the attackrelation
by computingattacksbetweenthe argumentspresentin the frame-
work of one,but not both, agents.We employ the algorithm in [4]
for computingthepreferred extensionsof a value-basedargumenta-
tion framework givenavalueordering.Theglobalview is considered
by takingtheunionof thesepreferredextensionsfor eachaudience.
Then,weconsiderwhichargumentsarein every preferred extension
of every audience.The mappingsthat have only argumentsfor will
be includedin the agreedalignments,and the mappings that have
only argumentsagainstwill be rejected.For thosemappingswhere
we cannotestablishtheir acceptability, we extendour searchspace
to considerthoseargumentswhich are in somepreferredextension
of every audience.Themappingssupportedby thoseargumentsare
part of the setof agreeablealignments.Algorithm 1 shows how to
find suchagreedandagreeablealignments.

The dialoguebetweenagentscan thusconsistsimply of the ex-
changeof individual argumentationframeworks, from which they
canindividually computeacceptablemappings.If necessaryandde-
sirable,thesecanthenbe reconciledinto a mutuallyacceptablepo-
sition througha processof negotiation,as suggestedin [8] which
definesadialogueprocessfor evaluatingthestatusof argumentsin a
V AF , andshows how this processcanbeusedto identify mutually
acceptablearguments.In thecourseof constructingaposition,anor-
deringof valuesbestableto satisfythe joint interestsof the agents
concernedis determined.

4 Note that a correspondencem is supportedby an argumentx if x is
〈G, m, +〉
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Algorithm 1 Findagreedandagreeablealignments

Require: asetof V AFs 〈AR, A,V, η〉, asetof audiencesRi, aset
of candidatemappingsM

Ensure: AgreedalignmentsAG andagreeablealignmentsAGext

1: AG:=∅
2: AGext:=∅
3: for all audienceRi do
4: for all V AF do
5: compute the preferred extensions for Ri,

Pj(〈AR, A,V, η〉,Ri), j ≥ 1
6: end for
7: Pk(Ri):=

⋃
j
Pj(〈AR, A,V, η〉,Ri), k ≥ 1

8: end for
9: AGArg:=x ∈

⋂
k,i

Pk(Ri), ∀k ≥ 1, ∀i ≥ 0
10: for all x ∈ AGArg do
11: if x is 〈G, m, +〉 then
12: AG := AG ∪ {m}
13: else
14: rejectmappingm
15: end if
16: end for
17: if ∃ m ∈ M suchthatm is neitherin AG andrejectedthen
18: AGArgext:=x ∈

⋂
i
Pk(Ri), ∀i ≥ 0,k ≥ 1

19: for all x ∈ AGArgext do
20: if x is 〈G, m, +〉 then
21: AGext := AGext ∪ {m}
22: end if
23: end for
24: end if

Theabove techniqueconsiderssetsof mappingsandcompletear-
gumentationframeworks. If insteadtheproblemis to determinethe
acceptabilityof asinglemappingit maybemoreefficient to proceed
by meansof adialecticalexchange,in whichamappingis proposed,
challengedanddefended.Argumentprotocolshave beenproposed
in e.g. [15]. Particulardialoguegameshave beenproposedbasedon
Dung’s ArgumentationFrameworks(e.g. [10]), andonVAFs [6].

5 A walk thr oughexample

Having describedthe framework, we will go throughan practical
example.

Let usassumethatsomeagentsneedto interactwith eachothers
usingtwo independentbut overlappingontologies.Oneontologyis
the bibliographicontology5 from the University of Canada,based
onthebibTeX record.Theotheris theGeneralUniversityOntology6

from theFrenchcompany Mondeca7. For spacereasons,wewill only
considerasubsetof theseontologies,shown in figure 2 andfigure 3,
wherethefirst andsecondontologiesarerepresentedbyO1 andO2

respectively.
Wewill reasonaboutthefollowing candidatemappings:

m1=〈O1: Press, O2: Periodical, , =〉,
m2=〈O1: publication, O2: Publication, , =〉,
m3=〈O1: hasPublisher, O2: publishedBy, , =〉,

Thefollowing mappingsaretakento bealreadyaccepted:

5 http://www.cs.toronto.edu/semanticweb/maponto/ontologies/BibTex.owl
6 http://www.mondeca.com/owl/moses/univ.owl
7 Note thatontologyO2 hasbeenslightly modified for thepurposesof this

example.

Figure2. OntologyO1

Figure3. OntologyO2

m4=〈O1: Magazine, O2: Magazine, , =〉,
m5=〈O1: Newspaper, O2: Newspaper, , =〉
m6=〈O1: Organization, O2: Organization, , =〉,

Webeginby identifyingasetof argumentsandtheattacksbetween
them.This is achieved by instantiatingthe argumentationschemes,
discussedpreviously, with respectto theinterestsof theagent. Table
1 shows eachargument,labeledwith an identifier, its type,andthe
attacksthatcanbemadeon it by opposingagents.
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Basedupon theseargumentsand the attacks,we can construct
the argumentationframeworks which bring the argumentstogether
so that they canbe evaluated.Theseareshown in Figure 4, where
nodes representarguments,with the respective type value, and
arcsrepresentthe attacks.Now we canlook in moredetail at each
argumentationframework.

In the argumentationframework (a), we have two arguments
against m1, and one for it. A is against the correspondencem1,
sincenoneof thesuper-conceptsof theO1: Press aresimilar to any
super-conceptof O2: Periodical. B arguesfor m1 becausetwo sub-
conceptsof O1: Press, O1: Magazine andO1: Newspaper, are
similar to two sub-conceptsof O2: Periodical, O1: Magazine and
O1: Newspaper, as establishedby m4 andm5. C pleadsagainst
m1, becausePress andPeriodical donothaveany lexical similar-
ity.
In the second argumentationframework (b) we relatethe follow-

Figure4. Value-BasedArgumentationFrameworks

ing arguments:D justifies the mappingm2, since the labels of
O1: publication and O2: Publication are lexically similar. Their
super-concepts,however, arenot similar (E). ArgumentF is based
on the fact that O1: publication and O2: Publication have sim-
ilar properties,O1: hasPublisher and O1: publishedBy, as de-
fined in m3. F is then attacked by G, which statesthat the range
of theseproperties,O1: Publisher and O2: Organization, are
not similar. This is in turn counter-attacked by the argumentsH
and I. The argumentH statesthe mappingm3 is correct, since
O1: hasPublisher andO1: publishedBy arelexically similar. The
argumentI attacksthe justification onG statingthat the rangesof
thesepropertiesaresimilar, sinceasuper-conceptof O1: Publisher,
O1: Organization, is alreadymappedto O2: Organization.
The above analysisgivesdifferent,but sometimesoverlapping rea-
sonsto argue for andagainstseveral candidatemappings.Assume
now that thereare two possibleaudiences,R1, which preferster-
minology to external structure, (T �R1

ES), and R2, which
prefersexternal structureto terminology (ES �R2

T ). For R1,
we get two preferred extensionsfor the union of the argumenta-
tion frameworks{A, C, D, F, I, H}, and{A, C, D, E, I, H}, since
E and F form a two cycle betweentypes about which no pref-
erencehas been expressed.For R2, however, the preferred ex-
tensionsare{A, C, D, F, I, H}, {B, D, F, I, H}, {A, C, E, I, H}
and{B, E, I, H}, asthereis a two cycle in ES which is no longer
brokenby C andnopreferencehasbeenexpressedbetweenES and
IS. Therefore,the argumentsthat are acceptedby both audiences

areonly {I, H}. ArgumentsA, C, D, E, andF are,however, all
potentially acceptable,sinceboth audiencescan chooseto accept
them,asthey appearin somepreferredextensionfor eachaudience.
This meansthat the mappingm1 will be rejected(sinceB is unac-
ceptableto R1), while the mappingm2 will be accepted(it is ac-
ceptedby R1 andacceptableto R2). m3 will be acceptedbecause
H is agreedacceptablefor these audiences.The agreeablealign-
ment is thenm2 andm3. Interestingly, in this scenario, shouldan
agentwish to rejectthemappingsm2 andm3, it canachieve this by
consideringanew audienceR3, in which internalstructureis valued
morethenexternalstructure,which is valuedmorethanterminology
(IS �R3

ES �R3
T ). In this case,the preferredextensionfrom

framework (b) is {E, G, I}, sincethe new preferenceallows G to
defeatH andresistI. G will alsodefeatF leaving E availableto
defeatD. This clearly shows how the acceptabilityof an argument
crucially dependson theaudienceto which it is addressed.

6 Relatedwork

Thereare few approachesin the literature which have tackledthe
problemof agentsnegotiatingaboutontologyalignments.An ontol-
ogy mappingnegotiation[19] hasbeenproposedto establisha con-
sensusbetweendifferent agentswhich usethe MAFRA alignment
framework [20]. Theapproachis basedontheutility andmeta-utility
functionsusedby theagentsto establishif amappingis accepted,re-
jectedor negotiated.However, theapproachis highly dependenton
theuseof theMAFRA framework andcannotbeflexibly appliedin
otherenvironments.[21] presentanapproachfor agreeingonacom-
mongroundingontology, in a decentralisedway. Ratherthanbeing
thegoalof any oneagent,theontologymappingis a commongoal
for every agentin the system.[3] presentan ontology negotiation
protocol which enablesagentsto exchangepartsof their ontology,
by a processof successive interpretations,clarifications, andexpla-
nations.However, theendresultof thisprocessis thateachagentwill
have thesameontologymadeof somesortof unionof all theterms
andtheir relations.In our context, agentskeeptheir own ontologies,
that they have beendesignedto reasonwith, while keepingtrack of
themappingswith otheragent’s ontologies.

Unlikeotherapproachescitedabove,ourwork takesinto consider-
ationagentsinterestsandpreferencesthatmayinfluencetheselection
of agivencorrespondence.

Contrastingly, significant research exists in the area of
argumentation-basednegotiation [18][16] in multi-agent sys-
tems. However, it has fundamentallyremainedat the level of a
theoretical approach, and the few existing applications are con-
cernedwith legal casesand recently, in political decision-making
[2].

7 Summary and Outlook

In this paperwe have outlined a framework that provides a novel
way for agents,who use different ontologies,to come to agree-
menton analignment.This is achievedusinganargumentationpro-
cessin which candidatecorrespondencesare acceptedor rejected,
basedon theontologicalknowledgeandtheagent’s preferences.Ar-
gumentationis based on the exchangeof arguments,against or in
favourof acorrespondence,thatinteractwith eachotherusinganat-
tack relation.Eachargumentinstantiatesan argumentationschema,
andutilisesdomainknowledge,extractedfrom extensionaland in-
tensionalontologydefinitions. Whenthe full setof argumentsand
counter-argumentshasbeenproduced,theagentsconsiderwhich of
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Table1. Argumentsfor andagainstthecorrespondencesm1, m2 andm3

SupC= super-classes,SubC= sub-classes,Pr = properties,Lb = label,Rg= Range,Sb= sibling-classes
Id Ar gument A V
A 〈SupC(Press) ∩ SupC(Periodical) = ∅, m1,−〉 B ES
B 〈SubC(Press) ∩ SubC(Periodical) = 6 ∅, m1, +〉 A,C ES
C 〈Lb(Press) 6≈ Lb(Periodical), m1,−〉 B T
D 〈Lb(publication) ≈ Lb(Publication = ∅), m2, +〉 E T
E 〈SupC(publication) ∩ SupC(Publication), m2,−〉 D,F ES
F 〈Pr(publication) ∩ (Publication) 6= ∅, m2, +〉 E IS
G 〈Rg(hasPublisher) 6≈ Rg(publishedBy), m3,−〉 F,H IS
H 〈Lb(hasPublisher) ≈ Lb(publishedBy), m3, +〉 G T
I 〈SupC(Publisher) ∩ (Organization 6= ∅), m4, +〉 G ES

themshouldbe accepted.As we have seen,the acceptabilityof an
argumentdependson theranking- representedby a particularpref-
erenceorderingon the type of arguments.Our approachis able to
give a formal motivation for the selectionof any correspondence,
andenablesconsiderationof anagent’s interestsandpreferencesthat
mayinfluencetheselectionof acorrespondence.An implementation
of theframework is underdevelopment.Thustheeffective resultsof
anempiricalevaluationareexpectedin thenearfuture.Moreover, in
future work we intendto investigateuseof a negotiationprocessto
enableagentsto reachanagreementon a mappingwhenthey differ
in their orderingof argumenttypes.
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Table2. Argumentschemefor OWL ontologicalalignments

Mapping σ Grounds Comment
〈e, e′,v〉 + S(e) ⊆ S(e′) (someor all) neighbours(e.g.,super-entities,sibling-entities,etc.)

of e aresimilar in thoseof e′

〈e, e′,v〉 - S(e′) ⊆ S(e) noneighboursof e aresimilar in thoseof e′

〈e, e′,v〉 - S(e′) ⊆ S(e) (someor all)neighboursof e′ aresimilar in thoseof e

〈e, e′,≡〉 + S(e) ∩ S(e′) 6= ∅ Entitieshavesimilar neighbours
(e.g.,super-entities,sibling-entities,etc.)

〈e, e′,≡〉 - S(e) ∩ S(e′) = ∅ Entitiesdoesnothavesimilar
neighbours

〈c, c′,v〉 + properties(c) ⊆ properties(c′) (someor all) propertiesof c aresimilar in thoseof c′

〈c, c′,v〉 - properties(c′) 6⊆ properties(c) nopropertiesof c aresimilar in thoseof c′

〈c, c′,v〉 - properties(c′) ⊆ properties(c) (someor all) propertiesof c’ areincludedin thoseof c

〈c, c′,≡〉 + properties(c) ∩ properties(c′) 6= ∅ theconceptsc andc’ havecommonproperties
〈c, c′,≡〉 - properties(c) ∩ properties(c′) = ∅ nopropertiesin c andc’ aresimilar
〈p, p′,≡〉 + I(p) ≈ I(p′) Propertieshavesimilar structure(e.g.,range,domainor cardinality)
〈p, p′,v〉
〈p, p′,≡〉 - I(p) 6≈ I(p′) Propertiesdonothavesimilar structure
〈p, p′,v〉
〈i, i′,≡〉 + properties(i, i′′) ≈ properties(i′, i′′) Eachindividual i andi’ refereesto a third instancei”

via similar properties
〈i, i′,v〉
〈p, p′,≡〉 - properties(i, i′′) 6≈ properties(i′, i′′) Thepropertiesthatlink eachindividual i andi’ to a

third instancei” aredissimilar
〈p, p′,v〉
〈e, e′,v〉 + E(e) ⊆ E(e′) (someor all) instancesof earesimilar in thoseof e′

〈e, e′,v〉 - E(e) 6⊆ E(e′) no instancesof earesimilar in thoseof e′

〈e, e′,v〉 - E(e′) ⊆ E(e) (someor all) instancesof e’ aresimilar in thoseof e

〈e, e′,≡〉 + E(e) ∩ E(e′) 6= ∅ e instancesaresimilar in thoseof e′

and/orviceversa.
〈e, e′,≡〉 - E(e) ∩ E(e′) = ∅ Entitieseande’ doesnothavecommon instances
〈e, e′,≡〉 + label(e) ≈ label(e′) Entities’s labelsaresimilar (e.g.,synonymsandlexical variants)
〈e, e′,v〉
〈e, e′,≡〉 - label(e) 6≈ label(e′) Entities’ labelsaredissimilar(e.g.,homonyms)
〈e, e′,v〉
〈e, e′,≡〉 + URI(e) ≈ URI(e′) Entities’URIsaresimilar
〈e, e′,v〉
〈e, e′,≡〉 - URI(e) 6≈ URI(e′) Entities’URIsaredissimilar
〈e, e′,v〉
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Argumentative Reasoning Patterns

Fabrizio Macagno1 and Doug Walton2

This paper is aimed at presenting a preliminary study on argu-

ment schemes. Argumentation theory has provided several sets of

forms such as deductive, inductive and presumptive patterns of rea-

soning. The earliest accounts of argument schemes were advanced

in Arthur Hastings’ Ph.D. thesis at Northwestern University (1963),

and in Perelman and Obrechts-Tyteca’s work on the classification

of loci in 1969. Other scheme sets have been developed by Toul-

min, Rieke, Janik (1984), Schellens (1985),van Eemeren and Kruiger

(1987), Kienpointner (1992) and Grennan (1997). Each scheme set

put forward by these authors presupposes a particular theory of argu-

ment. Each theory, in turn, implies a particular perspective regarding

the relation between logic and pragmatic aspects of argumentation,

and notions of plausibility and defeasibility. The history of argument

schemes begins with the concepts of topos and locus.

1 Loci and argumentation schemes

In the field of argumentation there are conflicting views about what

an argument is and what must be present for something to be re-

garded as an argument. Arguments may be thought of as complex

speech acts or as propositional complexes (the result of speech acts,

namely a speech act’s propositional product). These two perspec-

tives follow from two different approaches to argument schemes.

Both perspectives, though, have in common a fundamental feature;

namely, they both identify recurrent patterns or argument schemes

from arguments. This common feature distinguishes the modern the-

ories on argumentation from traditional dialectical and rhetorical

studies. In the ancient tradition, the focus of the studies was lim-

ited to the locus. The locus of an argument is the proposition upon

which the argument is based and is the proposition that is accepted

by everyone (maxima proposition). Modern theories, in their study

on argument schemes, comprehend not only what was traditionally

thought of as topoi or loci, but also the use of topoi or loci in actual

argumentation.

1.1 Aristotelian Topoi

The whole occidental tradition on dialectics stems from Aristotle’s

Topics. The first translation of the Topics by Cicero was later com-

mented and conceptually reorganised by Boethius in De Differen-

tiis Topicis. This later treatise was the primary source for most of

medieval commentaries and dialectical works on what is nowadays

called argumentation. In Aristotle, topoi have the twofold function

of proof and invention, that is, they are regarded as points of view

under which a conclusion can be proved true or false, and as places

where arguments can be found (De Pater, 1965, p. 116). Their logical

structure has been studied by (Kienpointner 1987, p. 281).

1 Department of Linguistics, Catholic University of Milan
2 Department of Philosophy, University of Winnipeg

1.2 Loci in the Ancient Tradition

In the middle ages, the Aristotelian topics were completely rein-

terpreted and their function and role substantially changed. Two

main developments in the treatment of the topics can be recognized

(Stump, 1989, p. 287). First, all syllogisms were regarded as de-

pendent upon topics and, secondly, later on, all topical arguments

were considered necessary. In order to understand these two devel-

opments, it is useful to analyse Boethius’ De Differentiis Topics and

their interpretation in Abelard and in the following theories in the

12th and 13th century, until the works Burley in the 14th century.

The roots of medieval dialectics can be found in Boethius’ work

De differentiis topicis. Some of the topoi (Boethius, 1185C, 1185D)

are necessary connections, while others (for instance, from the more

and the less) represent only frequent connections. Dialectical loci are

distinct from rhetorical loci because, the former are relative to ab-

stract concepts (the things, such as robbery), the latter stem from

things having the qualities (the concrete cases, such as a particular

case of robbery) (1215C)3. During the middle ages, the focal point

of the study of argument was the connection between dialectics and

demonstration. Beginning with the XIth century, Garlandus Compo-

tista conceived all the topics under the logical forms of topics from

antecedent and consequent, whose differentiae (the genera of max-

imae propositiones) are the syllogistic rules (Stump, 1982, p. 277).

In the XIIth century, Abelard in his Dialectica examined for the first

time4 the structure of dialectical consequence in its components. In

this work, the maxima proposition, expressing a necessary truth, is

structurally connected to the endoxon. The relation between contin-

gent and necessary truth is considered to be an assumption. Bur-

ley and Ockham organised the consequences into classes, accord-

ing to the type of medium, which can be extrinsic (such as the rule

of conversion) or intrinsic (for instance, the topic from genus), for-

mal (holding by means of an extrinsic topics) or material (supported

by an intrinsic topic, dependent on the meaning of the terms) (Boh,

1984, p. 310). The doctrine of loci was then taken over in the Renais-

sance by Rudulphus Agricola. Topics were deemed to be the means

by which arguments are discovered and knowledge is obtained. In

this treatise, the difference between dialectical and rhetorical loci, a

distinction maintained throughout the whole Middle Age is blurred.

While Logic is related to the abstract, i.e. formal relationships be-

tween concepts, the topics pertain to the discussion and to the matter

treated in the dialogue (Agricola, 1976, p.12-13). In the Port Royal

logic, in 17th Century, topics were regarded as part of the inventio

3 Rhetorical loci do not proceed from relations between concepts, but from
stereotypes and are relative to what is implied or presupposed by a particu-
lar fact. For instance, given a murder and a person accused of homicide, the
rhetorical reasoning can proceed from the place and time of the plaintiff (he
was seen close to the scene of the murder, therefore he may have committed
the murder). See Boethius 1215b.

4 M. Kienpointer, 1987, p. 283.
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and were classified according to criteria that differed from that of

Aristotle and that were maintained throughout the Middle Age. The

focus of this work is on the different kinds of argument and the divi-

sion is based on the fields of human knowledge the premises of the

argument belong to (Arnauld, 1964, p. 237).

1.3 Topoi and their development into
argumentation schemes

The ancient dialectical tradition of topics is the predecessor to and the

origin of the modern theories of argument schemes. In this section,

the most important and relevant approaches of modern theories of

argument schemes are outlined.

1.3.1 Hastings

Hastings described nine modes of reasoning, grouped into three

classes: verbal and semantic procedure (argument from example,

from verbal classification and from definition), causal connections

(arguments from sign, from cause and from circumstantial evidence)

and arguments supporting either verbal or causal conclusions (argu-

ments from comparison, analogy and testimony). In his work, Hast-

ings analysed the necessary conditions for the correct use of each

scheme. The critical questions matching a scheme provide criteria

for evaluation of the type of argument (Hastings 1963, p. 55).

1.3.2 Perelman

In Perleman and Olbrecht-Tyteca’s theory, loci are seen as general

strategies or rathercatalogs of the habits of mind endemic to a given

culture5. About 100 argument patterns are described in their work

and are classified into two main categories: arguments by associa-

tion6 and arguments by dissociation7. Arguments from association

are divided into three main classes: Quasi-logical Arguments, Rela-

tions Establishing the Structure of Reality and Arguments based on

the Structure of Reality. In arguments from dissociation, concepts

conceived as a whole are separated into two new concepts, introduc-

ing polisemy.

1.3.3 Schellens

Schellens’ argument schemes (Schellens 1985) are primarily drawn

from Hastings’ and are classified into four classes according to

their pragmatic function (Kienpointner, 1992, pp. 201-215). The first

group is comprised of pragmatic arguments and is normative and de-

scriptive. The second group is comprised of unbound arguments and

is either normative or descriptive. Every scheme is associated to a set

of evaluation questions, similar to Hastings’ critical questions.

1.3.4 Kienpointner

In Alltagslogik, Kienpointner classifies roughly 60 context-

independent argument schemes in three main groups according to

their relation with the rule or generalization (endoxon). Argument

5 Warnick, 2000, p. 111.
6 For example, two different concepts might be associated into a unity, such
as in the example: I have accused; you have condemned, is the famous reply
of Domitius Afer. (Perelman, Olbrechts-Tyteca, 1969, p. 223)

7 For example, the concept of religion is divided into apparent religion
vs. true religion: What religion do I profess? None of all those that you
mention. And why none? For religion’s sake! (Perelman, Olbrechts-Tyteca
,1969, p. 442)

schemes may be based on rules taken for granted, establish them by

means of induction, or illustrate or confirm them. Argument schemes,

in turn, may have descriptive or normative variants and different log-

ical forms (Modus Ponens, Modus Tollens, Disjunctive Syllogism,

etc.).

1.3.5 Grennan

In Grennan’s (1997, p. 163-165) typology all the structurally valid in-

ductive inference patterns are classified according to 8 warrant types

(effect to cause, cause to effect, sign, sample to population, parallel

case, analogy, population to sample, authority, ends-means), com-

bined with the types of claims the warrant connects (utterance-types

expressing the minor premise and the conclusion of an argument,

such as obligation). In this perspective, both the abstract form of the

inference and the pragmatic role of the utterances expressing the sen-

tences are taken into consideration

The main patterns of reasoning found in modern argumentation

theories primarily stem from the Aristotelian and medieval dialecti-

cal topoi. Many arguments can be traced back to these patterns. The

theory presented in the following section is focused on the treatment

of real arguments and is aimed at individuating the possible patterns

of reasoning they are based on.

2 Argumentation schemes in a pragmatic approach

The innovation that Walton’s approach brings to this topic is the

adoption of a more descriptive perspective. From this perspective, ar-

gument schemes are analysed in relation to fallacies. Many sophisms

are patterns of inference that can be valid in certain contexts of argu-

mentation. Hamblin (1970) first pointed out the necessary connection

between fallacies and inferences. He attacked the standard treatment

of fallacies for its lack of an explanatory theory regarding the in-

ferences underlying the sophisms. In Walton’s approach, most of the

traditional fallacies are regarded as kinds of errors or failure in partic-

ular argumentation schemes, infractions of the necessary conditions

required for the correct deployment of a topos in a type of dialogue.

2.1 Walton’s pragmatic approach: Structure of an
argument scheme

In Walton’s perspective, arguments are analysed in a specific conver-

sational context. The propositional content of the argument is con-

sidered in relation to its use in a type of dialogue and arguments are

evaluated also by means of the rules of the dialogue game the inter-

locutors are involved in. Arguments usually considered as fallacious,

for instance the ad hominem argument, can be acceptable if certain

dialogical conditions are respected. Each argument scheme provides

not only the general structure of the propositions constituting the ar-

gument, but also the necessary conditions by which its acceptability

is determined. Argument schemes are presumptive and defeasible.

Since each argument scheme is not only regarded to be an abstract

propositional form but also a pattern instantiated in real dialogues, it

cannot be said to be always valid in a discussion. It is subject to de-

feasibility when new information is added and either contradicts the

argument’s premises or conclusion, or weakens its force by making

it irrelevant to support the position. For this reason, arguments can

be presumptively accepted by the other party, but their relevance and

role in the dialogue depend upon the fulfilment of the critical ques-

tions. Examples are argument from expert opinion (Walton 2002, pp.

49-50) and argumentum ad hominem (Walton 1998, pp. 199-215)
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2.2 Types of argument schemes

Argumentation schemes include many patterns of reasoning in dia-

logue. Arguments can have deductive, inductive or abductive logical

forms. They can proceed from causal connections between things,

from the meaning of terms, from the relationship between the inter-

locutors, or from the status of the speaker. The premises can be rules,

dialogical norms, or accepted opinions. A distinct classification is

difficult to find, but, at the same time, is necessary in order to orga-

nize analytical tools reconstructing arguments. In the diagram below,

the first scheme has a constructive aim, while the second can be used

only to rebut the first. The refutation scheme stems from the third

critical question of the constructive argument (Walton, 1996, p. 92).

Argument from established rule Argument from exceptional case

M.p: If carrying out types of ac-
tions including the state of af-
fairs A is the established rule
for x, then (unless the case is an
exception), x must carry out A.

m.p.: Carrying out types of ac-
tions including state of affairs
A is the established rule for a

Concl.: Therefore a must carry
out A.

CQ1 : Does the rule require car-
rying out types of actions that
include A as an instance?

CQ2 : Are there other estab-
lished rules that might conflict
with, or override this one?

CQ3 : Is this case an exceptional
one, that is, could there be ex-
tenuating circumstances or an
excuse for noncompliance ?

M.p.: Generally, according to the
established rule, if x has prop-
erty F , then x also has property
G.

m.p.: In this legitimate case, a
has F but does not have G.

Concl.: Therefore an exception to
the rule must be recognized,
and the rule appropriately mod-
ified or qualified.

Along with this distinction in levels of dialogue, argument

schemes can be classified according to the components of the argu-

mentative process. In addition to patterns aimed at the subject of the

discussion, schemes can also involve the emotions of the interlocutor,

or the ethos of the speaker, or the common ground between the in-

terlocutors. An example can be given of the three classes of scheme

in the patterns below, respectively argument from distress (Walton

1997, p. 105), argument from popularity (Walton 1999, p. 223) and

Ethotic Argument (Walton 1995, p. 152):

Almost all the arguments taken into consideration in most of the

theories are related to the topic of the discussion itself and they can

be divided according to both their content and their logical form.

2.3 Argument schemes and missing premises: the
reconstruction of real arguments

Argument schemes are an extremely useful tool for argument recon-

struction. Arguments in real conversational situations almost always

proceed from premises that are taken for granted. This is the case be-

cause these premises are shared by the community of speakers or pre-

sumed to be commonly accepted. When a difference occurs between

those premises which are actually granted by the interlocutor and

those assumptions upon which the argument is based, a fallacy often

results. For instance, the speaker may take for granted a premise that

Hearer Common Ground Speaker

Argument from Dis-

tress

Argument from Popu-

larity

Ethotic Argument

M.p.: Individual x is
in distress (is suffer-
ing).

m.p.: If y brings
about A, it will
relieve or help to
relieve this distress.

Concl: Therefore,
y ought to bring
about A.

P.: Everybody (in a
particular reference
group, G) accepts
A

Concl: Therefore,
A is true (or you
should accept A).

M.P: If x is a person
of good (bad) moral
character, then what
x says should be
accepted as more
plausible (rejected
as less plausible).

m.p.: a is a person
of good (bad) moral
character.

Concl.: Therefore
what x says should
be accepted as more
plausible (rejected
as less plausible).

the hearer does not accept, or a proposition is assumed as necessary

or highly plausible while the interlocutor consider it only slightly

possible. The argument scheme is fundamental for the reconstruc-

tion of the implicit premises because the missing logical step can be

found by considering the structure of the inference.

3 Conclusions

The aim of the paper has been to offer a prolegomenon to the project

of constructing a typology of argument schemes. Since many argu-

ment schemes found in contemporary theories stem from the an-

cient tradition, we took into consideration classical and medieval di-

alectical studies and their relation with argumentation theory. This

overview on the main works on topics and schemes provides a basis

for approaching main principles of classification.
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A formal framework for inter-agents dialogue to reach an
agreement about a representation1

Maxime Morge and Yann Secq and Jean-Christophe Routier 2

Abstract. We propose in this paper a framework for inter-agents
dialogue to reach an agreement, which formalize a debate in which
thedivergent representationsarediscussed. For this purpose, wepro-
pose an argumentation-based representation framework which man-
ages the conflicts between claims with different relevances for dif -
ferent audiences to compute their acceptance. Moreover, wepropose
a model for the reasoning of agents where they justify the claims to
which they commit and take into account the claims of their inter-
locutors. This framework boundsadialecticssystem in which agents
play adialogue to reach an agreement about aconflict of representa-
tion.

1 Introduction

A fundamental communication problem in open multiagent systems
is caused by theheterogeneity of agentsknowledge, in particular the
discrepancy of the underlying ontologies. The approaches, such as
standardization [6] and ontology alignment [4], are not suited due to
the system openness. Since standardization requires that all parties
involved reach aconsensus on the ontology to use, it seems very un-
likely that it will ever happen. On theother hand, ontology alignment
is a technique that enables agents to keep their individual ontolo-
gies by making use of mappings. However, we do not know a priori
which ontologies should be mapped within an open multiagent sys-
tem. Conflictsof representation should not beavoid but resolved [1].
Contrary to [3], our work is not restricted to a protocol but also pro-
videamodel of reasoning and amodel of agents.

Argumentation is a promising approach for reasonning with in-
consistency information. In [14], Dung formalizes the argumenta-
tion reasonning with a framework madeof abstract argumentswith a
contradiction relation to determine their acceptances. Classicaly, the
extensions of this framework are built upon a background logic lan-
guage[13, 7]. Therefore, argumentsarenot abstract entitiesbut rela-
tionsof consequencebetween apremiseand aconclusion. Moreover,
are introduced argumentative frameworks which assign strength to
the arguments according to one (in [13]) or many priority relation-
ships (in [12, 7]).

In this paper, we aim at using argumentative technics in order to
provideadialogical mechanism for theagents to reach an agreement
on their representations. For this purpose, weextend DIAL [7], afor-
mal framework for inter-agents dialogue based upon the argumenta-
tive technics. We propose here an argumentation-based representa-

1 Thiswork issupported by theCPER TAC of the region Nord-PasdeCalais
and theeuropean fund FEDER.

2 Laboratoire d’ Informatique Fondamentale de Lille, F-
59655 VILLENEUVE D’ASCQ Cedex FRANCE, email:
{morge,secq,routier}@lifl.fr

tion framework, offering away to comparedefinition with contradic-
tion relation and to compute their acceptance. We propose a model
of agent reasonning to put forward somedefinitionsand take into ac-
count the definitions of their interlocutors. Finally, we bound here a
dialectic system in which a protocol enables two agents to reach an
agreement about their representations.

Paper overview. Section2 introducestheexampleof dialoguethat
will illustrate our framework throught this paper. In section 3, we
provide the syntax and the semantic of the description logic which
is adopted in this paper. Section 4 presents theargumentation frame-
work that manages interaction between conflicting representations.
In accordance with this background, we describe in section 5 our
agent model. In section 6, we define the formal area for agents de-
bate. Thesection 7 presents theprotocol used to reach an agreement.

2 Natural language

A dialogue is a coherent sequence of moves from an initial situation
to reach the goal of participants [9]. For instance, the goal of dia-
logues consists in resolving a conflict about a representation. In the
initial situation, two participants do not share the same definition of
a concept, either because one participant ignore such a definition, or
their own definitionsarecontradictory. Such casesappear quite often
in dialoguesand may causeseriouscommunication problems. At the
end of the dialogue, the participants must reach an agreement about
thedefinition of this concept.

Beforewestart to formalizesuch dialogues, let usfirst discuss the
following natural languagedialogueexample between avisitor and a
guide in theFoiredeParis:

• visitor : Which kind of transport service can I use to go the Foire
deParis ?

• guide : Thesubway is asuitable transport service.
• visitor : Why thesubway is asuitable transport service?
• guide : Thesubway can transport you in theHall C at the level 2.
• visitor : To my opinion, the service must transport me anywhere

in Paris.
• guide : To my opinion, the service does not need to transport you

anywhere in Paris but a taxi can.

In this dialogue, two participants share the concept “suitable trans-
port service” . However, this dialogue reveals a conflict in the diver-
gent definitions of this concept and resolve it. The guide considers
that the definition of the visitor make authority and adjust her own
representation to adopt this definition. Below we will assume the
guidegives priority to thevisitor’s concepts.
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3 Ontology and Description Logic

In this section, weprovide thesyntax and thesemantics for thewell-
knownALC [8] which is adopted in the rest of thepaper.

Thedatamodel of aknowledgebase(KBase, for short) can beex-
pressed by meansof theDescription Logic (DL, for short) which has
a precise semantic and effective inference mechanisms. Moreover,
most ontologiesmarkup langagues(e.g. OWL) arepartly founded on
DL. Although, it can be assumed that annotations and conceptual
models are expressed using the XML-based languages mentioned
above. The syntax of the representation adopted here is taken from
standard constructorsproposed in theDL literature. This representa-
tion language is sufficiently expressive to support most of theprinci-
pal constructorsof any ontology markup language.

InALC, primitive concepts, denoted C,D, . . . are interpreted as
unary predicates and primitive roles, denoted R,S, . . ., as binary
predicates. We call description a complex concepts which can be
built using constructors. Thesyntax of ALC is defined by thefollow-
ing BNF definition: C → >|⊥|C|¬C|C tD|C uD|∃R.C|∀R.C

Thesemanticsis defined by an interpretation I = (∆I , ·I), where
∆I is the non-empty domain of the interpretation and ·I stands for
the interpretation function. The semantics of the constructors are
summarized in thefigure1.

Figure 1. Semantics of theALC constructors

Name Syntax Semantics
top concept > ∆I

bottom concept ⊥ ∅
concept C CI ⊆ ∆I

concept negation ¬C ∆I − CI

concept conjunction C1 u C2 CI
1 ∩ C

I
2

concept disjunction C1 t C2 CI
1 ∪ C

I
2

existencial restriction ∃R.C {x ∈ ∆I ; ∃y ∈ ∆I((x, y) ∈ RI ∧ y ∈ CI)}
universal restriction ∀R.C {x ∈ ∆I ; ∀y ∈ ∆I((x, y) ∈ RI → y ∈ CI)}

A KBaseK = 〈T ,A〉 contains a T-box T and a A-box A. The
T-box includes a set of concept definition (C ≡ D) whereC is the
concept name andD is a description given in terms of the language
constructors. The A-box contains extensional assertions on concepts
and roles. For example, a (resp. (a, b)) is an instance of the concept
C (resp. the role R) if f aI ∈ CI (resp. (aI , bI) ∈ RI). We call
claims, the set of concept definitions and assertions contained in the
KBase. A notion of subsumption between concepts is given in terms
of the interpretations.

Definition 1 (Subsumption). Let C andD be two concepts. C sub-
sumesD (denoted C w D) iff for every interpretation I its holds
that CI ⊇ DI .

Indeed, C ≡ D amounts to C w D and D w C. We allow that
theKBasecontainspartial definitions, i.e. axiomsbased on subsump-
tion (C w D). Below we will useALC in our argumentation-based
representation framework.

4 Argumentation KBase

At first, we consider that agents share a common KBase. In order
to manage the interactions between conflicting claims with different
revelances, we introducean argumentation KBase.

Wepresent in this section avalue-based argumentation KBase, i.e.
an argumentation framework built around the underlying logic lan-
guageALC, where the revelance of claims (concept definitions and

assertions) dependson theaudience. TheKBase is aset of sentences
in acommon language, denotedALC, associated with aclassical in-
ference, denoted `. In order to take into account of the variability
of particular situations, we are concerned by a set of audiences (de-
noted fA = {a1, . . . , an}), which adhere to different claims with a
variable intensity.

The audiences share an argumentation KBase, i.e. a set of claims
promoting values:

Definition 2. Let fA = {a1, . . . , an} be a set of audiences. The
value-based argumentation KBaseAK = 〈K, V, promote〉 is defined
by a triple where:

• K = 〈T ,A〉 is a KBase, i.e. a finite set of claims inALC;
• V is a non-empty finite set of values{v1, . . . , vt};
• promote : K → V maps fromtheclaims to thevalues.

We say that the claim φ relates to the value v if φ promotes v. For
every φ ∈ K, promote(φ) ∈ V .

To distinguish different audiences, values, both concrete and ab-
stract, constitute starting points [10]. Values are arranged in hierar-
chies. For example, an audience will value both justice and utility
but an argument may requireadetermination of strict preferencebe-
tween the two. Since audiences are individuated by their hierarchies
of values, the values have different priorities for different audiences.
Each audience ai is associated with a value-based argumentation
KBase which is a4-tuple AKi = 〈K, V, promote,�i〉 where:

• AK = 〈K, V, promote〉 is a value-based argumentation KBase as
previously defined;

• �i is thepriority relation of theaudienceai, i.e. astrict complete
ordering relation on V .

A priority relation is atransitive, irreflexive, asymmetric, and com-
pleterelation onV . It stratifiestheKBaseinto finite non-overlapping
sets. The priority level of a non-empty KBase K ⊆ K (written
leveli(K)) is the least important value promoted by one element in
K. On one hand, a priority relation captures the value hierarchy of
a particular audience. On the other hand, the KBase gathers claims
(concept definitions and assertions) that are shared by audiences.
Definitions, that are consequence relations between a premise and
aconclusion, arebuilt on this common KBase.

Definition 3. Let K be a KBase in ALC. A definition is couple
A = 〈Φ, φ〉 where φ is a claim and Φ ⊆ K is a non-empty set
of claims such as : Φ is consistent and minimal (for set inclusion);
Φ ` φ. Φ is the premise of A, written Φ = premise(A). φ is the
conclusion of A, denoted φ = conc(A).

In other words, the premise is a set of claims from which the con-
clusion can be inferred. The definition A′ is a sub-definition of A
if the premise of A′ is included in the premise of A. A′ is a trivial
definition if thepremiseof A′ is asingleton. Since theKBaseK can
be inconsistent, theset of definitions (denotedA(K)) will conflict.

Definition 4. Let K be a KBase in ALCf and A = 〈Φ, φ〉, B =
〈Ψ, ψ〉 ∈ A(K) two definitions. A attacksB iff : ∃Φ1 ⊆ Φ,Ψ2 ⊆
Ψ such as Φ1 ` χ and Ψ2 ` ¬χ.

Because each audience is associated with a particular priority re-
lation, audiences individually evaluate the revelance of definitions.

Definition 5. Let AKi = 〈K, V, promote,�i〉 be the value-based
argumentation KBase of the audience ai and A = 〈Φ, φ〉 ∈
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A(K) a definition. According to AKi, the revelance of A (written
revelancei(A)) is the least important value promoted by one claim
in thepremise.

In other words, definitions revelance depends on the priority re-
lation. Since audiences individually evaluate definitions revelance,
an audience can ignore that a definition attacks another. According
to an audience, a definition defeats another definition if they attack
each other and thesecond definition is not morerevelant than thefirst
one:

Definition 6. Let AKi = 〈K, V, promote,�i〉 be the value-based
argumentation KBase of the audience ai and A = 〈Φ, φ〉, B =
〈Ψ, ψ〉 ∈ A(K) two definitions. A defeats B for the audience ai

(written defeatsi(A,B)) iff ∃Φ1 ⊆ Φ,Ψ2 ⊆ Ψ such as : i) Φ1 `
χ and Ψ2 ` ¬χ; ii) ¬(leveli(Φ1)�i leveli(Ψ2)). Similarly, wesay
that a set S of definitionsdefeatsB if B is defeated by a definition in
S.

Considering each audience own viewpoint, we define the subjec-
tiveacceptance notion:

Definition 7. Let AKi = 〈K, V, promote,�i〉 bethevalue-basedar-
gumentation KBaseof theaudienceai. LetA ∈ A(K) bea definition
and S ⊆ A(K) a set of definitions. A is subjectively acceptable by
theaudienceai with respect to S iff ∀B ∈ A(K) defeatsi(B,A)⇒
defeatsi(S,B).

The following example illustrates our argumentation-based repre-
sentation framework.

Example 1. Let us consider two participants coming to the ” Foire
deParis” and arguing about suitable transport service. Without loos-
ing generality, we restrict the KBase to the T-box in this example.
The value-based argumentation KBase of the audience a1 (resp. a2)
is represented in the figure 2 (resp. figure 3). The audience is as-

Figure 2. Thevalue-based argumentation KBaseof thefirst participant

�1 V K
v1 φ11 : Trans(x)

φ21 : Trans(x) w Subway(x) t Taxi(x)
v2 φ12 : Taxi(x) u Subway(x) ≡ ⊥

φ22 : Trans(x) w Dest(x, inParis)
v7 φ7 : Trans(x) w Dest(x, level2hallc)
v6 φ6 : Trans(x) w Dest(x, versailles)
v5 φ5 : Dest(x, versailles) w Taxi(x) A2

v4 φ4 : Dest(x, level2hallc) w Subway(x) B

v3 φ3 : Dest(x, inParis) w Taxi(x) A1

Figure 3. Thevalue-based argumentation KBaseof thesecond participant

�2 V K
v1 φ11 : Trans(x)

φ21 : Trans(x) w Taxi(x) t Subway(x)
v2 φ12 : Taxi(x) u Subway(x) ≡ ⊥

φ22 : Trans(x) w Dest(x, inParis)
v3 φ3 : Dest(x, inParis) w Taxi(x) A1

v4 φ4 : Dest(x, level2hallc) w Subway(x)
v5 φ5 : Dest(x, versailles) w Taxi(x)
v6 φ6 : Trans(x) w Dest(x, versailles) A2

v7 φ7 : Trans(x) w Dest(x, level2hallc) B

sociated with a KBase, i.e. a set of claims. The different claims

φ11, . . . , φ7 relate to the different values v1, . . . , v7. According to
an audience, a value above another one in a table has priority over
it. Thefive following definitions conflict:
A1 = ({φ11, φ3, φ22},Taxi(x));
A2 = ({φ11, φ5, φ6},Taxi(x));
B = ({φ11, φ4, φ7, φ12},¬Taxi(x));
B′ = ({φ11, φ4, φ7},Subway(x)).
B′ is a sub-definition of B.
If weconsider thevalue-based argumentation KBaseof theaudience
a1, A1 relevance is v3 and B′ is v4. Therefore, B defeats A1 but
A1 does not defeat B. If we consider thevalue-based argumentation
KBase of the audience a2, A1 revelance is v3 and B′ is v7. There-
fore,A1 defeatsB but B doesnot defeat A1. Whatever theaudience
is, theset {A1A2} is subjectively acceptable wrt A(K).

We have defined here the mechanism to manage interactions be-
tween conflicting claims. In the next section, we present a model of
agents which put forward claims and take into account other claims
coming from their interlocutors.

5 Model of agents

In multi-agent setting it is natural to assume that all the agents do
not use exactly the same ontology. Since agents representations (set
of claims and priorities) can be common, complementary or contra-
dictory, agents have to exchange hypotheses and argue. Our agents
individually valuate the perceived commitments with respect to the
estimated reputation of theagents from whom the information is ob-
tained.

The agents, which have their own private representations, record
their interlocutors commitments [5]. Moreover, agents individually
valuate their interlocutors reputation. Therefore, an agent is in con-
formancewith the following definition:

Definition 8. Theagent ai ∈ fA is defined by a 6-tuple
ai = 〈Ki, Vi,�i, promotei,∪j 6=iCSi

j ,≺i〉 where:

• Ki is a personal KBase, i.e. a set of personal claims inALC;
• Vi is a set of personal values;
• promotei : Ki → Vi maps from the personal claims to the per-

sonal values;
• �i is the priority relation, i.e. a strict complete ordering relation

on Vi;
• CSi

j is a commitment store, i.e. a set of claims in ALCf . CSi
j(t)

contains propositional commitments taken before or at time t,
whereagent aj is thedebtor and agent ai thecreditor;

• ≺i is the reputation relation, i.e. a strict complete ordering rela-
tion on fA.

Thepersonal KBasearenot necessarily disjoint. Wecall common
KBase the set of claims explicitly shared by the agents: KΩA

⊆
∩ai∈fA

Ki. Similarly, we call common values the values explicitly
shared by the agents: VΩA

⊆ ∩ai∈fA
Vi. The common claims re-

late to the common values. For every φ ∈ KΩA
, promote

ΩA
(φ) =

v ∈ VΩA
. The personal KBase can be complementary or contradic-

tory. Wecall joint KBase theset of claimsdistributed in thesystem:
KfA

= ∪ai∈fA
Ki. The agent own claims relate to the agent own

values. For every φ ∈ Ki −KΩA
, promotei(φ) = v ∈ Vi − VΩA

.
We can distinguish two ways for an agent to valuate her inter-

locutors commitments: either in accordance with a global social or-
der [11], or in accordancewith a local perception of the interlocutor,
called reputation. Obviously, this way is more flexible. Reputation
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is a social concept that links an agent to her interlocutors. It is also
a leveled relation [2]. The individuated reputation relations, which
aretransitive, irreflexive, asymmetric, and completerelationson fA,
preserve these properties. aj ≺i ak denotes that an agent ai trusts an
agent ak more than another agent aj .In order to take into account the
claims notified in the commitment stores, each agent is associated
with the following extended KBase:

Definition 9. Theextended KBaseof theagent ai is thevalue-based
argumentation KBaseAK∗

i = 〈K∗
i , V

∗
i , promote∗i ,�

∗
i 〉 where:

• K∗
i = Ki ∪ [

S

j 6=i CSi
j ] is the agent extended personal KBase

composed of its personal KBase and the set of perceived commit-
ments;

• V ∗
i = Vi∪[

S

j 6=i{v
i
j}] is theagent extended set of personal values

composed of the set of personal values and the reputation values
associated with her interlocutors;

• promote∗i : K∗
i → V ∗

i is the extension of the function promotei

which mapsclaimsin theextended personal KBaseto theextended
set of personal values. On the one hand, personal claims relate
to personal values. On the other hand, claims in the commitment
storeCSi

j relate to the reputation valuevi
j ;

• �∗
i is theagent extended priority relation, i.e. an ordered relation

on V ∗
i .

Since the debate is a collaborative social process, agents share
common claimsof prime importance. To reach theglobal goal of the
multi-agent system, the common values have priority over the other
values.

Let usconsider adebatebetween two agents, avisitor and aguide
in the”FoiredeParis” . Theguideconsidersthat visitor’sclaimsmake
authority and adjust her own representation to adopt these claims.
By opposite, we will assume the visitor gives priority to the guide’s
claims. Therefore, there is an authority relation between the visitor
and the guide. On one hand, a guide should consider that visitor’s
claims are more revelant than her own. Therefore, her interlocutor
reputation values have priority over her personal values. If aj is a
visitor, the guide extended priority relation ai is constrained as fol-
lows : ∀vω ∈ VΩA

∀v ∈ Vi − VΩA
(v �∗

i v
i
j �

∗
i vω). On the other

hand, avisitor should consider that her own claimsaremorerevelant
than theguideones. If aj is aguide, thevisitor extended priority rela-
tion ai is constrained asfollows: ∀vω ∈ VΩA

∀v ∈ Vi−VΩA
(vi

j �
∗
i

v �∗
i vω).

We can easily demonstrate that the extended priority relation is a
strict completeordering relation. Theone-agent notion of conviction
is then defined as follows:

Definition 10. Let ai ∈ fA bean agent associated with theextended
KBase
AK∗

i = 〈K∗
i , V

∗
i , promote∗i ,�

∗
i 〉 and φ ∈ ALC a claim. The agent

ai is convinced by the claim φ iff φ is the conclusion of an accept-
able definition for theaudienceai with respect toA(K∗

i ).

Agents utter messages to exchange their representa-
tions. The syntax of messages is in conformance with
the common communication language, CL. A message
Mk = 〈Sk, Hk, Ak〉 ∈ CL has an identifier Mk. It is uttered
by a speaker (Sk = speaker(Mk)) and addressed to an hearer
(Hk = hearer(Mk)). Ak = act(Mk) is the message speech act.
It is composed of a locution and a content. The locution is one of
the following: question, propose, unknow, concede,
counter-propose, challenge, withdraw. The content,
also called hypothesis, is aclaim or aset of claims in ALC.

Speech acts have an argumentative semantic, because commit-
ments enrich the extended KBase of the creditors, and a public se-
mantic, becausecommitmentsare justified by theextended KBaseof
thedebtor.

For example, an agent can proposeahypothesis if hehasadefini-
tion for it. Thecorresponding commitmentsstoresareupdated. More
formaly, anagent ai canproposeto theagent aj ahypothesish at time
t if ai has a definition for it. The corresponding commitments stores
areupdated: for any agent ak ( 6= ai) CSk

i (t) = CSk
i (t− 1) ∪ {h}.

The argumentative and social semantic of the speech act
counter-propose is equivalent with the proposition one. The
rational condition for the proposition and the rational condition for
theconcession of thesame hypothesis by the sameagent distinguish
themselves. Agents can propose hypotheses whether they are sup-
ported by a trivial definition or not. By contrast, an agent does not
concedeall thehypotheseshehears in spite of they areall supported
by a trivial definition which are in thecommitment stores.

The others speech acts (question(h), challenge(h), unknow(h),
and withdraw(h)) areused to managethesequenceof moves(cf sec-
tion 7). They have no particular effects on commitments stores, nei-
ther particular rational conditions of utterance. Since withdraw(h)
speech act has no effect on commitments stores, we consider that
commitments storesarecumulative [9].

Thehypotheseswhich arereceived must bevaluated. For this pur-
pose, commitments will be individually considered in accordance
with the speaker estimated reputation. The following example illus-
trates this principle.

Example 2. If the agent a1 utters the following message: M1 =
〈a1, a2, propose(Subway(x))〉, then theextended KBaseof theagent
a2 is as represented in the table 4.

Figure 4. Theextended KBase of theagent a2

�∗
2 V ∗

2 K∗
2

v1 φ11 : Trans(x)
φ21 : Transw Taxi(x) t Subway(x)

v2 φ12 : Taxi u Subway ≡ ⊥
φ22 : Trans(x) w Dest(x, inParis)

v3 φ3 : Dest(x, inParis) w Taxi(x) A1

v4 φ4 : Dest(x, level2hallc) w Subway(x)
v5 φ5 : Dest(x, versailles) w Taxi(x)
v6 φ6 : Trans(x) w Dest(x, versailles) A2

v7 φ7 : Trans(x) w Dest(x, level2hallc) B

v
2

1 {Subway(x)} = CS2

1 B′
2

Wehavepresented hereamodel of agentswho exchangehypothe-
ses and argue. In the next section, we bound a formal area where
debates takeplace.

6 Dialectic system

When aset of social and autonomousagentsargue, they reply to each
other in order to reach the interaction goal, i.e. an agreement about
a claim. We bound a formal area, called dialectic system, which is
inspired by [7] and adapted to this paper context.

During exchanges, speech acts are not isolated but they respond
to each other. Moves syntax is in conformance with the common
moves language : ML. A move movek = 〈Mk, Rk, Pk〉 ∈ ML
hasan identifier movek. It containsamessageMk asdefined before.
Moves are messages with some attributes to control the sequence.
Rk = reply(movek) is themoveidentifier to which movek responds.
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A move (movek) is either an initial move (reply(movek) = nil) or a
replying move (reply(movek) 6= nil ). Pk = protocol(movek) is the
protocol namewhich is used.

A dialectic system is composed of two agents. In this formal area,
two agents play moves to check an initial hypothesis, i.e. the topic.

Definition 11. Let AKΩA
= 〈KΩA

, VΩA
, promote

ΩA
〉 bea common

value-based argumentation KBase and φ0 a claim in ALC. The di-
alectics system on the topic φ0 is a quintuple DSΩM

(φ0,AKΩA
) =

〈N,H, T, protocol, Z, 〉 where :

• N = {init, part} ⊂ fA is a set of two agentscalled players: the
initiator and thepartner;

• ΩM ⊆ML is a set of well- formed moves;
• H is the set of histories, i.e. the sequences of well- formed moves

s.t. the speaker of a move is determined at each stage by a turn-
taking function and themoves agreewith a protocol;

• T : H → N is the turn-taking function determining the speaker
of a move. If |h| = 2n then T (h) = init elseT (h) = part;

• protocol : H → ΩM is the function determining themoves which
areallowed or not to expand an history;

• Z is theset of dialogue, i.e. terminal histories.

In order to be well- formed, the initial move is a question about
the topic from the initiator to thepartner and areplying move from a
player always references an earlier move uttered by the other player.
In this way, backtracks are allowed. We call dialogue line the sub-
sequence of moves where all backtracks are ignored. In order to
avoid loops, hypothesis redundancy is forbidden within propositions
belonging to the same dialogue line. Obviously, all moves should
contain thesameparameter protocol value.

We have bound here the area in which dialogues take place. We
formalize in the next section a particular protocol to reach a repre-
sentation agreement.

7 Protocol

When two agents have a dialogue, they collaborate to confront their
representations. For this purpose, we propose in this section a proto-
col.

To be efficient, the protocol is a unique-response one where play-
ers can reply just once to the other player’s moves. The protocol is a
set of sequence rules (cf figure 5). Each rule specifies authorized re-
plying moves. In this figure, speech actsresist or surrender to thepre-
viousone. For example, the“Propose/Counter-Propose” rule (written
srP/C ) specifies authorized moves replying to the previous proposi-
tions(propose(Φ)). Contrary to resisting acts, surrendering actsclose
the debate. A concession (concede(Φ)) surrenders to the previous
proposition. A challenge (challenge(φ)) and a counter-proposition
(counter-propose(φ)) resist to theprevious proposition.

The figure 6 shows a debate in the extensive form game represen-
tation wherenodesaregamesituationsand edgesaremoves. For ex-
ample, 2.3init denotesagamesituation wheretheexponent indicates
that theinitiator is thenext movespeaker. Theexponent of game-over
situations are boxes ( e.g. 2.1� , 3.2� , and 4.2� ). For evident clar-
ity reasons, the games that follows situations 2.2init, 4.4init, and
6.3init are not represented. In order to confront her representation
with a partner, an initiator begins a dialogue. If the partner has no
representation of the topic, he pleads ignorance and closes the dia-
logue (cf game situation 2.1� ). If players have the same represen-
tation, the dialogue closes (cf game situation 3.2� ). Otherwise, the
goal of the dialogue is to reach an agreement by verbal means. The
following example illustrates such adialogue.

Example 3. Let usconsider a dialoguebetween a visitor and a guide
in the” FoiredeParis” . In theinitial situation, thevalue-based argu-
mentation KBase of the visitor (resp. the guide) is represented in the
figure7 (resp. figure8). Commitmentsstoresare theresults of moves
sequence (cf figure9).

Figure 7. Extended argumentation KBase of thevisitor

�∗
1 V ∗

1 K∗
1

v1 φ11 : Trans(x)
φ21 : Transw Taxi(x) t Subway(x)

v2 φ12 : Taxi u Subway ≡ ⊥
φ22 : Trans(x) w Dest(x, inParis)

v3 φ3 : Dest(x, inParis) w Taxi(x) A1

v
1

2 ∅ = CS1

2

Figure 8. Extended argumentation KBase of theguide
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2 K∗
2

v1 φ11 : Trans(x)
φ21 : Transw Taxi(x) t Subway(x)

v2 φ12 : Taxi u Subway ≡ ⊥
φ22 : Trans(x) w Dest(x, inParis)

v
2

1 ∅ = CS2

1

v4 φ4 : Dest(x, level2hallc) w Subway(x)
v7 φ7 : Trans(x) w Dest(x, level2hallc) B

Figure 9. Dialogue to reach an agreement

K∗
1 −KΩA

KΩA
K∗

2 −KΩA

φ11, φ21, φ12, φ22

K1 CS1
2 Gamesituation CS2

1 K2

φ3 ∅ 0 ∅ φ4, φ7

→ question(Trans(x))→
φ3 ∅ 1 ∅ φ4, φ7

← propose(Subway(x))←
φ3 Subway(x) 2 ∅ φ4, φ7

→ challenge(Subway(x))→
φ3 Subway(x) 3 ∅ φ4, φ7

← propose(φ4, φ7, φ11)←
φ3 Subway(x), φ4, φ7 4 ∅ φ4, φ7

→ counter-propose(φ11, φ3, φ22)→
φ3 Subway(x), φ4, φ7 5 φ3 φ4, φ7

← concede(Taxi(x))←

8 Conclusion

We have proposed in this paper a framework for inter-agents dia-
logue to reach an agreement, which formalize a debate in which the
divergent representations are discussed. For this purpose, we have
proposed an argumentation-based representation framework which
manages the conflicts between claims with different relevances for
different audiences to compute their acceptance. Moreover, we have
proposed a model for the reasoning of agents where they justify the
claimsto which they commit and takeinto account theclaimsof their
interlocutors. This framework bounds a dialectics system in which
agents play adialogue to reach an agreement about aconflict of rep-
resentation.

Futureworkswill investigate theapplicationsof such dialoguefor
theservicescomposition. For this purpose, wehave to shif t from our
notion of propositional commitment to the notion of commitment in
actions.
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Figure 5. Set of speech acts and their potential answers.

Sequences rules Speech acts Resisting replies Surrendering replies

srQ/A question(φ) propose(φ′), φ ` φ′ unknow(φ)

srP/C propose(Φ) challenge(φ), φ ∈ Φ concede(φ),Φ ` φ
counter-propose(φ), φ 6∈ Φ

srC/P challenge(φ) propose(Φ), Φ ` φ withdraw(φ)

srRec/P counter-propose(Φ) propose(Φ′), Φ ⊆ Φ′ withdraw(Φ)

srT unknow(Φ) ∅ ∅
concede(Φ) ∅ ∅
withdraw(Φ) ∅ ∅

Figure 6. Debate in an extensive form gamerepresentation

0init 1part
question(φ0)

2.1�unknow(φ0)

2.2init ...
propose(ψ0), φ0 ` ψ0

2.3init

propose(ψ1), φ0 ` ψ1

3.1part

counter-propose(ψ2), ψ2 6≡ ψ1 4.1init

propose(Ψ2), ψ2 ∈ Ψ2

5.1part
challenge(ψ3 ∈ Ψ2)

6.2�
withdraw(ψ3)

6.3init ...
propose(Ψ3) Ψ3 ` ψ3

4.2�
withdraw(ψ2)

3.2�

concede(ψ1)

3.3part...challenge(ψ1)

4.3�
withdraw(ψ1)

4.4init ...
propose(Ψ1), Ψ1 ` ψ1
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A Utility and Information Based Heuristic for
Argumentation1

Nir Oren and Timothy J. Norman and Alun Preece2

Abstract. While researchers have looked at many aspects of argu-
mentation, an area often neglected is that of argumentation strate-
gies. That is, given multiplepossiblearguments that an agent can put
forth, which should be selected in what circumstances. In this paper,
weproposeaheuristic that implementsonesuch strategy. Theheuris-
tic assigns a utility cost to revealing information, as well as a utility
to winning, drawing and losing an argument. An agent participating
in a dialogue then attempts to maximise its utility. After informally
presenting the heuristic, we discuss some of its novel features, after
which some avenues for future work are examined.

1 Introduction

Argumentation has emerged as a powerful reasoning mechanism in
many domains. Onecommon dialoguegoal isto persuade, whereone
or more participants attempt to convince the others of their point of
view. This type of dialogue can be found in many areas including
distributed planning and conflict resolution, education and in models
of legal argument. At the same time that the breadth of applications
of argumentation has expanded, so has the sophistication of formal
models designed to capture the characteristics of the domain. While
many researchershavefocused on thequestion of “what aretheprop-
erties of an argument” , fewer have looked at “how does one argue
well” .

In this paper, we propose a decision heuristic for an agent allow-
ing it to decide which argument to advance. The basis for our idea
is simple; the agent treats some parts of its knowledge as more valu-
able than other parts, and, while attempting to win the argument,
attempts to minimise the amount of valuable information it reveals.
Thisheuristic often emerges in negotiation dialogues, aswell asper-
suasion dialogues in hostilesetting (such astakeover talksor in some
legal cases). Utilising this heuristic in arguments between computer
agents can also be useful; revealing confidential information in an
ongoing dialogue may damage an agent’s chances of winning a fu-
ture argument.

In the remainder of this paper, we will briefly describe the frame-
work, provide an example as to its functioning, and then examine
its features in more detail and look at possible extensions to our
approach. First however, we will examine a number of existing ap-
proaches to strategy selection.

2 Background and related research

Argumentation researchers have recognised the need for argument
selection strategies for a long time. However, the field has only re-

1 A moredetailed version of this paper was presented at ECAI-2006
2 Department of Computing Science, University of Aberdeen, AB24 3UE,

Scotland, email: noren,tnorman,apreece@csd.abdn.ac.uk

cently started receiving more attention. Moore, in his work with the
DC dialectical system [8], suggested that an agent’s argumentation
strategy should take three things into account:

• Maintaining the focus of the dispute.
• Building itspoint of view or attacking the opponent’s one.
• Selecting an argument that fulfils the previous two objectives.

In most cases, there is no need for a strategy to maintain the fo-
cus of a dispute; many argumentation protocols are designed so as
to fore this focus to occur. Nevertheless, this item should be taken
into consideration when designing a general purpose strategy. The
first two items correspond to the military concept of a strategy, i.e.
a high level direction and goals for the argumentation process. The
third item corresponds to an agent’s tactics. Tactics allow an agent
to select a concrete action that fulfils its higher level goals. While
Moore’s work focused on natural language argument, these require-
ments formed thebasis of most other research into agent argumenta-
tion strategies.

In 2002, Amgoud and Maudet [1] proposed a computational sys-
tem which would capture some of the heuristics for argumentation
suggested by Moore. Given a preference ordering over arguments,
thecreated agentswhich could follow a“build” or “destroy” strategy,
either defending their own arguments or attacking an opponent’s.

Using some ideas from Amgoud’s work, Kakaset al. [7] proposed
a three layer system for agent strategies in argumentation. The first
layer contains “default” rules, of the form utterance← condition,
while the two higher layers provide preference orderings over the
rules (effectively acting as meta-rules to guide dialogue). Assuming
certain restrictions on the rules, they show that only one utterance
will be selected using their system, a trait they refer to as determin-
ism. While their approach is able to represent strategies proposed by
a number of other techniques, it does require hand crafting of the
rules. No suggestions are made regarding what a “good” set of rules
would be.

In [2], Amgoud and Prade examined negotiation dialogues in a
possibilistic logic setting. An agent has a set of goals it attempts to
pursue, aknowledge baserepresenting itsknowledge about theenvi-
ronment, and another knowledge base which is used to keep track of
what it believestheother agent’sgoalsare. Theauthorsthen present a
framework in which these agents interact which incorporates heuris-
tics for suggesting the form and contents of an utterance, a dialogue
game allowing agents to undertake argumentation, and a decision
procedure to determine the status of the dialogue. They then suggest
and formalise a number of strategies that an agent can follow.

Other notable mentions and formalisations of argumentation
strategiescan be found in [4, 10, 3]. In the latter, Bench-Capon iden-
tifies a number of stages in the dialogue in which an agent might be
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faced with a choice, and provides some heuristics as to what argu-
ment should be advanced in each of these cases.

Apart from guiding strategy, heuristicshaveseen other usesin dia-
loguegames. Recent work by Chesñevar et al. [5] hasseen heuristics
being used to minimise the search space when analysing argument
trees. Argument schemes [13] are well used tools in argumentation
research, and can be viewed as a form of heuristic that guides the
reasoning procedure.

3 Confidentiality Based Argumentation

In many realms of argument, auxiliary considerations (apart from
simply winning or losing theargument) comeinto play. In many sce-
narios, one such consideration involves hiding certain information
from an opponent. In thissection, we describe a utility based heuris-
tic to guide an agent taking part in a dialogue while being careful
about what information it reveals. When faced with anumber of pos-
sible arguments that it can advance, we claim it should put forth the
one that minimises the exposure of information that it would like to
keep private. The limitations of our current approach, as well as ex-
tensions and refinements to it are discussed in Section 5.

Thiswork emerged while investigating thepropertiesof other for-
mal argument systems (such as [6, 12, 11, 15]). It is thus based on
our own formal argumentation system. Webelieve, and plan to show
in future work, how our heuristic can be implemented in other, more
widely accepted argumentation frameworks.

Our system can be divided into two parts; at the lower level lies
the logical machinery used to reason about arguments, while at the
higher level we have a dialogue game, definitions of agents and the
environment, and the heuristic itself. In this section, we will infor-
mally discuss our framework. A formal definition of the system can
be found in [9].

3.1 The Argumentation Framework

The framework underpinning our heuristic is very simple, but still
allows for argumentation to takes place. Argumentation takes place
over a language containing propositional literals and their negation.
Arguments consist of conjunctions of premises leading to a single
propositional conclusion. A conclusion a which requiresno premises
can be represented by the argument ({>}, a).

Weareinterested in thestatusof literals(given aset of arguments),
rather than the status of the arguments themselves. We can classify
a literal into one of three sets: proven, in conflict, and unknown. A
literal is in conflict if we can derive both it and its negation from a
set of arguments. It is (un)proven, if it can (not) be derived and it
is not in conflict, and unknown if neither it, nor its negation can be
derived.

Our derivation procedure is based on the forward chaining of ar-
guments. We begin by looking at what can be derived requiring no
premises. By using these literals as premises, we compute what new
literals can be generated, and continue with this procedure until no
further literals can be computed. At each step of the process, we
check for conflicts in thederived literals. When aconflict occurs, the
literal (and itsnegation) are removed from thederived set and placed
into a conflict set. Argumentsdepending on these literalsarealso re-
moved from the derivation procedure. At the end of the derivation
procedure, we can thus compute all three classes of literals3.

3 A Prolog implementation of this framework is available at ht t p: / / www.
csd. abdn. ac. uk/ ˜ nor en.

3.2 Agents, the Dialogue Game and the Heuristic

Agents engage in a dialogue using the argumentation framework de-
scribed abovein an attempt to persuadeeach other of certain facts. In
our system, an agent isan entity containing aprivateknowledgebase
of arguments, a function allowing it to compute thecost of revealing
literals, and a set of utilities specifying how much it would gain for
winning, drawing or losing the argument. The dialogue takes place
within an environment, that, apart from containing agents, contains
a public knowledge base which holds all arguments uttered by the
agents.

Our dialogue game proceeds by having agents take turns to make
utterances4. An utteranceconsistsof aset of logically linked individ-
ual arguments. Alternatively, an agent may pass, and the game ends
when no new argumentshavebeen introduced into thepublic knowl-
edge by any of the participants during their turn (which means that
a dialogue is guaranteed to end given assuming a finite number of
arguments). Once thisoccurs, it ispossible to determine thestatusof
each agent’s goal, allowing one to determine the net utility gain (or
loss) of all the agents in the system.

An agent wins an argument if its goal literal is in the proven set,
while it draws an argument if the goal literal is in the conflict set or
unknown. Otherwise, an agent is deemed to lose the argument. The
net utility for an agent is determined by subtracting the utility cost
for all literals appearing in the conflict and knowledge set from the
utility gained for winning/drawing/losing the game.

To determine what argument it should advance, an agent com-
putes what the public knowledge base would look like after each
of its possible utterances. Using the derivation procedure described
previously, it determines whether making the utterance will allow it
to win/draw/lose the dialogue, and, by combining this information
with the utility cost for exposed literals, it computes the utility gain
for every possible utterance. It then selects the utterance which will
maximiseitsutility. If multiplesuch utterancesexist, another strategy
(such as the one described in [10]) can be used.

It should be noted that it is possible to remove literals from the
conflict set by attacking the premises of the arguments that inserted
them into the set (thus reinstating other arguments). The lack of a
preference relation over arguments means that attack in our frame-
work issymmetric. While limiting, wearestill ableto model auseful
subclass of arguments.

Before discussing the properties of the system, we show how a
dialogue might look when this heuristic isused.

4 Example

The argument consists of a hypothetical dialogue between a gov-
ernment and some other agent regarding the case for, or against,
weapons of mass destruction (WMDs) existing at some location.

Assume that Agent0 would like to show the existence of WMDs.
Proving this gains it 100 utility, while showing that WMDs don’t
exist means no utility is gained. Uncertainty (i.e. a draw) yields a
utility gain of 50. Furthermore, assume the agent begins with the
following arguments in itsknowledge base:

({>}, spysat), ({>}, chemicals), ({>}, news), ({>}, factories)

({>}, smuggling), ({smuggling},¬medicine), ({news}, WMD)

({factories, chemicals}, WMD), ({spysat},WMD)

4 Note that weplace no restrictions on the number of arguing agents.
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({sanctions, smuggling, factories, chemicals},¬medicine)

Weassociate the following costs with literals:

(spysat,100) (chemicals, 30)
(news, 0) ({medicine, chemicals}, 50)
(smuggling, 30) (factories, 0)

Note that if both medicine and chemicals are present, the agent’s
utility cost is 50, not 80. Thus, if both spysat and chemicals are
admitted to, the agent’s utility cost will be 130.

The dialogue might thus proceed as follows:

(1) Agent0 : ({>}, news), ({news}, WMD)
(2) Agent1 : ({>},¬news)
(3) Agent0 : ({>}, factories), ({>}, chemicals),

({factories, chemicals}, WMD)
(4) Agent1 : ({>}, sanctions),

({sanctions, factories, chemicals},
medicine), ({medicine},¬WMD)

(5) Agent0 : ({>}, smuggling),
({sanctions, smuggling, factories,

chemicals},¬medicine)
(6) Agent1 : {}
(7) Agent0 : {}

Informally, the dialogue proceeds as follows: Agent0 claims that
WMDsexist since the news says they do. Agent1 retorts that he has
not seen those news reports. Agent0 then points out that factories
and chemicals exist, and that these were used to produce WMDs. In
response, Agent1 saysthat duetosanctions, thesewereactually used
to produce medicine. Agent0 attacks this argument by pointing out
that smuggling exists, which means that the factories were not used
to produce medicines, reinstating the WMD argument. Both agents
havenothing moreto say, and thuspass. Agent0 thuswinsthegame.

It should be noted that while Agent0 is aware that spy satellites
have photographed the WMDs, it does not want to advance this ar-
gument due to thecost of revealing this information. Thefinal utility
gained by Agent0 for winning the argument is 20: 100 for winning
the argument, less 30 for revealing smuggling, and 50 for the pres-
ence of the chemicals and medicine literals. Also, note that the
fact that Agent1 revealed the existence of medicines cost Agent0
an additional 20 utility. While this makes sense in some scenarios, it
can beregarded ascounterintuitivein others. Extensionsto overcome
this behaviour areexamined in the next section.

5 Discussion

Asmentioned earlier, wecreated our own underlying framework, and
one of our short term research goals involves mapping our heuris-
tic into another, more widely used argumentation framework. Our
framework shares much in common with the “sceptical” approach
to argumentation; when arguments conflict, we refuse to decide be-
tween them, instead ruling them both invalid. The simplicity of our
approach means that only specific types of arguments can be repre-
sented (namely, those whose premises are a conjunction of literals,
and whose conclusion isasingle literal). However, as seen in theex-
ample, even with this limitation, useful arguments can still emerge.

The way in which we represent the information “ leaked” during
thedialogue, aswell ascalculate theagent’snet utility, whilesimple,
allows us to start studying dialogues in which agents attempt to hide
information. Until now, most work involving utility and argumenta-
tion has focused on negotiation dialogues (e.g. [14]). We propose a
number of possible extensions to the work presented in thispaper.

One simple extension involves the addition of a context to the
agent’s cost. In other words, given that fact A,B and C are known,
we would like to be able to capture the notion that it is cheaper to
reveal D and E together than as speech acts at different stages of
the dialogue. Without some form of lookahead to allow the agent
to plan later moves, this extension is difficult to utilise. Once some
form of lookahead exists, the addition of opponent modelling can
further enhance the framework. Experimentally, evaluating the ef-
fects of various levels of lookahead, as well as different forms of
opponent modelling might yield some interesting results.

Currently, we do not differentiate between information which the
agent has explicitly committed to, and information that the agent
has not yet disagreed with. More concretely, assume that the public
knowledge base contains the argument ({>}, A). If an agent makes
use of this argument, perhaps by submitting the argument ({A}, B),
then it is committed to the fact that A is true. If however, it never
puts forth arguments making use of the fact, then an opponent can-
not know if the agent is actually committed to A or not. We plan to
extend our formalism and heuristic to capture this interaction in the
near future.

Another extension that emerges from this line of reasoning is the
concept of lying. An agent might commit to A to win an argument,
even if its knowledge base contains only ¬A. How best to deal with
thissituation is an open question.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a heuristic for argumentation based on
minimising the cost of information revealed to other dialogue par-
ticipants. While such an argumentation strategy arises in many real
world situations, wearenot familiar with any application that explic-
itly makes use of this technique. To study the heuristic, we proposed
an argumentation framework that allowed us to focus on it in de-
tail. Several novel features emerged from the interplay between the
heuristic and the framework, including the ability of an agent to win
an argument that it should not have been able to win (if all informa-
tion were available to all dialogue participants). Whilewe have only
examined a very abstract model utilising the heuristic, we believe
that many interesting extensions are possible.
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Representing and Querying Arguments in RDF

Iyad Rahwan1, 2
and P. V. Sakeer3

Abstract. This paper demonstrates the potential of the Semantic

Web as a platform for representing, navigating and processing argu-

ments on a global scale. We use the RDF Schema (RDFS) ontology

language to specify the ontology of the recently proposed Argument

Interchange Format (AIF) and an extension thereof to Toulmin’s ar-

gument scheme. We build a prototype Web-based system for demon-

strating basic querying for argument structures expressed in the Re-

source Description Framework (RDF). An RDF repository is created

using the Sesame open source RDF server, and can be accessed via a

user interface that implements various user-defined queries.

1 Introduction

The theory of argumentation has found a wide range of applications

in both theoretical and practical branches of artificial intelligence and

computer science [9, 4, 3]. Argumentation is a verbal and social ac-

tivity of reason aimed at increasing (or decreasing) the acceptability

of a controversial standpoint for the listener or reader, by putting for-

ward a constellation of propositions intended to justify (or refute)

the standpoint before a rational judge [13, page 5]. In a computa-

tional or multi-agent system, the rational judge could correspond to

a particular choice of rules for computing the acceptable arguments

or deciding the agent that wins the argument. Moreover, the stand-

point may not necessarily be propositional, and should be taken in the

broadest sense (e.g. it may refer to a decision or a value judgement).

Finally, the term controversial should also be taken in the broad sense

to mean “subject to potential conflict.”

While argumentation mark-up languages, such as AML Araucaria

[10], already exist, they are primarily a means to enable users to

structure arguments through diagramatic linkage of natural language

sentences. Moreover, these mark-up languages do not have clear and

rich semantics, and are therefore not designed to process formal log-

ical statements such as those used within multi-agent systems.

In response to the above limitation, an effort towards a standard

Argument Interchange Format (AIF) has recently commenced [15].

The aim was to consolidate the work that has already been done in

argumentation mark-up languages and multi-agent systems frame-

works, and in particular facilitate: (i) argument interchange between

agents within a particular multi-agent framework; (ii) argument in-

terchange between agents across separate multi-agent frameworks;

(iii) inspection/manipulation of agent arguments through argument

visualisation tools; and (iv) interchange between argumentation vi-

sualisation tools.

This paper presents preliminary attempts to build a Web-based

system for navigating and querying argument structures expressed

1 Institute of Informatics, British University in Dubai, PO Box 502216,
Dubai, UAE, email: irahwan@acm.org

2 (Fellow) School of Informatics, University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, UK
3 Institute of Informatics, British University in Dubai, PO Box 502216,

Dubai, UAE

in the Resource Description Framework (RDF). The RDF represen-

tation of arguments conforms to an ontology of arguments, which

based on the AIF specification and expressed in the RDF Schema lan-

guage. By expressing the AIF ontology in a standard format (namely

RDF), it becomes possible to use a variety of Semantic Web tools

(e.g. RDF query engines) to access and process arguments. This ap-

proach opens up many possibilities for automatic argument process-

ing on a global scale.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In the next Section,

we summarise the current state of the Argument Interchange Format

specification. In Section 3, we describe how RDF and RDF Schema

can be used to specify argument structures. We conclude the paper

with a discussion in Section 4.

2 The Argument Interchange Format Ontology

In this section, we provide a brief overview of the current state of

the Argument Interchange Format.4 The AIF is a core ontology of

argument-related concepts. This core ontology is specified in such

a way that it can be extended to capture a variety of argumentation

formalisms and schemes. To maintain generality, the AIF core on-

tology assumes that argument entities can be represented as nodes

in a directed graph (di-graph). This di-graph is informally called an

argument network (AN).

2.1 Nodes

There are two kinds of nodes in the AIF, namely, information nodes

(I-nodes) and scheme application nodes or scheme nodes (S-nodes)

for short. Roughly speaking, I-Nodes contain content that represent

declarative aspects of the the domain of discourse, such as claims,

data, evidence, propositions etc. On the other hand, S-nodes are ap-

plications of schemes. Such schemes may be considered as domain-

independent patterns of reasoning, including but not limited to rules

of inference in deductive logics. The present ontology deals with

two different types of schemes, namely inference schemes and attack

schemes. Potentially scheme types could exist, such as evaluation

schemes and scenario schemes, which will not be addressed here.

If a scheme application node is an application of an inference

scheme it is called a rule of inference application node (RA-node). If

a scheme application node is an application of a preference scheme

it is called a preference application node (PA-node). Informally, RA-

nodes can be seen as applications of rules of inference while PA-

nodes can be seen as applications of (possibly abstract) criteria of

preference among evaluated nodes.

4 We will use the AIF specification as of April 2005 [15]).
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2.2 Node Attributes

Nodes may possess different attributes that represent things like title,

text, creator, type (e.g. decision, action, goal, belief), creation date,

evaluation, strength, acceptability, and polarity (e.g. with values of

either “pro” or “con”). These attributes may vary and are not part of

the core ontology. Attributes may be intrinsic (e.g. “evidence”), or

may be derived from other attributes (e.g. “acceptability” of a claim

may be based on computing the “strength” of supporting and attack-

ing arguments).

2.3 Edges

According to the AIF core ontology, edges in an argument network

can represent all sorts of (directed) relationships between nodes, but

do not necessarily have to be labelled with semantic pointers. A node

A is said to support node B if and only if an edge runs from A to

B.5

There are two types of edges, namely scheme edges and data

edges. Scheme edges emanate from S-nodes and are meant to support

conclusions. These conclusions may either be I-nodes or S-nodes.

Data edges emanate from I-nodes, necessarily end in S-nodes, and

are meant to supply data, or information, to scheme applications. In

this way, one may speak of I-to-S edges (e.g. representing “informa-

tion,” or “data” supplied to a scheme), S-to-I edges (e.g. representing

a “conclusion” supplied by a scheme) and S-to-S edges (e.g. repre-

senting one scheme’s attack against another scheme).

to I-node to RA-node to PA-node

from
I-
node

data/information
used in applying
an inference

data/information
used in applying a
preference

from
RA-
node

inferring a
conclusion in the
form of a claim

inferring a
conclusion in the
form of a scheme
application

inferring a
conclusion in the
form of a
preference
application

from
PA-
node

applying
preferences
among
information
(goals, beliefs, ..)

applying
preferences
among inference
applications

meta-preferences:
applying
preferences among
preference
applications

Table 1. Informal semantics of support.

2.4 Extending the Ontology: Toulmin’s Argument
Scheme

Philosopher Stephen Toulmin presented a general argument scheme

for analysing argumentation. Toulmin’s scheme, which has recently

become influential in the computational modelling of argumentation,

consists of a number of elements which are often depicted as follows:

D −→ Q, C

| |
since W unless R

|
B

The various elements are interpreted as follows:

5 Note that this is a rather lose use of the word “support” and is different from
the notion of “support between arguments” in which one argument supports
the acceptability of another argument.

Claim (C): This is the assertion that the argument backs.

Data (D): The evidence (e.g. fact, an example, statistics) that sup-

ports the claim.

Warrant (W): This is what holds the argument together, linking the

evidence to the claim.

Backing (B): The backing supports the warrant; it acts as an evi-

dence for the warrant.

Rebuttal (R): A rebuttal is an argument that might be made against

the claim, and is explicitly acknowledged in the argument.

Qualifier (Q): This elements qualifies the conditions under which

the argument holds.

An example of an argument expressed according to Toulmin’s

scheme can be as follows. The war in Irat (a fictional country) is

justified (C) because there are weapons of mass destruction (WMDs)

in Irat (D) and all countries with weapons of mass destructions must

be attacked (W). Countries with WMDs must be attacked because

they pose danger to others (B). This argument for war on Irat can be

rebutted if the public do not believe the CIA reports about Irat pos-

sessing WMDs (R). Finally, this argument only holds if attacking Irat

is less damaging than the potential damage posed by its WMDs (Q).

Toulmin’s argument scheme may be represented as an extension

of the AIF core ontology. In particular, the concepts of claim, data,

backing, qualifier and rebuttal are all expressed as sub-classes of I-

Node. The concept of warrant, on the other hand, is an extension of

RA-Nodes. This is because the former concepts all represent passive

declarative knowledge, while the warrant is what holds the scheme

together. In addition, since I-Nodes cannot be linked directly to one

another, we introduce two new extensions of RA-Nodes. The new

qualifier-application nodes link qualifier nodes to claim nodes, while

rebuttal-application nodes link rebuttal nodes to claim nodes.

3 Arguments in RDF/RDFS

In this section, we describe the specification of the AIF ontology, and

its extension to Toulmin’s argument scheme, in RDF Schema.

3.1 Background: XML, RDF and RDFS

The Extensible Mark-up Language (XML) is a W3C standard lan-

guage for describing document structures by tagging parts of docu-

ments. XML documents provide means for nesting tagged elements,

resulting in a directed tree-based structure. The XML Document

Type Definition (DTD) and XML Schema languages can be used to

describe different types of XML documents.

The Resource Description Framework (RDF)6 is a general frame-

work for describing Internet resources. RDF defines a resource as

any object that is uniquely identifiable by an Uniform Resource Iden-

tifier (URI). Properties (or attributes) of resources are defined using

an object-attribute-value triple, called a statement.7 RDF statements

can be represented as 3-tuples, as directed graphs, or using a stan-

dard XML-based syntax. The different notations are shown in Figure

1. Attributes are sometimes referred to as properties or predicates.

Unlike XML, which describes document models in directed-tree-

based nesting of elements, RDF’s model is based on arbitrary graphs.

This structure is better suited for creating conceptual domain models.

RDF provides a more concise way of describing rich semantic infor-

mation about resources. As a result, more efficient representation,

querying and processing of domain models become possible.

6 http://www.w3.org/RDF/
7 Sometimes, an attribute is referred to as a property or a slot.
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3671959IyadRahwan phone

("IyadRahwan ", phone, "3671959")

<rdf:Description rdf:about="IyadRahwan ">

<phone>3671959</phone>

</rdf:Description>

Graphical notation:

Tuple notation:

XML notation:

Figure 1. Different notations for RDF statements

RDF Schema (RDFS)8 is an (ontology) language for describing

vocabularies in RDF using terms described in the RDF Schema spec-

ification. RDFS provides mechanisms for describing characteristics

of resources, such as the domains and ranges of properties, classes of

resources, or class taxonomies. RDFS (vocabulary describing) state-

ments are themselves described using RDF triples.

3.2 AIF and Toulmin’s Scheme in RDF Schema

We have first specified the AIF core ontology in RDFS using the

Protégé ontology development environment.9 The main class Node

was specialised to three types of nodes: I-Node, S-Node and

Conflict-Node. The S-Node class was further specialised to

two more classes: PA-Node and RA-Node. For example, the fol-

lowing RDFS code declares the class PA-Node and states that it is

a sub-class of the class S-Node.

<rdfs:Class rdf:about="&kb;PA_Node"

rdfs:label="PA_Node">

<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="&kb;S-Node"/>

</rdfs:Class>

Next, the following elements from Toulmin’s scheme were in-

troduced as I-Nodes: claim, data, backing, rebuttal, and quali-

fier. All these elements represent passive declarative knowledge.

Toulmin’s warrant was expressed as an RA-Node, since it holds

part of the argument together, namely the data nodes and the

claim. Similarly, we introduced two other types of RA-Nodes:

Rebuttal-Application nodes are used to link rebuttal nodes

to claims, while Qualifier-Application nodes are used to

link qualifier nodes to claims. The resulting ontology is represented

in Figure 2.

Note that the concept ToulminArgument is a standalone con-

cept. Instances of this concept will express complete arguments ex-

pressed in Toulmin’s scheme. Such instances must therefore refer to

instances of the various elements of the scheme. The ontology im-

poses a number of restrictions on these elements and their interrela-

tionships. In particular, each Toulmin argument must contain exactly

one claim, exactly one warrant, exactly one qualifier, at least one

backing, and at least one data. The following RDFS code declares the

property claim which links instances of ToulminArgument to

instances of type Claim, and states that each ToulminArgument

must be linked to exactly one Claim:

<rdf:Property rdf:about="&kb;claim"

a:maxCardinality="1"

a:minCardinality="1"

rdfs:label="claim">

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="&kb;ToulminArgument"/>

<rdfs:range rdf:resource="&kb;Claim"/>

</rdf:Property>

8 http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-schema/
9 http://protege.stanford.edu/

Node

I-Node S-Node Conflict-Node

is-a is-a is-a

Claim Data Backing Rebuttal Qualifier

is-a
is-a

is-a is-a
is-a

RA-Node PA-Node

is-a is-a

Rebuttal-Application Warrant Qualifier-Application

is-a is-a is-a

ToulminArgument Scheme

Figure 2. Toulmin argument class hierarchy as an extension of AIF
ontology

Warrant: Countries

with WMD's must

be attacked

Rebuttal-

Application

warrant-to-claim
Claim: War on Irat

is justified

Rebuttal: CIA

reports about Irat

possessing WMDs

not credible

Backing:Countires

with WMD's are

dangerous

Data: There are

WMDs inIrat

Qualifier-

Application

Qualifier: attacking Irat

is less damaging than

the potential damage

posed by its WMDs

qualifier-to- qualifierapp rebuttal-to- rebuttalapp

backing-to-warrant

qualifierapp -to-claim rebuttalapp-to-claim
data-to-warrant

Figure 3. RDF graph for a Toulmin argument

In our ontology, we defined various types of edges to capture ev-

ery type of edge, such as those that emanate from backing nodes to

warrant nodes, those from warrants to claims, and so on.

Note that according to our ontology, a single claim node can be-

long to multiple instances of Toulmin arguments. For example, a sin-

gle claim may be supported by multiple arguments. Moreover, a sin-

gle data node could contribute to multiple unrelated claims. The RDF

graph model enables such flexibility.

With the ontology in place, it is now possible to create instances

of the Toulmin argument scheme in RDF. Figure 3 shows an instance

representing the argument mentioned above for justifying the war

on Irat. In the Figure, we distinguished S-Nodes by dotted boxes

although they are treated the same from the point of view of RDF

processing.

3.3 Deploying an RDF Repository of Arguments

Our ultimate aim is to provide an infrastructure for publishing se-

mantically annotated arguments on the Semantic Web using a lan-

guage that is semantically rich and amenable to machine processing.

The choice of RDF as a representation language was motivated by

its expressive power and the availability of tools for navigating and

processing RDF statements.
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In order to test our idea, we upladed the argument instances on

Sesame:10 an open source RDF repository with support for RDF

Schema inferencing and querying. Sesame can be deployed on top of

a variety of storage systems (relational databases, in-memory, filesys-

tems, keyword indexers, etc.), and offers a large set of tools to devel-

opers to leverage the power of RDF and RDF Schema, such as a

flexible access API, which supports both local and remote access,

and several query languages, such as RQL and SeRQL. Sesame it-

self was deployed on the Apache Tomcat server, which is essentially

a Java servlet container.

We have written a number of queries to demonstrate the applica-

bility of our approach. The following query retrieves all warrants,

data and backings for the different arguments in favour of the claim

that “War in Irat justified.”

select WARRANT-TEXT, DATA-TEXT, BACKING-TEXT
from {WARRANT} kb:scheme-edge-warrant-to-claim {CLAIM},

{WARRANT} kb:text {WARRANT-TEXT},
{DATA} kb:data-edge-data-to-warrant {WARRANT},
{DATA} kb:text {DATA-TEXT},
{BACKING} kb:data-edge-backing-to-warrant {WARRANT},
{BACKING} kb:text {BACKING-TEXT},
{CLAIM} kb:text {CLAIM-TEXT}

where
CLAIM-TEXT like "War in Irat justified"

using namespace kb = http://protege.stanford.edu/kb#

The output of the above query returned by Sesame will be the fol-

lowing:

WARRANT-TEXT DATA-TEXT BACKING-TEXT

Countries with WMDs
must be attacked

There are WMDs in
Irat

Countries with WMDs
are dangerous

Query results can be retrieved via Sesame in XML for further pro-

cessing. In this way, we could build a more comprehensive system for

navigating argument structures through an interactive user interface

that triggers such queries.

4 Discussion and Conclusion

A number of argument mark-up languages have been proposed. For

example, the Assurance and Safety Case Environment (ASCE)11 is a

graphical and narrative authoring tool for developing and managing

assurance cases, safety cases and other complex project documenta-

tion. ASCE relies on an ontology for arguments about safety based

on claims, arguments and evidence [6].

Another mark-up language was developed for Compendium,12 a

semantic hypertext concept mapping tool. The Compendium argu-

ment ontology enables constructing Issue Based Information System

(IBIS) networks, in which nodes represent issues, positions and ar-

guments [5].

A third mark-up language is the argument-markup language

(AML) behind the Araucaria system,13 an XML-based language

[10]. The syntax of AML is specified in a Document Type Defini-

tion (DTD) which imposes structural constraints on the form of legal

AML documents. AML was primarily produced for use in the Arau-

caria tool. For example, the DTD could state that the definition of

an argument scheme must include a name and any number of critical

questions.

ClaiMaker and related technologies [12] provide a set of tools

for individuals or distributed communities to publish and contest

ideas and arguments, as is required in contested domains such as

10 www.openrdf.org/
11 www.adelard.co.uk/software/asce/
12 www.compendiuminstitute.org/tools/compendium.htm
13 http://araucaria.computing.dundee.ac.uk/

research literatures, intelligence analysis, or public debate. It pro-

vides tools for constructing argument maps, and a server on which

they can then be published, navigated, filtered and visualized us-

ing the ClaimFinder semantic search and navigation tools [2]. How-

ever, again, this system is based on a specific ontology called the

ScholOnto ontology [11].

The above attempts at providing argument mark-up languages

share the following limitation. Each of the above mark-up languages

is designed for use with a specific tool, usually for the purpose of fa-

cilitating argument visualisation. It was not intended for facilitating

inter-operability of arguments among a variety of tools. As a conse-

quence, the semantics of arguments specified using these languages

is tightly coupled with particular schemes to be interpreted in a spe-

cific tool and according to a specific underlying theory. For example,

arguments in Compendium are interpreted in relation to a specific

theory of issue-based information systems. In order to enable true

interoperability of arguments and argument structures, we need an

argument description language that can be extended in order to ac-

commodate a variety of argumentation theories and schemes. The

AIF, as captured in RDF/RDFS, has the potential to form the basis

for such a language.

Another limitation of the above argument mark-up languages is

that they are primarily aimed at enabling users to structure argu-

ments through diagramatic linkage of natural language sentences [7].

Hence, these mark-up languages are not designed to process formal

logical statements such as those used within multi-agent systems. For

example, AML imposes structural limitations on legal arguments, but

provides no semantic model. Such semantic model is needed in order

to enable the automatic processing of argument structures by soft-

ware agents.

Our future plans include extending the AIF core ontology to other

argument schemes, such as Walton’s schemes for presumptive rea-

soning [14]. By doing so, we hope to validate the applicability of our

approach and identify the limitations of RDF and RDFS for repre-

senting argument structures. It may well be that a more expressive

ontology language is needed, such as OWL [8].

Another future direction for our work is to build applications that

exploit the rich semantics of arguments provided by Semantic Web

ontologies. Such applications could range from sophisticated argu-

ment processing and navigation tools to support human interaction

with argument content, to purely automated applications involving

multiple interacting agents operating on Web-based argument struc-

tures.
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A critical review of argument visualization tools:
do users become better reasoners?

Susan W. van den Braak1 and Herre van Oostendorp1 and Henry Prakken2 and Gerard A.W. Vreeswijk1

Abstract. This paper provides an assessment of the most recent em-
pirical research into the effectiveness of argument visualization tools.
In particular, the methodological quality of the reported experiments
and the conclusions drawn from them are critically examined. Their
validity is determined and the methodological differences between
them are clarified. The discrepancies in intended effects of use espe-
cially are investigated. Subsequently, methodological recommenda-
tions for future experiments are given.

1 Introduction

Argument diagramming is often claimed to be a powerful method
to analyze and evaluate arguments. Since this task is laborious, re-
searchers have turned to the development of software tools that sup-
port the construction and visualization of arguments in various repre-
sentation formats, for instance, graphs or tables. As a result, several
argument visualization tools currently exist [3], such as ArguMed
[18], Araucaria [5], ATHENA [6], Convince Me [7], Compendium
[8], Belvedere [9], ProSupport [4], and Reason!Able [15]. Typically,
these tools produce “boxand arrow”diagrams in which premises and
conclusions are formulated as statements. These are represented by
nodes that can be joined by lines to display inferences. Arrows are
used to indicate their direction.

Although it is often claimed that structuring and visualizing ar-
guments in graphs is beneficial and provides faster learning, experi-
ments that investigate the effects of these tools on the users’ reason-
ing skills are relatively sparse. Nevertheless, some experiments have
been reported and the purpose of this paper is to critically examine
their methodological quality and the conclusions drawn from them.
Thus we aim to give an assessment of the state-of-the art in empiri-
cal research on the use of argument visualization tools, and to make
some methodological recommendations for future experiments.

This paper is part of a larger research project on software support
for crime investigations. Since reasoning is central to crime inves-
tigations and current support tools do not allow their users to make
their underlying reasoning explicit, it is important to consider the use
of argument visualization during these investigations. In this respect,
it is also important to explore the effectiveness of such visualization
tools.

The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 describes the
criteria that will be used to evaluate the methodological quality of
the experiments. The methods and results of these experiments are
then discussed in Sections 3 and 4. Finally, Section 5 offers method-
ological recommendations to conduct future research.

1 Department of Information and Computing Sciences, Utrecht University,
the Netherlands

2 Faculty of Law, University of Groningen, the Netherlands

2 Investigating the effectiveness of argument
visualization tools

Among the tools that were experimentally tested for their effec-
tiveness are Belvedere, Convince Me, Questmap, and Reason!Able.
These have in common that they are education-oriented and designed
to teach critical thinking or discussion skills, and are tested in an ed-
ucational setting, for instance, on students during a course. Also, im-
portant discrepancies exist, for example, Belvedere and Reason!Able
are entirely designed to assist argument construction and analysis,
while Convince Me produces causal networks. Questmap has dif-
ferent main purposes, namely collaborative decision making, but it
supports the construction of argument structures to a certain degree.
Furthermore, Belvedere and Questmap are tested during collabora-
tive reasoning, while Reason!Able is used by a single user. Most
importantly, differences exist between the intended effects of use.
Obviously, the latter affects the measures of effectiveness used and
the tasks to be performed. This paper aims to provide an overview of
these discrepancies.

In the remainder of this paper, the methods (viz. experimental de-
signs, participants, and procedures) and results of the conducted ex-
periments on argument visualization tools will be described. The aim
of this is to find a general pattern or plan that may be followed to
conduct research in this area. Moreover, we will determine whether
these experiments were able to prove the long existing claim that vi-
sualization improves and simplifies reasoning. While describing the
experimental methods, two important issues will be addressed, that
is, the validity of the experiments and the related problem of finding
a measure for the outcome variable, because these may affect their
outcomes and the interpretations of their results. For this purpose,
a checklist will be presented that allows us to assess their method-
ological quality. Additionally, this paper provides an overview of the
proposed measures and their reliability.

2.1 Validity

If empirical experiments are conducted, it is important to take into
account the validity of the experiment. Validity is mainly concerned
with the question of whether the experiment really measures what
it is supposed to measure. Two important types that we will con-
sider in this paper are internal validity and external validity [2, 19].
Internal validity is the extent to which the differences in values of
the dependent variable (the outcome variable) were actually caused
by the independent variable (the variable that is manipulated by the
experimenter) and not by some other source of variation. The exter-
nal validity of an experiment is concerned with the following ques-
tion: how well do the results of the experiment generalize beyond the
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sample of subjects in the experiment and the particular experimental
manipulations to the rest of the possible situations of the real world?

Besides evaluating the validity of an experiment, it is also impor-
tant to consider the reliability of the measures used and the experi-
ment conducted. If an experiment or measure is reliable, it means that
it yields consistent results. In order for a measure to be reliable (or
accurate) the results should be reproducible and as little as possible
be influencedby chance.

It should be noted that validity implies reliability but not the other
way around. Validity refers to obtaining results that accurately reflect
the concept being measured, while reliability refers to the accuracy
of the scores of a measure.

Generally, internal validity is assured by assigning subjects to
treatment groups and control groups randomly. Experiments that
use randomization and that are internally valid are sometimes called
“true”experiments. Experiments that approximate these internally
valid experiments but do not involve randomization are called quasi-
experimental. This means that a valid experiment should at the very
least have the participants assigned to conditions randomly, so that
the external variables are under control and internal validity is main-
tained.

However, internal validity is not easy to obtain and is dependent
on the chosen design. In a between-subjects design the participants
are used only once and are part of the treatment group or the con-
trol group but differences between participants cannot be completely
controlled. To cancel out the influenceof relevant pre-existing dif-
ferences between groups on the results, the treatment and control
groups have to be matched or homogenized. For this reason, random
assignment of subjects to conditions is crucial. Another solution to
avoid effects of external variables is the use of a within-subjects de-
sign. In such a design all participants are used twice, as they receive
both treatments. In order to cancel out any carryover effects, such
as learning, practice, or fatigue effects, participants have to be as-
signed in such a way that different subjects receive both treatments
in different orders (i.e. counterbalancing). Basically, these methods
of randomization, counterbalancing, matching, and homogenization
help to ensure internal validity.

External validity is affected by the design and subjects chosen. In
order to assure external validity, the experimenter has to make sure
that the experiment is conducted with the right participants as sub-
jects, in the right environment, and with the right timing. Therefore,
the experimental environment should be as realistic as possible. Ad-
ditionally, the subjects should be selected from the population ran-
domly. Finally, to check for external validity, the experiment should
be replicated in other settings, with other subject populations, and
with other, but related variables.

Table 1. Criteria for experimental validity

Criteria

Reliability use consistent measures

Internal validity use at least one control group
assign participants to conditions randomly
match or homogenize (between-subjects designs)
counterbalance (within-subjects designs)

External validity draw a random sample from a population
use real world settings and stimuli
replicate the experiment

Obviously, since experimenters try to prove the effectiveness of
their tool by justifying causal relations between the use of the tool
and the users’ reasoning skills, their research should preferably be
done through laboratory experiments that are valid; the criteria are
summarized in Table 1. Unfortunately, as we will see below, this is
not often the case so that valid conclusions cannot be drawn.

2.2 Measures

The goal of the experiments described in this paper is to measure the
effectiveness of a tool. The effectiveness describes the effect on the
users’ ability to reason (e.g. did these tools make their users better
reasoners?). However, defining a measure for this is not straightfor-
ward. It is even hard to find an objective, reliable measure, that ac-
curately measures the users’ progress in reasoning skills. Moreover,
to allow for statistical comparison, a quantitative measure has to be
used, but such a generally accepted reliable measure is not available
yet, as can be concluded from the large amount of different measures
used. Generally, scores on critical thinking tests or assignments as-
sessed by experts are used as measures for learning outcomes. These
seem to be the only feasible and most reliable ways to measure rea-
soning skills in a quantitative way. However, as said, not all tools are
designed with the same effects of use in mind. In some cases, the
effectiveness of a tool is measured by the quality of the constructed
argument. In other cases it is measured by the amount of discussion
or the coherence of the arguments. It is important to be aware of
these differences and their influenceon the experimental tasks and
the conclusions drawn from them.

3 Methods and results

In this section a detailed description of the reported methods and
results of the experiments on Belvedere, Convince Me, Questmap,
and Reason!Able is given. Their validity will be assessed and their
conclusions will be critically examined.

3.1 Belvedere

Belvedere [9] is a tool that is designed to support scientific argumen-
tation skills in students and to stimulate discussions on scientific top-
ics among students. With Belvedere students can build and display
“inquiry diagrams” to model argumentation (see Figure 1). These
diagrams consist of data nodes, hypothesis nodes, and unspecified
nodes. Undirected links can be used to connect these nodes by for,
against, and unspecified relations.

3.1.1 Method

Belvedere was tested in laboratory sessions and an in-school study
[9] that investigated how well Belvedere facilitated the emergence of
critical discussion. In the first set of sessions, the participants worked
in pairs, using only one computer. The pairs were asked to resolve a
conflict that was presented in textual and graphical form. The par-
ticipants were also allowed to use a database with a small amount
of relevant information. The second set was almost identical to the
first set except that the participants worked on individual monitors
and a shared drawing space. It should be noted that only two pairs of
students participated in these sessions.
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Figure 1. Screenshot of the Belvedere programme

The effect of Belvedere on the participants’ critical discussion
skills was measured by the amount of discussions that arose. This
measure was rather a qualitative than a quantitative one, as the re-
searchers mainly described the students’ interactions. This experi-
ment was not valid, because the measure was not valid and no control
group was used to compare the experimental group to.

Further, to compare the effect of different representations on the
learning outcomes, three different representation formats were tested
in [10] and also [11] and [12]. This experiment was internally valid as
it was based on a between-subjects design with three groups in which
the participants were assigned to groups randomly. Moreover, there
were no significant pre-existing differences between the groups’ gen-
der balance and mean grade point average due to homogenization.
External validity was not guaranteed, because of the artificial nature
of the task. It was very limited and was completed in a laboratory
setting, while the effect was only measured during the initial use and
not over a longer period of time.

The groups, consisting of 20 students each, were defined by the
software they used, that is, matrix, graph, or text. All groups had
to perform the same task of structuring an unsolved science chal-
lenge task into data, hypotheses, and evidential relations. Identical
background information was presented to all three groups, one page
at a time. The students had to work in pairs and were asked to use
the given information in their representation of the problem, before
continuing to the next page (the showed information would not re-
main available for later reference). After finishing their representa-
tion of the problem, the students had to complete a post-test contain-
ing multiple-choice questions and had to write a collaborative essay.

These essays were scored according to the following measures:

• Evidential strength: the strength of the evidential relation-
ship, on a scale of 0 to 4, with + indicating a supporting
relationship, and − indicating a conflictingrelationship.

• Inferential difficulty: the number of information pages that
must be accessed to infer the relationship, with 0 indicating
that the relationship is explicitly stated in the material, and
> 1 indicating that the relationship has to be inferred.

• Inferential spread: the difference (in pages) between the first
and last page needed to infer the relationship. This is a mea-
sure of how well participants integrate information given at
different pages.

In order to obtain a measure of the quality of the essay that was
produced, an expert completed the task himself and his evidential
matrix was used to compare the students’ essays to. In this way, the
students’ ability to list the most important data and relations of the
problem was measured. It thus measures the students’ collaborative
scientific discussion skills.

In sum, Belvedere has two aims: to support the amount of critical
discussion and to enhance collaborative learning of reasoning skills.
The former was tested in an internally invalid study, while the latter
was investigated in an internally valid experiment. The tasks involved
constructing arguments based on unstructured information in which
the students had to identify data for and against their hypothesis.
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3.1.2 Results

For the first set of experiments, the researchers only gave qualita-
tive descriptions of the results. In the first set of sessions, the exper-
imenters found an encouraging amount of discussion. In the second
set they found that in one pair the students cooperated to a high de-
gree, but that there was no interaction at all in the other pair.

For the in-school study it was found that sensible diagrams were
produced, but that the use of shapes and link types was inconsistent.
Moreover, it was found that students incorporated several points of
the debate into diagrams.

On the basis of these observations, the authors concluded that
Belvedere indeed stimulated critical discussions. However, although
a tendency was shown, this experiment did not conclusively prove
an effect as it was not internally valid. Conclusions drawn based on
these studies are therefore premature. In this respect, the second ex-
periment is more promising, because internal validity was achieved.
Moreover, the documentation on the second experiment was consid-
erably more detailed.

None of the test in the second experiment yielded a significant
difference between the groups. From these results the researchers
concluded that there were no significant differences in performance
between the users that used matrix or graph representations and the
users that used text only. According to the researchers, the lack of
significance of the learning outcomes was disappointing, although
the researchers noted that this was not surprising given the fact that
the total amount of time spent working with Belvedere was too short
for learning outcomes to develop.

It must be said that trends were in the predicted direction but not
significant. This means that the students who were allowed to use the
Belvedere software that contained matrix representations performed
better than the students who used graph representations, who in turn
performed better than the students who used text only. Therefore, a
tendency is shown that visually structured representations can pro-
vide guidance for collaborative learning that is not provided by plain
text only, while a significant difference could not be proven. This
conclusion is legitimate since the experiment was internally valid.

3.2 Convince Me

Convince Me [7] is a tool for generating and analyzing argumenta-
tion and is designed to teach scientific reasoning. In addition, Con-
vince Me provides feedback on the plausibility of the inferences
drawn by the users as it predicts the user’s evaluations of the hy-
potheses based on the produced arguments. It is based on Thagard’s
Theory of Explanatory Coherence [13]. Arguments in Convince Me
consist of causal networks of nodes and the users’ conclusion drawn
from them (see Figure 2). Nodes can display either evidence or hy-
potheses. Explanatory or contradictory relations are represented as
the undirected links between these nodes.

3.2.1 Method

The study described in [7] compared the performance of the partici-
pants who used Convince Me to the performance of paper and pen-
cil users. In this study, 20 undergraduate students of Berkeley had
to complete a pre-test (in which both groups had no access to the
software), three curriculum units on scientific reasoning, integrative
exercises (one group is allowed to use Convince Me, the other group
is not allowed to do so), a post-test (nobody had access to Convince
Me), and a questionnaire (to establish relevant differences between
groups).

Figure 2. Screenshot of the Convince Me tool

The group that was allowed to use Convince Me consisted of 10

participants, the other 10 participants were part of the group that
used paper and pencil only. Both groups received the same instruc-
tions and exercises. There were no significant difference between the
groups in age, year in school, SAT scores, and total session hours.

This experiment used a between-subjects design. The potential ef-
fect of intergroup differences was not an issue here as the experi-
menters confirmed that the groups were homogeneous with respect to
relevant variables. However, they did not mention whether random-
ization was used while assigning subjects to conditions. Therefore, it
will be assumed that this experiment was at least quasi-experimental,
but a definiti ve analysis of the experiments’ validity cannot be made.

The following measures were used to measure the utility of the
software:

1. How well the participants’ beliefs are in accord with their argu-
ment structures.

2. The kinds of changes made when arguments are revised.

Only the first measure will be used in the description of the results
that will presented below, because this is the most suitable of the two
to measure the effectiveness of a tool. The latter only measures the
stability of the arguments constructed, not the effect on the users’
reasoning skills. The former is a measure of the arguments’ coher-
ence, that is, it shows whether people are able to construct arguments
that reflecttheir beliefs properly.

So in short, Convince Me attempts to improve the coherence of its
users’ arguments so that users become more aware of the believabil-
ity of their arguments. Note that this differs from the learning effect
that was claimed by the developers of Belvedere. Required method-
ological information is missing so that a genuine assessment of the
validity of this experiment cannot be made. Moreover, important de-
tails about the nature of the task were not reported.

3.2.2 Results

During the exercises, the participants’ beliefs were more in accord
with the structures of their arguments if they were using Convince
Me, than if they were using paper (p < 0.05). Also during the post-
test, the belief-argument correlations of Convince Me users were sig-
nificantly higher (p < 0.05) and better than during the pre-test (see
Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Results of the experimental testing of Convince Me, after [7]

Based on these results the experimenters claimed that the tool im-
proved the users’ argumentation skills and made them better reason-
ers. They also showed that these skills remained when the partici-
pants did not have access to the tool and were not supported by it,
and that those were still better than the skills of the participants who
did not use the tool at all. However, some reservation is appropriate
here as the validity of the experiments is unknown.

3.3 Questmap

Questmap is designed to mediate discussions by creating visual in-
formation maps (see Figure 4), but is used by [1] to support collabo-
rative argumentation in legal education. It is based on IBIS, an Issue-
Based Information System that is designed for collaborative problem
identification and solving. IBIS helps multiple users to discuss is-
sues related to a problem and reach a consensus on a solution. Its
main procedure involves decomposing the problem into issues. Pos-
sible answers to them are recorded as positions. Arguments for and
against these positions may be recorded as well. Questmap provides
many additional node types, including problems, claims, warrants,
backing, and data nodes. By using these nodes, arguments can be
constructed.

3.3.1 Method

In [1], the computer-based representational tool Questmap, was
tested for its effect on legal argumentation skills.

The most important research question to be answered was: “How
does using CSAV, while groups of three or four second-year law stu-
dents generate arguments throughout the semester, affect the quality
and type of arguments generated on a practice final exam (p. 81)”.
Also, a hypothesis was formulated: “groupsusing CSAV to construct
arguments throughout the study will create higher quality arguments
on a practice final exam than those who construct written arguments
throughout the study. (p. 81)”

The quality of the produced arguments was measured by:

1. the number of arguments, counterarguments, rebuttals, and evi-
dence present in the practice final exam

2. the scores on the final exams as assessed by the professor
3. the richness of arguments saved in Questmap throughout the

semester measured by the number of nodes created (to describe
the progress in the treatment group only)

The design was a quasi-experimental between-subjects design.
The treatment group consisted of 33 law students who completed
the assignments using Questmap in groups of three or four. The con-
trol group of 40 students completed the exercises individually using
conventional methods. Participants were not randomly assigned to
groups, because the participants were allowed to choose the group
they wanted to participate in. On the other hand, the pre-test revealed
that the groups were in fact homogeneous. This means that at least
some internal validity was assured.

The students’ argumentation skills were tested and trained
throughout the semester. They had to complete fi ve assignments that
addressed current legal issues in relation to the admissability of the
evidence. Both groups of students were allowed access to the same
materials, but only the treatment group was allowed to use Questmap.
Two of the assignments of the treatment group were analyzed to mea-
sure the progress throughout the semester.

At the end of the semester all participants completed a final exam
without the use of Questmap. During this exam the students had to
construct all relevant arguments to a given problem individually and
without the use of legal resources. These exams were graded by the
professor.

To sum up, Questmap claims to improve the quality of the users’
arguments so that the users become better reasoners. The assign-
ments involved producing answers to the problem that consisted of
arguments, counterarguments, and rebuttals. In the experiment, inter-
nal validity was only partially assured.

3.3.2 Results

The found results show that there were no pre-existing differences
between the groups (p > 0.05), that the arguments did not be-
come more elaborate throughout the semester, and that the treatment
group did not have a significantly higher score than the control group
(p > 0.05). Based on these results, the experimenter claimed that the
hypothesis did not hold and that law students who were allowed to
use a computer supported argumentation tool did not perform better
on the exam than students who only used paper and pencil during the
course. On the other hand, it must be said that while the differences
between the treatment and control group were not significant, a trend
was discovered in the predicted direction (cf. mean = 5.15 and mean
= 4.50 respectively, where 0.05 < p < 0.10). However, the value
of these observations is limited, as complete internal validity was not
assured.

3.4 Reason!Able

Reason!Able [15] is educational software that supports argument
mapping to teach reasoning skills. It provides support to the users
by guiding them step-by-step through the construction process. The
argument trees constructed by Reason!Able contain claims, reasons,
and objections (see Figure 5). Reasons and objections are complex
objects that can be unfolded to show the full set of premises and
helping premises that are underlying them.

3.4.1 Method

In [15] and [16], the question of “doesit work”was addressed. To an-
swer this question, all students who were part of a one-semester un-
dergraduate Critical Thinking course at the University of Melbourne
and used Reason!Able during this project, were asked to complete
a pre-test and a post-test that was based on the California Critical
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Figure 4. Screenshot of Questmap

Thinking Skills Test. This test consisted of 34 multiple-choice ques-
tions. Obviously, this experiment was not internally valid, because
no control group was used so that a valid comparison of the results is
impossible, although the measure seems to be reliable.

A similar study was reported by [17] in which students were also
pre-tested and post-tested using two tests, namely the California Crit-
ical Thinking Skills Test and written test in which students had to
identify the main conclusions, reformulate the reasoning, and eval-
uate the reasoning of a short argumentative text. The latter was as-
sessed by two experts. Methodological details were missing so no
real assessment of the internal validity can be made. But since no
direct control group was available, internal validity will be limited.

Another, more elaborate, study was reported in [14]. Students were
learning argumentation skills during a period of 16 weeks; one group
of 32 students participated in a traditional course, another group of
53 in a Reason!-based course. The latter was allowed to use Reason!
(a predecessor of the Reason!Able programme) to construct argu-
ment trees. Both groups were pre-tested and post-tested using the
Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal; another multiple-choice
test. The students in the Reason! group were also asked to com-
plete the written pre-test and post-test. Although two groups were
tested, those were not compared to each other. This means that no
real between-subjects design was used. Moreover, it was not men-
tioned whether randomization was used. Therefore, this experiment
cannot be considered to be internally valid.

So, similar to Questmap, Reason!Able aims to provide support
to make its users better reasoners. Several studies were performed,
which were not internally valid. During the course, students had to
produce their own arguments but the written pre-test and post-test
consisted of the reproduction of an argument from an argumentative
text. Similarly, the multiple-choice tests involved identifying proper

arguments rather than constructing arguments. This means that the
task that measured the students’ skills considerably differed from the
assignments during the course, although both involved the identifica-
tion of arguments and counterarguments.

3.4.2 Results

In the first study it was found that the students’ scores improved with
almost 4 points over the last three years (SD = 0.8). Generally, it
is assumed that the students’ performance in any subject would nor-
mally be expected to improve by only 0.5 standard deviation over
three years. From this the author concluded that the Reason! ap-
proach improved the students’ critical thinking skills and was more
effective than traditional approaches. Unfortunately, no valid experi-
mental design was used to compare these results statistically.

Similarly in [16] and [17] it was claimed that the approach im-
proved the students’ skills more over one semester than traditional
approaches that needed the entire undergraduate period to achieve
the same result. Reason! was claimed to be three to four times more
effective than traditional approaches that do not use the Reason!Able
software. However, these claims seem to be premature, as the exper-
iments were not valid.

In the last study, two groups of students were tested but not com-
pared to each other. In [14] significant progress was reported for the
Reason! users (p < 0.05) on both the multiple-choice and the written
test, while the traditional group did not display a significant gain in
reasoning skills. But since internal validity was not assured, no safe
conclusion can be drawn.
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Figure 5. Screenshot of the Reason!Able software tool

4 Discussion

The experiments described above significantly differ. The most im-
portant methodological differences are concerned with the nature of
the task that had to be performed, the measures used, and the un-
derlying argumentation theory. These differences are summarized in
Table 2.

With respect to the task, the main differences had to do with the in-
tended effect of use. Also the nature of the tasks differed, as in some
experiments the participants had to produce the arguments them-
selves, while in other ones reproduction of arguments based on a
argumentative text was asked or multiple-choice test had to be com-
pleted. Moreover, sometimes collaboration was mandatory, while in
other cases users had to work individually. In most experiments sub-
jects had to establish supporting and attacking (or contradicting) re-
lationships.

The measures that were used also differed. Although most of them
involved expert assessment, there was a lack of information about the
criteria that were used to assess the quality of the users’ reasoning.
Similarly, little is known about the contents of the multiple-choice
tests. As far as the measures of argument quality are concerned, an-
other important distinction has to be made. Two different aspects are
measured, firstly , the quality of the arguments’ structure. For exam-
ple, this is measured by the number of nodes used (is there a suffi-
cient amount of detail) or the validity of the structure. Secondly, the
quality of the content of the argument is measured, for instance, by
expert assessment.

It was found that most results indicated that the tools have a posi-
tive effect on argumentation skills and make the users better reason-
ers. However, most experiments did not yield significant effects. The
observation that different underlying argumentation theories were
used is relevant for the conclusions drawn. Results that are not sig-
nificant may be caused by an underlying theory that is not suitable

for the task at hand. For example, an IBIS-based system may not be
suitable for the task of constructing legal arguments.

The difference in measured effects means that we have to divide
our conclusions into three subconclusions on argument quality, ar-
gument coherence, and critical discussion skills. Significant effects
were only found for argument coherence. For argument quality the
effects were not significant, but trends were shown in the positive di-
rection. These trends both concerned argument structure and content.
No quantitative results were reported on discussion skills.

5 Conclusion and future work

This paper has provided a critical review of the most recent research
into the effectiveness of argument visualization tools. Although it is
promising that some researchers at least subjected their tools to test-
ing, most of the experiments described in this paper were not com-
pletely valid. Sometimes it was even impossible to determine the va-
lidity of the results at all, as many important details were missing in
the description of the experiments; in particular methodological and
statistical details were not mentioned. As a consequence, due to a
lack of internal validity, the differences found may not be completely
caused by the use of the visualization tool but may have additional
causes and due to a lack of external validity, the results cannot eas-
ily be generalized to other populations. Therefore, it is premature
to claim that argument visualization tools cause higher quality argu-
ments, critical discussion, or coherent arguments. But given the fact
that most results point in the same direction, we think it is reason-
able to assume that these tools have a positive effect on the users’
argumentation skills.

However, a lot still remains to be done, because until now exper-
iments have failed to provide significant evidence for the benefits of
argument visualization tools. After all, significant differences have
been found but only in invalid experiments, while in the internally
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Table 2. Overview of methodological differences between experiments

Experimental tasks Experimental measures Argumentation
theory

Effect of use Production Links Collaboration
Belvedere critical discussion

skills and quality of
argument structure

production attack and
support

yes amount of discussion,
multiple-choice test, and
expert assessment of essay
by inferential strength,
difficulty , and spread

arguments in terms of
inference trees

Convince Me argument coherence
(structure)

unknown unknown unknown correlation with ECHO Thagard’s theory of
explanatory coherence

Questmap quality of both
argument structure
and content

production attack and
support

yes but not
mandatory in
control group
and not during
post-test

the number of argument
structures, the richness of
arguments, and expert as-
sessment of final exam

IBIS

Reason!Able quality of argument
content

reproduction
(pre-test and
post-test)

attack and
support

no multiple-choice critical
thinking skills tests and
expert assessment of
written test

arguments in terms of
inference trees

valid experiment the results have been not significant. More specif-
ically, based on our assessment of the internal validity, we have to
further restate our conclusions and say that with respect to the ex-
periments on Belvedere (the first experiment), Questmap, and Rea-
son!Able, no real conclusions can be drawn. Valid conclusions can be
drawn from the second experiment on Belvedere that failed to prove
a significant effect on argument quality, although a trend was proven
in the positive direction.

Nevertheless, the designs of these experiments and their short-
comings are useful to give recommendations for future research
on computer-supported argument visualization. First, the experiment
has to be valid, so that the results that are found and the conclusions
that are drawn are valid and can be generalized to larger populations.
More specifically , at least a between-subjects design should be used
with one control group. Second, the chosen measure should be reli-
able. Therefore, a quantitative, objective measure for the effective-
ness of a tool should be developed, but it should be noted that this is
not straightforward. The most reliable measure found so far seems to
be expert assessment, that is, specialists are asked to assess the qual-
ity of the argumentation by criteria such as the completeness and
validity of the argument constructed.

Now we have come to the point at which an action plan to conduct
research into the effectiveness of argument visualization tools can be
given:

1. Formulation of hypotheses.
2. Selection of the variables, especially choosing a dependent vari-

able that is based on a valid measurement.
3. Selection of the subjects, especially choosing a representative

sample for the population the results have to be generalized to,
other important issues include the sample size.

4. Selection of the design, especially choosing between a within-
subjects or between-subjects design, other important issues in-
volve randomization, homogenization (between-subjects design),
and balancing (within-subjects design).

5. Selection of the appropriate statistical tests in order to draw valid
conclusions.

Preferably, the usability and user-friendliness of the visualization
tool is tested first, so that it is easy enough for everybody to un-
derstand and use, and its complexity does not limit the constructed
arguments. Subsequently, other experiments can be conducted that
measure its effectiveness.

In short, this paper has made a contribution to the area of empiri-
cal research on argument visualization tools, in that it paves the way
for a more scientific approach to this research and provides an action
plan to conduct experiments. It is also relevant to our research project
on crime investigations, since the effectiveness of the tool we plan to
develop will be tested. Unfortunately, to our knowledge no experi-
ments focus on the effects of such tools on police investigations. We
are cautious to generalize the results described in this paper to the
domain of evidential reasoning in police investigations, as external
validity was not assured and the domain differs both in the type and
setting of the reasoning (cf. teaching versus crime solving). Most of
the described experiments did not concentrate on the effects on ev-
idential reasoning but focus on more general reasoning and conflict
resolution skills. Critical discussion and collaborative problem solv-
ing are other skills that are of use to police investigators. Taking this
into consideration the results on Belvedere and Questmap are most
relevant here, though no significant effects were demonstrated. This
means that a lot remains to be done in this area and that as far as we
know the experiment we plan to conduct on police investigators will
be the first of its kind.
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A knowledge representation architecture
for the construction of stories

based on interpretation and evidence
Susan W. van den Braak and Gerard A.W. Vreeswijk 1

Abstract. This paperdescribesStevie, a knowledgerepresentation
architecturefor theanalysisof complex legal cases.Stevie is targeted
at legal professionalswho may useit to infer stories(plausibleand
consistentreconstructionsof coursesof events) from evidenceand
hypotheses.Stevie is basedonknown argumentontologiesandargu-
mentationlogics.

1 INTRODUCTION

This paperdescribesStevie, a knowledgerepresentationarchitecture
for making senseof evidencethroughstoriesandtheir justification.
This systemis targetedat criminal investigatorswho may useit to
gain a betteroverview of complex cases.In the processof making
senseof largequantitiesof data,it will enablecrimeinvestigatorsto
formulatetheir hypothesesasstoriesof what might have happened
andto make their underlyingreasoningexplicit.

In project meetingswith crime investigatorswe learnedthat in
theanalysisof crimecasesthereis a demandfor a supporttool that
offers the ability to searchandcombinelarge quantitiesof data.In
fact,crime investigatorsalreadyusepowerful searchtools to match
possiblyrelevantdata.What they seemto lack is functionalitywith
whichsearchresultscanbeinterpreted,explained,andrelatedtoeach
otherin alargercontext. Stevie is afirst stabat therealizationof such
facilities.

With respectto argumentvisualization,thecontribution of Stevie
is threefold. Firstly, it representscases(amongothers)asdi-graphs
ratherthantrees.Thus,unnecessaryduplicationof nodesis avoided.
Further, Stevie possessesaninferentialcomponent to incorporatepre-
defined argumentationschemes.This componentalso assessesthe
dialecticalstatusof nodesto suggestplausiblestoriesto analysts.Fi-
nally, it representstemporalinformationandis thusableto rule out
storiesthataretemporallyinconsistent.

2 SYSTEM PURPOSE

This sectiondescribesthe context in which Stevie operates.It also
describesthefunctionalitythatthesystemprovidesat its interfaces.

2.1 Context

Stevie provides supportduring criminal investigationsby allowing
caseanalyststo visualizeevidenceandtheir interpretationof thatev-
idencein orderto constructcoherentstories.It allows themto main-
tain overview over all informationcollectedduringaninvestigation,

1 Departmentof Information andComputingSciences,Utrecht University,
theNetherlands

sothatdifferentscenarioscanbecompared.Moreover, they areable
to expressthe reasonswhy certainevidencesupportsthe scenarios.
In this way it may help themin seeingpatterns,discovering incon-
sistenciesandidentifyingmissingevidence.

It mustbe emphasizedthat Stevie is not meantto be usedin the
preparationof trials; nor is it intendedasa tool for modellinglegal
cases,sincepolice and prosecutionhave different responsibilities.
Crime analystsaresupposedto follow promisingleads,without too
muchconcernaboutproving guilt in court. Onceoneor moresus-
pectsaredetermined, theprosecutiontakesoverandStevie dropsout
of thepicture.

2.2 System interface

Stevie is presentedasa web front-endto an SQL database(Fig. 1).
Userslog in and createa caserecord,or selecta casewhich they
want to work on. Eachcaseis presentedin a split screenwherethe
upperhalf displaysa globaloverview of thecaseandthe lower half
displaysthe attributesof a nodethat is selectedby the userin the
upperhalf of thescreen.

The casecan be visually representedthrough multiple views.
Theseviews include a graphicalview, a table view, a hierarchical
view, a report view, a summaryview, anda linear view. The report
view is a verbalandlinear dumpof thecaserepresentationandcan
be usedas an official print-out for off-line instantiations(think of
theneedfor paperfiles andcommunicationby traditionalmail).Ste-
vie draws heavily on ideasfrom visualizingargumentation[6, 11].
Therefore,thegraphicalview is consideredto bemostrepresentative
for on-lineusesof Stevie.

If a nodeis clicked in the upper half of the screen,its contents
(andsomeof its otherattributes)canbe editedin the lower half of
thescreen.Nodescanbecreatedin isolation(bottom-up)or hierar-
chically throughothernodes(top-down). Thus,acaseis built.

2.3 State of implementation

Stevie is prototypedin Aafje. Aafje is programmed in PHPandstores
casedatain aPostgreSQLdatabase.Aafje hasthefollowing function-
ality: creationof cases,supportof multiple users,linkage to quotes
in PDF documents,usageof schemes,creationof nodestop-down
(from the main claim), bottom-up(from evidence),andby scheme
instantiation.Unimplementedfeaturesinclude a properly working
labelingalgorithmfor storiesanda faithful incorporationof theAIF
ontology(to beexplainedbelow).
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Figure 1. Screenshotof systeminterface.

3 THEORY

Stevie’s conceptualframework is to a largeextentbasedon thecore
ontologyfor argumententitiesandrelationsbetweenargumenten-
tities as describedin a recentdocumenton argumentinterchange
formats(AIFs) andontologies[18]. Accordingto theAIF ontology,
knowledgeabouta (notnecessarilylegal) caseis storedin two kinds
of nodes,viz. information nodes (I-nodes)andscheme instantiation
nodes (S-nodes).I-nodesrelateto contentandrepresentclaimsthat
dependon thedomainof discourse.In Fig. 2, I-nodesarerectangles
(andconversely).

Green Red Blue
Rectangle (I-node) P-node P-node Q-node

Ellipse S-node S-node Schemenode

Figure 3. Nodevisualization.

Schemes

According to the AIF standard,I-nodesmay be connectedto indi-
cateinferentialsupport,andS-nodesrepresentjustificationsfor those
connections.S-nodes(small red or greenellipsesin Fig. 2) are in-
stantiationsof generalinferenceschemes(largeblueellipses)andare
calledschemeinstantiationnodes(or instantiationnodesfor short).
Table3 summarizesnodevisualization.Schemesarepre-definedpat-
ternsof reasoning,suchasrulesof inference in deductive logicsbut
then broadenedto non-deductive logics or domaindependantpat-
ternssuchaswitnesstestimony in evidentialreasoning [11, 3, 12].

In principleschemesarepredefinedandmaybereusedby casean-
alysts.Therearemany schemesandour systemcannotcontainthem
all. Currently, Stevie usestheschemelist of Araucaria[10] which to
our knowledgeis thefirst systemthatdealswith schemes.

Stories

According to Wagenaaret al.’s theoryof anchorednarratives [16],
a story is a credible,coherent,temporallyconsistent,anddefensible
setof claimsthat togetherdescribea possiblecourseof events of a
casethatis subjectto investigation.
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Stevie usesdefeasiblereasoning[4, 9] to distill storiesoutof large
quantitiesof information.If we useprinciplesof defeasiblereason-
ing to define stories,we may saythat storiesmustbe containedin
conflict-freeand self-defendingcollectionof claims(I-nodes).A set
of claims is conflict-freeif (andonly) if it doesnot containa con-
flictingpair of I-nodes.The meaningof conflict-freenessis further
defined in the subsectionon stories(p. 4). A setof claims is self-
defendingif (andonly if) every argument(madeup of I-nodesand
S-nodes)againstan elementof that story canbe counteredwith an
argumentmadeupof I-nodesthatbelongto thatstory. In additionto
defeasiblereasoningprincipleswe adda third constrainton stories,
namelythat they mustbetemporallyconsistent.What this meansis
defined below. A simpleexampleof a caserepresentation that con-
tainsvalid storiesis shown in Fig. 4.

4 STRUCTURE

Themostimportantelementsof Stevie arenodesandlinks between
nodes.

Nodes

Thebasicbuilding blockof Stevie is anode.A nodeis anelementary
pieceof information that is usedin modelingcases.Nodescanbe
factsin a caseor claimsabouta caseandaretypically displayedin
a GUI. Every nodepossessestwo mandatory attributes,viz. a title
field and a text field. Additionally nodespossessoptional (scalar)
attributessuchasslotsindicatingtime andlocation,the nameof the
analystwhocreatedthenode,andalist of recordsof all edits.Finally,
a nodecanrefer to zeroor morereal-world objects,suchaspersons,
institutions,locationsandcars.

I-nodesfall apart into two categories,namely, quotationnodes
(Q-nodes,coloredblue) andinterpretationnodes(P-nodes,colored
greenandred,dependingon thepartyof interest,cf. Fig. 2).

Quotation nodes

A quotationnoderepresentsinformation from outsidethe system,
suchasquotesfrom testimonies,reports,minutesandotheroriginal
sourcedocuments,but alsoplaindatasuchascarregistrationdetails,
addresses,andtelephonenumbers.Thetext field of aquotationnode
is aliteral transcriptionof theselectedfragmentandcannotbefurther
edited.Onceimported,thecontentof a quotationnodeis fix ed,and
its statusis incontestablewithin thesystem.

Thereare two typesof quotationnodes:information nodesand
schemequotationnodes(schemenodes,for short).Informationquo-
tationnodes(bluerectangles)areordinaryquotationsfrom external
sourcedocuments.Schemenodes(blue ellipses)representa spe-
cial type of external information, namely, (quoted)argumentation
schemes.

Interpretation nodes

A P-noderepresentsanobservationor claim madeby a userfor the
purposeof makingsenseout of quoteddata.Nodesthat (indirectly)
supportthemainthesisarecoloredgreen;nodesthat(indirectly)con-
testthe main thesisarecoloredred, andnodesthat may serve both
interestsarecoloredyellow. In thepresentexample,yellow nodesdo
notoccurbut they mayoccurin morecomplicatedcases.

Interpretationnodescanbe questionedby usersandcanbe sup-
ported by other nodes.Unquestioned interpretationnodesprovide

supportof themselves.Questionedinterpretationnodes(indicatedby
the blue questionmark on the left) needfurther supportfrom other
nodesin order to be “believed”or “IN” (the evaluation of nodesis
describedbelow). Whetherthis supportindeedexistsdependsonfur-
ther inputof caseanalysts.

Thus,anI-nodemaycontaina quotefrom a sourcedocument(Q-
node),or it may containan explanationor interpretationof sucha
quote(P-node).

Schemes

Schemesbelongto a specialgroup of nodesthat representprede-
fined patternsof reasoning. A singleschemedescribesaninference,
the necessaryprerequisitesfor that inference,and possiblecritical
questionsthat might undercutthe inference.A schememay be in-
stantiatedto oneor moreschemeinstances(S-nodes).Graphically,
anS-nodeis depictedasa smallellipsethat is redor greendepend-
ing onthesideof interest.EveryS-nodespringsfrom aschemenode
(blue ellipse) and useszero or more antecedentnodesto justify a
consequentnode(cf. Fig. 2).

As anexampleof how schemesmay beapplied,considerFig. 2.
If a caseanalyst wishesto supportthe claim that “P stoleX from
Q”, Stevie will presentoneor more inferenceschemesfrom which
this conclusionfollows. In this case,the analystchose the scheme
entitled“PenalcodeSection987”.Accordingto thisscheme,in order
to prove “P stole X from Q”, it is necessaryto prove threesub-
claims,viz. “Q ownsX”, “ Q did not permitP to take X”, and“ P

took X”. In this case,thesethreeclaimssuffice to concludethat“P
stoleX from Q”.

Schemescanalsobeinstantiatedtheotherwayaround,from quo-
tation (or interpretation)nodesto conclusionnodes.Consideragain
Fig. 2. If ananalystwantsto find outwhichconclusionfollows from
the testimonialevidence“A: “I saw P took X””, he may chosethe
“Quoteinstantiation” schemeand will be automaticallypresented
with theconclusionthatfollowsbeing“A said:“I saw P tookX””.

Most schemes incorporatea pre-definedlist of so-calledcritical
questions. A critical questionis a possiblecircumstancethat may
invalidatea particular schemeinstantiation[11, 12]. Thus,critical
questionsare latent rebutters of S-nodesor, put differently, latent
undercutters.Fig. 2 shows examplesof critical questionsfor some
schemes.For instance,the inferencefrom “A saw P took X”” to “P
tookX” through“Perception”mayberebuttedby theknowledgethat
A is short-sightedanddid notwearglasses.

Links

To createa network of inferential and temporalinterdependencies,
nodescanbe linkedthroughtwo typesof connections,that is, infer-
ential connections(arrows andarrows with reversed arrowheadsin
Fig. 4) andtemporalconnections(arrows with solid dots asarrow-
heads).

Inferential links

Inferential connectionscan be createdby instantiatingschemes.
Thus,althoughinferencelinks andS-nodeslook different,they are
actuallythesame.Supportingconnectionsaredisplayedby arrows,
attackingconnectionsby reversedarrowheads.
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Temporal links

Temporalconnectionsaremadewhentwo nodespossesssufficient
information to relatethemtemporally, or elsewhena caseanalyst
decidesthattwo nodesmustbeconnectedtemporally. Oncetemporal
connectionsexist it is possibleto representstoriesof whatmighthave
happenedasasequenceof temporallystructurednodes.

Two nodesreceive a temporalconnectionautomaticallyif they
bothpossess anexplicit time stamp.Nodescanbeconnectedmanu-
ally aswell. If a caseanalystdecidesthatnodeA precedesnodeB

in time,hecreatesatemporallink betweenA andB. In doingso, the
caseanalystmustqualify that link by indicatinghis own confidence
in that link. This qualification canbeselectedfrom a predefined set
of modalities(for example:“certainly,” “beyondareasonabledoubt,”
and“likely”).

Stories

Theobjective of Stevie is to create,on thebasisof quotesandinter-
pretations,possiblestoriesthat indicatewhatmight have happened.
In Stevie, a story is a setS of nodesthatsatisfiesthe following two
postulates:

1. S is conflict-freeandself-defending.
2. The underlyingtemporaldigraphT of S is internally consistent

(i.e., acyclic) andconsistentwith temporalandcausalorderings
impliedby schemeinstantiationnodes.

Thus,S mustbe conflict-free,self-defending,and temporallycon-
sistent.Sinceall information available in a casetogetheris almost
always inconsistent,it is usually the casethat a single caseyields
room for multiple stories.Basedon inferential connections,nodes
canbeevaluatedasbeing“IN” or “OUT”.Quotationnodesandun-
questionedinterpretationnodesare“IN”.

Thereexist several semanticsfor nodeevaluation. Stevie usesthe
groundedandtheadmissibility semantics,respectively [5, 9]. For the
sake of simplicity, only theadmissibility semanticsis brieflyquoted
here[5]. This semanticsenforcesthe two propertiesthat are men-
tionedunder(1) above.

Nodescanbeeither“IN,” “OUT,” or “UNDEC”(undecided).

1. A questionedinterpretationnodeN is “IN”, if it satisfiesthefol-
lowing two conditions.

(a) N is supportedby anS-nodethatis “IN”

(b) All S-nodesthatattackN are“OUT”

2. A questionedinterpretation nodeN is “OUT”,if it satisfiesoneof
thetwo following conditions.

(a) All S-nodesthatsupportN are“OUT”

(b) N is attackedby anS-nodethatis “IN”

3. A questionedinterpretationnodeN is “UNDEC”,otherwise.

More complex configurations possessmorethanonevalid labeling,
and in someconfigurations the emptystory (all nodes“UNDEC”)
is alsoa valid labeling.Wheninstantiatinga scheme,newly created
antecedentelementscannothave beenquestionedyet so that they
are“IN”, until eitherthecorrespondingS-nodeor elseoneof its an-
tecedentnodesis eitherquestionedor attacked.In Fig. 2 thenode“Q
soldX to P”is outsinceit is undercuttedby “Pis apartyconcerned”.
As a result, the node“Q owns X” is “IN”, becauseits rebutter is
“OUT”.

A detaileddescriptionof the algorithmsusedfor graph“consis-
tency checking” (asit is calledby oneof thereviewers)is beyondthe
scopeof this paper. More detaileddescriptionsa varioussuchalgo-
rithmscanbefoundin theformal argumentation literature[4, 9].

5 RELATED WORK

As remarkedin Sec.2.2,Stevie drawsheavily onideasfrom visualiz-
ing argumentation.Compared to traditionalissue-basedinformation
systems(IBISs)andargumentvisualizationtools,however, Stevie is
moredirectedtowardsthe constructionof storiesthanto visualiza-
tion asa goal in itself. Further, Stevie usesa nodeontologythat is
in line with thecurrentstandardson representationformats for argu-
mentinterchange(AIF).

Becauseof its graphic interface,Stevie is strongly connectedto
FLINTS [7, 8, 19]. FLINTS (ForensicLed IntelligenceSystem)is a
methodologyandsoftwaresystemthathelpsanalyststo identify rel-
evant informationin largeamountsof data.Thedifferencebetween
FLINTS andStevie otherthanthatFLINTS is amuchmorematured
system,is that FLINTS is not centeredaroundthe constructionof
storiesasStevie is.

With respectto thedatamodel,Stevie follows thesameapproach
ascaseanalysistools suchasAraucaria[11] andLegal Apprentice
[17]. Araucaria is a software tool for the analysisand visualiza-
tion of arguments.It supportsargumentationschemes,anddepicts
argumentsas treesof nodes,wherenodesconsistsof quotes from
a fix ed text that is displayedin the left margin. Legal Apprentice
(LA) is a caseanalysissystemthat visualizesevidencein so-called
legal implication trees.Thoseare AND/OR tree-structureswhere
nodescanreceiveatrue,falseor undefinedstatusfrom caseanalysts.
The main conceptualdifferencesbetweenStevie andthesesystems
is that Stevie usesa logic and ontology of which basicprinciples
suchasschemeinstantiation[11, 3, 12] andadmissibility[5] have a
solid theoreticalunderpinningin thetheoryof formal argumentation
[4, 9, 18].

With respectto argumentationandlegal narratives,Stevie is also
strongly connectedto MarshalPlan [13], a formal tool to prepare
legal casesfor trial. The main differencebetweenStevie andMar-
shalPlanis that Stevie is more directedtowards investigation than
towardsthepreparationof legal trials.

Particularly relevant to mention is DAEDALUS [2], a tool that
mayhelpItalian magistrates andprosecutorsin their work; it is not,
like Stevie graphicallyorientedbut its usefulnessresidesin thefacil-
ity that it mayberequestedto validateand documentstepsmadeby
themagistrateandthepolice.

A last approachthat is interestingto mentionis the coherentist
approachas advocatedby Thagard et al. suchas ECHO [14, 15]
andespeciallyConvinceMe[1]. The latter is an artificial pedagog-
ical assistantto helpstudentsstructure,restructure,andassesstheir
knowledgeaboutoften controversial situations.Like Stevie it is a
sense-makingtool to formulatehypothesesbasedon evidence,but
then basedon principlesof coherencerather than being basedon
principlesof argument.
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Figure 2. Graphview of theft case.
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Figure 4. Graphview of shootingcase.
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Knowing when to bargain:
The roles of negotiation and persuasion in dialogue

Simon Wells and Chris Reed

Abstract. In this papertwo formal dialecticsystemsaredescribed,
a persuasionprotocol (PP0) and a negotiation protocol (NP0), to-
getherwith a methodfor shifting from an instanceof a persuasion
dialogueto an instanceof a negotiationdialogue.The rationalefor
this kind of shift is exploredin thecontext of thefallacy of bargain-
ing. Sucha dialecticalshift is proposedasa valuableway to enable
the participantsin an argumentative dialogueto proceedtowardsa
practicalsettlementwhenthey areotherwiseunableto persuadeeach
otherandtherebybring abouta resolution of their conflicts.

1 Introduction

A typical situationin argumentative dialogueoccurswhenoneparty
attemptsto persuadeanotherparty to acceptsomestandpoint.This
involvesnotionsof attackanddefenceasthepartiesattemptto justify
their own positionwhilst refuting that of their opponent. However,
becausetheparticipantsareautonomousentitiesthey will eacheval-
uatethe profferedargumentson their own terms.An argumentthat
partyA believesis sufficient to persuadepartyB isn’t necessarilythe
sameargumentthat B would acceptandwould thusbe persuaded.
What shouldoccurwhenA cannot persuadeB? If gettingB to ac-
ceptthe standpointis importantto A, thenA shouldhave available
analternative tacticfor reachingagreementin thosesituationswhere
asufficiently persuasiveargumentcannotbebroughtto bear.

In real-world argumentmany peopleresort to bargaining when
they areunableto persuadetheir opponent.For example,Harry and
Sally arearguing aboutwho shoulddo the washingup. Both have
statedthat they will not do thewashingup andthat theothershould
do it. Sally triesto persuadeHarry to do thewashingupanddefends
herposition,whenit is inevitably attacked,by statingthatshealways
doesthe washingup andaskswhy Harry can’t do it for a change.
Harry justifies his refusalto do thewashingup with thedefencethat
hehasjust hooveredtheliving roomandsoheshouldn’t have to do
both jobs.Domesticconflictssuchasthis area commonoccurrence
that are often resolved whenan offer is made,for example,Harry
concedeshewill do thewashingup if Sallywill take therubbishout.
This is not a concessionbaseduponSally’s superiorpersuasive ar-
gumentbut basedupona wider view of the situationandthe need
to reachapracticalsettlement.Thefactthattherubbishneededto be
takenoutwasnotanissuethatwasraisedin theprecedingpersuasion
dialoguebut wasan issuethat could be raisedduring a negotiation
dialogue.

As demonstratedin thedomesticstrifeexample,whenapartycan-
not get their standpointacceptedthroughjustification of that stand-
point an alternative tactic is to enter into some sort of negotiation
over theissueto determine;

1. what it would take to get the standpointacceptedby the other

party, and,failing that,
2. to determinewhat alternative (possibly reduced)standpointB

might acceptif it turnsout that theoriginal standpointis unlikely
ever to beacceptable.

This kind of situationcanbe characterisedasthe movementwithin
a dialoguefrom a persuasion-typesub-dialogueto a negotiation-
type sub-dialogue.This paperintroducestwo formal dialecticsys-
temsnamedPersuasionProtocol0 (PP0) andNegotiationProtocol
0 (NP0), togetherwith a methodfor moving from a persuasionsub-
dialoguecarriedout in accordancewith PP0 to a negotiation sub-
dialoguecarriedout in accordancewith NP0. Theaim is to demon-
stratethatthisparticularshift, from persuasionto negotiation,canbe
a usefulway to proceedwhena persuasiondialogueis unlikely to
reacha stableagreement.Theseresultscanthenbeappliedto com-
putationalmodelsof argument suchas thosefor usein multiagent
systems.Agentsmayhavemany morecapabilitiesthanthosethatare
relevantto thecurrentpersuasiondialogue.If agent1 cannotpersuade
agent2 thenagent1 mayusetheopportunityto shift to a negotiation
dialoguein whichaconcessionmightbewon.

2 Background

Thispaperdealswith anumberof topicsin argumentationincluding
theuseof formaldialecticsystemsto modeltheinteractionsbetween
participantsin an argumentative dialogue,the recognitionthat dia-
loguesconformto anumberof distincttypes,andthatgivenaformal
dialecticsystemwhichmodelstheinteractionsin aparticulartypeof
dialogue,therewill arisetheneedto shift from adialogueof onetype
to adialogueof anothertype,andhencetransitionfrom onedialectic
systemto another.

Formal Dialectic Systems Dialoguegameshave beenproposed
as a meansto model the interactionsbetweenparticipantsduring
argumentative dialogues.Onebranchof dialoguegameresearchis
into the formal dialectic system[5]. Formal dialectic systemsare
two-player, turn-takinggamesin which the movesavailable to the
playersrepresentthe locutionalactsor utterancesmadeby the par-
ticipantsof a dialogue.Many dialecticsystemshave beenproposed
basedon thecharacterisationsof a rangeof dialogicalsituations,for
example,Hamblin’ssystem[5] andMackenzie’sDC [6] aretargeted
towardsfallacy researchwhilst Walton andKrabbe’s systemPPD0

[15] modelsthe interactionsbetweenparties in a permissive per-
suasiondialogue.Girle introducesa numberof systemswhich are
aimedat modellingbelief revision in A.I. systems[2, 3, 4]. McBur-
ney andParsonsspecifysomegamesfor usein communicationbe-
tweenagentsin multiagentsystems[8]. Bench-Caponet al. introduce
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a systemfor modellingdialecticalargumentcalledtheToulmin Dia-
logueGame[1] that is basedupontheargumentschema of Toulmin
[12].

Dialogue Typologies Dialoguecancategorisedinto typesandare
distinguishedbaseduponarangeof characteristicssuchasinitial sit-
uation,theoverall goalandtheparticipant’s individual aims.An in-
fluentialbut partial typology of suchdialoguetypeswhich includes
information-seeking,persuasion,negotiation, deliberation,and in-
quiry canbe found in [15]. This paperis concernedprimarily with
the negotiationandpersuasiontypesof dialoguealthoughthe find-
ingscanbeextendedto incorporatetheotherdialoguetypesidenti-
fied by WaltonandKrabbe.

Negotiation Dialogues In multiagentsystemsresearch,negotia-
tion is oftencharacterisedasa meansto distribute limited resources
betweencompetingagents.Negotiationdialoguescanbeusedto de-
terminethe distribution of thoseresourcesbetweenthe conflicting
parties.In theWaltonandKrabbetypologynegotiationdialoguesare
characterisedby a conflictof interestsand a needfor cooperation
leadingto apracticalsettlement.

Persuasion Dialogue Persuasiondialoguesoccur when there is
a conflictand the participantsattemptto reacha stableagreement
or resolutionof the issuethat gave rise to the conflict.Walton and
Krabbespecifya formal dialecticsystemto model the interactions
duringpersuasiondialoguesnamePPD0.

Progression Between Dialogue-types The notion of embedding
an instanceof one type of dialoguewithin an instanceof another
typeof dialoguewasproposedin [15] andvariousotherapproaches
havebeenproposedincludingReed’sDialogueFrames[10], andthe
layermodelof McBurney andParsons[7]. Thecoreideais to enable
the participantsin a dialogueto move from a sub-dialogueof one
type to a sub-dialogueof anothertypewhereeachsub-dialoguehas
its own specificationof rulesgoverning how a dialogueof that type
shouldprogress.Thenotionof embeddingpersuasionsub-dialogues
within anongoingnegotiationdialogue hasbeenexploredquiteex-
tensively by Sycarain relationto thePERSUADER system[11], and
by Rahwan [9] in relation to argument-bsaednegotiation in multi-
agentsystems.However theconversesituationof embeddingnego-
tiation sub-dialogueswithin a persuasiondialoguehasnot beenex-
plored specifically exceptasa by-productof enabling embeddings
andshiftsin general.

3 The fallacy of Bargaining

Walton andKrabbeidentify in [15] that shifts from onetype of di-
alogueto anothermay be either licit or illicit. A licit shift occurs
whenthe shift is constructive andagreedto by all parties.Whena
shift is concealedor otherwiseinappropriatethen it is illicit. Wal-
ton arguesthat a characteristicof many fallaciesis that they occur
whereshiftsin thedialogueareillicit [14]. In [15] thefallacy of bar-
gaining is identified asoccuringwhenparticipantsareengagedin a
dialoguewhich startsout asa persuasionbut thatat somepoint dur-
ing thecourseof thedialogueanillicit shift occursfrom persuasion
to negotiation.

The example of the fallacy of bargaining usedby Walton and
Krabbe involves a governmentminister of finance who has been
caughtprofiting from certain tax exemptions.The minister argues

that thosetax exemptionsshouldbeallowedtemporarily andnot be
penalized.Theministerthengoeson to proposeto his critics that if
they abstainfrom moving for penaltiesfor the exemptions,thenhe
will not opposeabill thatthecriticswill benefit from. In thiscase,in-
steadof satisfyinghisburdenof proof with respectto hispositionon
thetaxexemptions,theministersubstitutesanoffer for anargument,
amovewhich is notpermissiblein persuasiondialogues.By making
anoffer during thepersuasiondialoguetheministerhasrenegedon
his commitmentto defend his position, vis a vis thetax exemptions,
andcausedanillicit shift to anegotiationdialogue.

However, theshift from persuasionto negotiationneednotalways
be an instanceof the fallacy of bargaining. As Walton andKrabbe
recognise,illicit shiftsoccurwhentheshift is concealedor inappro-
priateandafallacy canoccurasaresult,If theshift occursin anopen
way, andis demonstratedto beappropriatethenthereis no needto
characteriseit asfallacious.Whereconflictingparticipantsin a dia-
loguehaveexhaustedtheirpersuasiveargumentsandarein aposition
thatis unlikely to beresolvedthroughcontinuationof thepersuasion
dialoguethenit is acceptablefor the participantsto try someother
way to breakthedeadlock.In this case,thepersuasiondialoguehas
failed becausea stableagreementhasnot beenreached.Given that
both participantsactuallywish to resolve the conflict,which is the
reasonwhy they arestill engagedin thedialogueat thispoint,ashift
to anothertype of dialogueenablesthe participantsto continue.If
theshift is from apersuasiondialogueto anegotiationdialoguethen
theparticipantsmaybeableto reachapracticalsettlementandsobe
ableto move forward.

The dialogueprotocolspresentedin this papertogetherwith the
associatedmachineryto effect dialogueshifts areaimedat demon-
stratingtwo points.Firstly thatnotall shiftsfrom persuasionto nego-
tiation dialoguesneedbe instancesof the fallacy of bargaining,and
secondlythat thesekinds of shifts canbe utilised to enablepartici-
pantswhowouldotherwisehave reachedan impasseto continue.

4 The systems: PP0 and NP0

Thetwo formaldialecticsystems,PP0 andNP0 arerepresentedusing
theunified specificationformat introducedin [16]. This representa-
tion is part of a unified framework for representing,rapidly imple-
mentingand deploying formal dialectic systemscalled the Archi-
tecturefor Argumentation(A4A). To facilitate this, the framework
incorporatesa rangeof generalmachineryfor representingdialectic
systems.This machineryis then tailored to the needsof a specific
dialecticsystem.Thedialecticsystemitself is designedto modelthe
interactionsbetweenparticipantsduring a particulardialogicalsitu-
ation. In this casePP0 is formulatedto modelpersuasiondialogues
andNP0 is formulatedto modelnegotiationdialogues.

Thereasonfor theA4A representationis twofold; to simplify and
unify therepresentationof formaldialecticsystemsandto enablethe
constructionof acommonenginefor runningthosesystemssorepre-
sented.Thetraditionallayoutof formal dialecticinvolvesspecifying
a numberof groupsof rules that govern a rangeof capabilitiesof
the systemsuchascommitmentstoreupdatesand legal sequences
of moves.This approachis adequatebut can obscurecomprehen-
sion of which movesare legal at any given point in a dialogueand
the exact effect of playing any of thosemoves.The A4A approach
specifiesthe rangeof ruleswhich canbe usedto layout a dialectic
system.Theserules are groupedtogetherto facilitate understand-
ing and transparency of the overall system.The grossstructureof
anA4A layout involvesspecificationof the typeandcapabilitiesof
a numberof basiccomponents,followedby a prescriptionof global
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rules.Finally acollectionof movesis laid out.Basiccomponentsin-
cludea uniqueidentifier for the system,a turn-structure,identifiers
for theparticipantsandthe settingup of storesfor any artifactscre-
atedduringthedialogue.Globalrulesareusedto identify a rangeof
conditionsthatcanariseduring a dialogueandspecify whatshould
be donewhen thoseconditionsarise.In the caseof PP0 and NP0

theseincluderules that hold whena new dialogueis entered,rules
thatgovern transitionsbetweensub-dialogues,e.g.from a PP0 sub-
dialogueto anNP0 sub-dialogue,andrulesthatspecifywhena dia-
logueshouldterminate.Therulesthatconcernindividual movesare
groupedtogetherso that it is immediatelyapparentwhenthe move
canlegally beplayedandwhattheeffectof playingthatmove is.

PP0 is aprotocoltailoredtowardspersuasion-typedialogues.

System Name PP0

Turn Structure = 〈Determinative,Single-Move〉

Participants = {init, resp}

Artifact Stores :
〈CStore,init, Mixed,Set,Light, Global〉
〈CStore,resp,Mixed,Set,Light, Global〉

Global Rules :

Initiation
Requirements:
Tcurrent = 0
Effects:
Tinit

next move = 〈Request,(goal)〉

Progression
Requirements:
S∈ CStoreinit

1 ∧ S∈ CStoreinit
current ∧

Tresp

last = 〈 Reject,(S) 〉
Effects:
(System=NP0) ∨ (System=PP0)

Termination
Requirements:
S∈ CStoreinit

1 ∧ (S/∈ CStoreinit
current ∨

S∈CStoreresp
current) ∨

Tlast move = 〈Withdraw(–)〉
Effects:
Dialoguestatus = complete

Moves :

〈Request, (S)〉
Requirements:
Ø
Effects:
Tlistener

next move = 〈 Accept,(S) 〉 ∨ 〈 Reject,(S) 〉 ∨
〈 Challenge,(S) 〉 ∧
CStorespeaker

current + S

〈Accept, (S)〉
Requirements:
Tlistener

last move = 〈 Request,(S) 〉
Effects:
CStorespeaker

current + S∧ CStorespeaker
current –¬S

〈Reject, (S)〉
Requirements:
Tlistener

last move = 〈 Request,(S) 〉
Effects:
Tlistener

next move = 〈 Challenge,(S) 〉 ∨ 〈 Withdraw, (–) 〉 ∧
CStorespeaker

current + ¬S∧ CStorespeaker
current – S

〈Challenge, (S)〉
Requirements:
Tlistener

last move = 〈 Request,(S) 〉 ∨ 〈 Reject,(S) 〉 ∨
〈 defence,(S′→S) 〉
Effects:
Tlistener

next move = 〈 defence,(S′→S) 〉 ∨ 〈 Reject,(S) 〉 ∨
〈 Withdraw, (–) 〉

〈defence, (S′→S)〉
Requirements:
Ø
Effects:
Tlistener

next move = 〈Challenge,(S)〉∨〈Challenge,(S′)〉∨
〈Challenge,(S′→S)〉∨ 〈reject,(S′→S)〉 ∨ 〈reject,(S)〉 ∨
〈reject,(S′)〉 ∨ 〈accept,(S′→S)〉∨ 〈accept,(S)〉 ∨
〈accept,(S′)〉
CStorespeaker

current + S∧ CStorespeaker
current + S′ ∧

CStorespeaker
current + S′→S

〈Withdraw, (–)〉
Requirements:
Tlast move = 〈Challenge(S)〉 ∨ 〈Reject(S)〉
Effects:
Ø

PP0 enablestwo playersnamedinit andresp to engagein a per-
suasiondialogue.Playerscanmake onemove perturn, startingwith
init. Theturn structuremeansthatturnsprocedeautomatically, after
oneplayermakestheirmove,thenext playerhastheir turnandsoon,
suchthat it can be seenfrom examinationof the currentturn index
which playersmove it is. The actualmovesthat areplayedcannot
influencewhich player is assignedthe speaker role in the next turn
andthuscannotinfluencewhoseturn it is. Eachplayeris assignedan
artifact storenamedCStore. The remainingparametersspecifythat
thestorecancontaina mixtureof commitmenttypes,for examplea
playercanincur commitmentto just thecontentof a move or to the
entire move, that the storeis a light sidestore[13] which storesa
setof commitmentsandthatthestoresareto besharedbetweensub-
dialoguesof differing types. PP0 incorporatesthreetypesof global
rule.Theserulesspecify therequirementsfor startinganew instance
of a PP0 sub-dialogue,the requirementsfor initiating a progression
from aninstanceof a PP0 sub-dialogueto a new instanceof another
sub-dialoguetype,andtheconditionsfor terminatingaPP0 dialogue.

Whenanew sub-dialogueof typePP0 is beguntheinitiation rules
requireonly that the very next move, in this casethe first move of
thenew sub-dialogue,mustbea request.For a progressionto to be
legal it is requiredthattheplayerwho initiatedthePP0 instancestill
be committedto their initial thesisandthat the last move playedin
the immediateprevious turn wasa rejection of that initial thesisby
therespondent.Theseconditionsestablishthataprogressionis legal
at this point in the dialogue,and that the next move may be from
the set of moves allocatedto the NP0 system.The current player
may elect to continuein the current dialogue without progressing
to anotherdialectic system.For example,the progressionrules of
PP0 only establishthat a transitionis legal, not that it mustoccur.
To actuallyinitiate a progressionat this point requirestheplayerto
makea legal move from theNP0 movesetaccordingto theinitiation
rulesfor NP0.

It shouldbe notedthat the particular formulationof progression
rulesin PP0 couldbefoldedinto theeffectsof therejectmovebut that
in thewidercontext of theA4A thisapproachincreasestheflexibility
of theoverall system.Thisflexibility allowssystemsto becreatedin
which theconditionsfor a legal progressionbetweensub-dialogues
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canoccurbasedon thestateof thesystem’s componentsregardless
of theactualmovewhichhasjustbeenplayed.

It is importantthata computationalmodelof argumentincludea
clearformulationfor whenthesystemshouldterminate.This helps
avoid the implementationalproblemsthat canoccurwhenadopting
a dialecticsystemwhich hasno formulationfor terminationrules.In
thesecasethe implementorsmust add rules to the core systemto
determinewhena dialogueshouldterminate.This canleadto many
variationson the coresystem.The terminationrulesof PP0 require
that either the withdraw move hasbeenplayed,or that the initial
thesisof the initiator haseither beenwithdrawn by the initiator or
acceptedby therespondent.

PP0 allows six distinct moves.Eachmove specificationincorpo-
ratesaformulationof requirementsfor whenthemove is legal, anda
formulationof effectsthatmustbeappliedwhenthemove is played.
Therequestmove is anutteranceof theform “Will you S?”,andhas
norequirements.Theeffectsof playing therequestmovearethatthe
contentof themove is addedto thespeaker’s commitmentstoreand
that the legal responsesarethe accept,rejectandchallengemoves.
The acceptmove enablesa player to agreeto a requestand is of
the form “OK S”. Conversely the reject move enablesa player to
disagreewith a requestand is of the form “Not S”. The challenge
move is formulatedto enablea player to get justification for a pre-
vious request,rejector defencemove andis of the form “why S?”.
Thedefencemove enablesa playerto defendtheir challengedposi-
tion by providing a supportingstatementof groundsandby stating
aninferentiallink betweenthechallengedpositionandthejustifying
statement.Thewithdraw moveis essentiallyanutteranceof theform
“I withdraw from this dialogue”,and therationale is to allow either
playertheopportunityto withdraw from thedialogue.If eitherplayer
determinesthatthedialogueis unlikely to endsuccessfullythenit is
more computationallyefficient to leave the dialoguecleanlyat the
first subsequentopportunityratherthancontinue.

PP0 only allows a player to incur commitmenton their own be-
half. This is achieved through the formulation of effects for each
move which only updatethe commitmentstoreof the speaker. The
only moveswhich incorporatea commitmenteffect aretherequest,
accept,rejectanddefencemoves.The challengemove doesnot in-
corporateacommitmenteffect,likethecommitmentto challengesof
DC [6], but ratherallowsthereceiverof thechallengeto immediately
withdraw from thedialoguewithoutpenalty. Thisenablesthepartic-
ipantsto produceanumberof differentjustificationsin responseto a
challengeby engagingin several iterationsof thechallenge-defence
sequence.This enablessometacticalplay to emerge in PP0 persua-
siondialoguewhereby aplayercanrepeatedlychallengeastatement
to uncover theunderlyingjustifications for thatstatement,but if the
playeris too persistentthentheir opponentmaychooseto withdraw
from thedialogueentirely. To avoid withdrawal, it is incumbentupon
thechallengingplayerto determinewhenthey areunlikely to beable
to persuadetheiropponentandmay havemoresuccessengaging in a
negotiationdialogueinstead. As establishedearlier, theprogression
rulessetoutonly whenit is legal to transitionto anew sub-dialogue,
not thatthattransitionmustoccur.

This particularformulationof progressionrulesdoesnot wholly
alleviatethepossiblechargeof afallacy of bargainingbeingcommit-
ted.However someeffort is madeto avoid thatsituation.A progres-
sion is only legal, at thevery earliest,aftera requesthasbeenmade
and that requesthasbeenrejectedoutright by the respondent.The
respondentcouldhavechallengedtherequestandtheinitiator would
havebeenobligedto provideadefenceto justify their initial request.
It may actuallybein theinterestsof theinitiator for thepersusasion

dialogueto continuebecause,solongasthey havesomeargumentto
supporttheir position they may be ableto persuadethe respondent
whereasconverselyit canbein theinterestsof therespondentto en-
ter into negotiationto get someconcessionsfrom the initiator. It is
only in theeventthattheinitiator hasnoargumentto justify their po-
sition andmustmake anoffer in lieu of a defenceor withdraw from
the dialogue,that it is in the initiators intereststo move straightto
a negotiationdialogue.A strongerformulationof progressionrules
would requirethat the initiator hadpreviously providedat leastone
defenceof their initial thesisbeforea progressioncouldbecomele-
gal.Thiswouldrequiretheprogressionrulesto checkthatCStoreinit

containsatleastonedefenceof theinitial thesis.Thiswouldavoid the
kind of fallacy of bargainingattributedto theministerof finance in
theWaltonandKrabbeexamplediscussedearlierbecausetheinitia-
tor wouldhaveactuallyprovidedadefencein supportof their request
so the initiator is fulfilling thecommitmentto defendtheir position
ratherthanresortingimmediatelyto bargaining.

NP0 is aprotocoltailoredtowardsnegotiation-typedialogues.PP0

is aimedat persuadinga player to accepta requestthroughsucces-
sive roundsof challengeandjustification. This typeof dialoguere-
quiresthatargumentsbebroughtto bearwhich hold direct relations
to the issuein question.For example,it is assumedthat thedefence
of a challengedrequestlendsat leastsomesupportto the request
which waschallengedin thefirst place.Likewise,anargumentthat
is extendedin defenceof a requestshould provide relevant support
for why thatrequestshouldbeaccepted.In a negotiationtheplayers
may make offers in supportof their goal.The offers however need
notpertaindirectly to thegoal.WaltonandKrabberecognisein [15]
thattheswappingof oneconcessionfor anotheris acharacteristicof
negotiation.In the context of a multiagentsystemimplementation,
theagentsmayhave many differentcapabilities,many of which are
not pertinentto the issueat handbut which may be offeredaspart
of a dealin order to get the goalaccepted.This kind of dialogueis
characterisedby offer-counteroffer sequences.Therulesof NP0 are
asfollows;

System Name NP0

Turn Structure = 〈Determinative,Single-Move〉

Participants = {init, resp}

Artifact Stores :
〈CStore,init, Mixed,Set,Light, Global〉
〈CStore,resp,Mixed,Set,Light, Global〉

Global Rules

Initiation
Requirements:
S∈ CStoreinit

1 ∧ S∈ CStoreinit
current ∧ S/∈CStoreresp

current

Effects:
Tspeaker

next move = 〈Offer, (S,proposal)〉

Termination
Requirements:
S∈ CStoreinit

1 ∧ (S/∈ CStoreinit
current ∨ S∈CStoreresp

current) ∨
Tlast move = 〈Withdraw(–)〉
Effects:
Dialoguestatus = complete

Moves

〈Offer, (goal, proposal)〉
Requirements:
〈Offer, (goal,proposal)〉 /∈ CStorespeaker

current

Effects:
(Tlistener

next move = 〈Accept, (proposal)〉 ∨ 〈Reject,(proposal)〉 ∨
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〈Offer, (goal,proposal′)〉 ∨ 〈Offer, (goal′, proposal)〉 ∨
〈Offer, (goal′, proposal′)〉 ∨ 〈Withdraw, (–)〉) ∧
CStorespeaker + goal∧
CStorespeaker + proposal∧
CStorespeaker + offer(goal,proposal)

〈Accept, (goal, proposal)〉
Requirements:
Tlistener

last move = 〈Offer, (goal,proposal)〉
Effects:
CStorespeaker + goal∧
CStorespeaker + proposal∧
CStorespeaker + offer(goal,proposal)

〈Reject, (goal, proposal)〉
Requirements:
THearer

last move = 〈Offer, (goal,proposal)〉
Effects:
(Tlistener

next move = 〈Offer, (goal,proposal′)〉 ∨
〈Offer, (goal′, proposal)〉 ∨ 〈Offer, (goal′, proposal′)〉

〈Withdraw, (–)〉
Requirements:
Tlast move = 〈Offer(goal,proposal)〉 ∨
〈Reject(goal,proposal)〉
Effects:
Ø

Theinitial setupfor anNP0 dialogueis similar to thatfor a PPC0

dialogue.Bothsystemsutilise thesamenumberof andtypesof com-
mitmentstore,thecontentsof whicharepreservedbetweenprogres-
sionsfrom onesub-dialogueto another. Bothplayersretaintheirpar-
ticipant identifiers in an NP0 sub-dialoguethat wereestablishedin
theprecedingPP0 sub-dialogue.Thesimilar setupsarenecessaryto
enablea cleanprogressionfrom onesub-dialogueto the next, and
a possiblesubsequentreturn to the original dialoguetype.This ap-
proachalso enablesa consistentrepresentationof supportingma-
chinerybetweenthetwo systemsasrequiredby theA4A.

Theglobal rulesfor NP0 specifyinitiation andterminationrules.
The initiation rules establishthat the initiator hassomeinitial the-
sis in their commitmentstoreandthat thatsameinitial thesisis not
presentin the respondent’s commitmentstore.The initiation rules
alsoestablishthatanNP0 dialoguemustbegin with anoffer move in
which the initiator statesthe goal that they aretrying to achieve, in
thiscasethegoalis actuallytheinitial thesiswhichwasestablishedat
thevery beginningof theencompassingpersuasiondialogue,along
with a proposalthat they arewilling to concedeto get the goal ac-
cepted.An NP0 dialoguecanterminatewheneithertheinitiator has
withdrawn their initial thesis,or therespondent hasacceptedtheini-
tial thesis,or thewithdraw move is uttered.

Becauseof the formulationof the initiation rules,the profiles of
dialoguescarriedoutaccordingto NP0 areslightly assymetrical.Al-
thoughall themovesareconceivablyavailableto all participants,i.e.
thereareno movesthatcanonly beplayedby eitherthe initiator or
the respondent,an NP0 dialoguewill alwaysstartwith the initiator
makinganoffer thatis basedupontheinitial thesisinstantiatedat the
beginningof theprior PP0 dialogue.

NP0 incorporatesfour moveswhich enablebasicbargaining be-
haviour. Theoffer move, in thecontext of a negotiationover action,
canbeassumedto have thefollowing form, “If you acceptX, I will
concedeY”, whereX is somegoalthattheoffererwants theofferee
to achieveandY is theconcessionthattheofferer is willing to make

to achieveX. Theoffer move requiresthatthespeaker hasnotprevi-
ouslymadethesame bid. In thecaseabove, all of X, Y, andtheut-
teranceoffer(X, Y) will beaddedto thespeakerscommitmentstore,
so NP0 allows commitmentto offers as well as commitmentwith
respectto theindividual statementsthatcomprisetheoffers.There-
quirementsfor this move stopthespeaker from repeatinga bid that
they havealreadyoffered.

Theoffer move is designedto berecursiveandcanbefollowedin
asubsequentturnby acounteroffer. NP0 recognisesfour varietiesof
offer. Thefirst is theinitial offer in a negotiation.Theremainderare
varioustypesof counteroffer in which either, the goal remainsthe
sameandtheproposalis altered,thegoalis alteredandtheproposal
remainsthesame,or thegoalandtheproposalareboth altered.In the
two instancesof counterofferswherethegoalis altered,it is assumed
thatthegoalis a reducedor relatedversionof theinitial goalbut the
rulesdo not enforcethis. Given the initial offer, “If you acceptX, I
will concedeY”, it shouldbenotedthatin thecounter-offersthepar-
ticipantsareinvertedsothattheoffer shouldbereadastheinversion
of thepreviousoffer; for examplethefirst varietyof counteroffer is of
theform, “I will acceptX, If you concedeY ′”, thesecondvariety is
of theform, “I will acceptX ′, if youconcedeY”, andlastly thefinal
typeof counteroffer is of theform, “I will acceptX ′, If you concede
Y′”. NoticethatbecauseNP0 dialoguesarenotentirelysymmetrical
it is alwaysthecasethat thegoalrefersto somethingthattherespon-
dentshouldacceptandthattheproposalrefersto somethingthatthe
initiator is conceding.After aninitial offer is madethenext movecan
be eitheroutright acceptanceor rejectionof the offer, or oneof the
varietiesof counteroffer. Theacceptmove enablesa playerto agree
to a given offer andaddsthe componentsof the offer andthe offer
itself to thespeakerscommitment storesothataplayeractively com-
mits themself to acceptanoffer. Therejectmove enablesa playerto
not accepta proposedoffer. Finally thewithdraw move is similar to
thatfor withdraw in PP0.

It shouldbenotedthatNP0 includesnoprogressionrulesto govern
eitherreturn to theparentpersuasiondialogueor to entera new in-
stanceof persuasionor negotiationdialogueasa child of thecurrent
NP0 dialogue.This wasa purposefulomissionpartly to aid clarity
and partly becausealthougha nice capability it is not requiredto
demonstrateeithertheuseor theutility of theprogressionfrom per-
suasionto negotiation duringa dialogue.Themachineryof theA4A
architectureis sufficiently flexible to enablessuchtransitionsto be
specifiedasrequiredeitherin a mannersimilar to thatusedfor PP0
or by specificationof aparticularmovewhich leadsto aprogression
aspartof theeffectsof playingthatmove.

5 Example Dialogue

The following dialoguefragment illustratesthe canonicalembed-
ding of anNP0 sub-dialoguewithin a PP0 dialogue.Thedialogueis
situatedwithin a multiagentdistributedcomputationscenario.Each
agenthasvariouscapabilities,tasksthatit canperform.A key aspect
is that no singleagentknows all otheragentswithin the systemor
hascompleteknowledgeof thesystem.Thedialoguefragmentis as
follows:

The fragmentinvolves two agents,agent1 and agent2. The dia-
logueis initiatedby agent1 whobecomestheinitiator andrequestsof
agent2 who becomestherespondentto performtaskS1. S1 is added
to the initiator’s commitmentstore.In turn 2 the respondentchal-
lengestherequestwhich,becauseof theburdenof proof requiredby
apersuasiondialogue,meansthattheinitiator mustdefendthestand-
point establishedin turn T1. At T3 the initiator defendstheir stand-
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[hbtp]
Turn Player Move CStoreinit CStoreresp

1 init Request(S1) S1 –
2 resp Challenge(S1) – –
3 init Defence(S2→S1) S2, S2→S1 –
4 resp Challenge(S1) – –
5 init defence(S3→S1) S3, S3→S1 –
6 resp Reject(S1) – –
7 init Offer(S1, S4) S4, Offer(S1, S4) –
8 resp Offer(S5, S6) – S5, S6,

Offer(S5, S6)
9 init Offer(S1, S7) S7, Offer(S1, S7) –
10 resp Accept(S1, S7) – S1, S7,

Offer(S1, S7)

point andthe defenceis addedto the initiator’s commitmentstore.
At T4 therespondentis not pursuadedby theinitiator’s defenceand
again challengesS1. The initiator respondsat T5 with anotherde-
fenceof S1 andtheinitiator’s commitmentstoreis againupdated.In
T6 the respondentrejectsthe initiator’s standpointS1. At this point
therequirementsof theprogressionrulesof PP0 aremetanda shift
canlegally occurfrom thePP0 dialogueto anNP0 dialogue.Theini-
tiator neednot utilise this progressionhowever. If the initiator, for
somereason,still hasanargumentthat it canuseto supportS1 then
thePP0 dialoguecancontinue.In this casethoughtheinitiator does
nothavea furtherargumentto supportS1 sotakestheopportunityto
shift to an NP0 dialogue.The initiator achievesthis by playing the
offer move at T7 in accordancewith theinitiation rulesof NP0. Fol-
lowing the shift to the NP0 dialogueandthe initiatory offer move,
the respondentrespondsin T8 with a counter-offer which includes
bothadifferentgoalandadifferentproposalto thatofferedin T7. At
T9 the initiator makesanothercounter-offer again involving the ini-
tiatorsoriginal standpoint,but this time includinga new concession
S7. theconcessionsextendedin theoffer movesmay, in thecontext
of themultiagentsystemscenario,correspondto particularcapabil-
ities of theparticipatingagentswho offer to perform certainactions
in exchange for acceptanceof the initial standpoint.At T10 the re-
spondentacceptsthe offer extendedin T9 which incorporatesthe
standpointoriginally establishedin T1. At this point thetermination
rulesof NP0 aremetandthestatusof thedialogueis complete.

This fragmentillustratestheuseof PP0 to engagein a persuasion
dialoguefollowed by a shift to a negotiationdialoguewhenthe ar-
gumentsof the initiating player are rejected.This is a very useful
capabilitybecauseit meansthatoncetheparticipant’s persuasive ar-
gumentsare exhaustedthey still have techniqueswhich can allow
them to reachan agreement.Without the negotiation protocol and
the mechanismfor shifting from a persuasiondialogueto a negoti-
ationdialoguethedialoguewould have endedmuchsoonerwithout
anacceptableoutcome.

6 Conclusions

In this papera situation wascharacterisedin which theparticipants
in an argumentative dialogueare unable to resolve their conflict
throughpersuasive arguments.Thenotionof the fallacy of bargain-
ing was introducedasa real-world tactic that is usedto get agree-
mentwherebyinsteadof defendingtheir standpointfrom attack,the
defendentmakesanoffer to theirchallengerwhichinvolvessomeun-
relatedconcession.Sucha fallacy involvesanillicit shift from aper-
suasiondialogueto a negotiationdialogue.The proposalwasmade
thatsolong astheshift is licit, i.e. that theshift is clearlyandtrans-
parentlymade,andthat the shift is not madein order to escapethe
burdenof proof of defendingastandpoint,thensuchashift doesnot

leadnecessarilyto a fallacy of bargainingocurring.
Given this, thenin the failedpersuasionscenariotheparticipants

couldshift from apersuasion dialogueto anegotiationdialogueonce
they ran out of arguments,either to persuadetheir opponentor to
justify their own position.Oncein thenegotiationdialogue thepar-
ticipantscould make offers to eachother in relation to the original
issue.Suchoffers, insteadof involving persuasive justifications of
their standpoints,involve proposingconcessionsthatcouldbemade
whicharen’t necessarilyrelatedto theissueathand.To illustratethe
situation,apairof formaldialecticsystemsnamedPP0 andNP0 were
introducedalongwith amechanismfor facillitating therequireddia-
logueshift.

Thenext stepis to refine theformulationsof PP0 andNP0 into PP1

andNP1 to enablebi-directionalshiftsbetweenPPand NPdialogues
aswell asshiftsto sub-dialoguesof othertypes.
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